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Editorial
Freddie whitelaw

an active Bridge Club who meet  there some 
afternoons, we have had interesting talks
once or twice a year and it was discovered 
that we needed a licence if one of these 
speakers wanted to show  a film.  So a 
license has been obtained. We can now 
show films. We are not allowed to charge an 
entrance fee (nor would we want to), so the 
Wengen Kinema has nothing to fear from us.  

Editorial stint 
coming to an 
end?
The editor has, as his doctor rather bluntly 
informed him, “a pair of knackered knees”. 
These are the result of old skiing accidents 
and comments such as “they’d be less of a
problem if you lost some weight” are 
unwelcome, however true! So his skiing 
days are definitely numbered and he does not 
find the idea of visiting Wengen without 
being able to ski a happy prospect. 
Volunteers for future editorial tasks are 
sought with the ultimate aim of finding an 
editorial successor. This is not a resignation 
announcement, more a warning shot that 

The big news this year is the celebration of 
our 90th anniversary. We were formed on 
Saturday, 7th February 1925. Some new 
facts about that foundation; plus photographs 
of every single founder member have been 
uncovered in the last few months, an article 
including copies of these photos is included 
in this Journal.  This coming year, too, 7th 
February  falls on a Saturday and rather like 
our friends the Kandahar across the valley, 
their 90th anniversary this year fell 2 days 
after their celebratory occasion up at Piz 
Gloria. So we too, quite by coincidence, 
will be celebrating 2 days earlier than the 
actual anniversary with a dinner dance at the 
Regina on Thursday 5th February. We hope 
you will all be able to attend. It coincides 
with McMillan race day, so we hope for no 
walking wounded. An application form for 
tickets is inserted in this Journal. 

Cinema in 
Club Room?
Do not be alarmed. Brian Phillips and his 
Club Room committee occasionally 
organise happenings in the Club Room that 
are not directly ski-related. There is already

5 years in the editorial seat is a sensible stint 
and whilst some fresh ideas still surface in 
this editorial mind, these are not now as 
frequent as they used to be. Certainly this 
editor feels it would be difficult to do the job 
justice without visiting Wengen each year 
and that is a situation that seems to be on the 
horizon. The job has several benefits, most 
important of which is a brilliant designer 
already in place by name of Paul Eustice 
who is very adept at making a silk purse out 
of a sow’s ear.  Paul has been the Journal’s 
designer since the beginning of this century. 
You can also be rude about worthies of the 
ski establishment secure in the knowledge 
that 12 months will elapse before they get a 
chance to respond. You get an invitation to 
the Railway Cup Luncheon without having 
to gate-crash and you are usually treated with 
much more respect than you really deserve.  
You should be a little bit literate and perhaps 
be able to spell words like Geschmozzel. 
Otherwise simple enthusiasm for skiing is all 
that is necessary. This editor has little idea 
about accents and particularly about umlauts; 
helpfully Norman Freund is one of the proof 
reading team.
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DisconnectedJottings

On the 3rd Feb 2014 DHO member Eric 
Smith introduced the Editor to a golfing 
friend and fellow guest in the Alpenrose  
Hotel and said his friend was asking about 
joining the DHO and of competing in 
the McMillan Cup in 3 days time. It was 
explained that he could only race “hors de 
concours” because he did not meet the 
qualifying period of one year’s prior 
membership. His nick-name was Barney, but 
his Christian name and surname  went in one 
ear and out the other of the editorial head. 

And Barney duly joined the DHO the 
following day. He enjoyed the race so much, 
he said he planned definitely to come back
again next year to take in the race despite the 
fact he has an apartment elsewhere in the

olympic Ambitions.
Alps. Talking to the editor after the event he 
mentioned he rather hoped he might, in a few 
days time, be able to take the time off to go 
to Sochi. Why, we asked, you’re not really 
that exceptional a skier and you’re probably 
too old for the winter Olympics anyway!

I know, said Barney, but my niece is a slider. 
She’s competing in the Skeleton and I’d like 
to see it. 

So may we pass on our congratulations to 
Barney Yarnold on the success of his niece 
Lizzy Yarnold in winning the Gold medal in 
the Skeleton at the Winter Olympic Games.

The editor is rather less likely to forget his 
name in the future.

Dho AGM

20 years ago, in January 1995, Arnie Wilson, 
the skiing correspondent of the Financial 
Times, and his girlfriend Lucy Dicker had 
just completed a 12 months tour of the 
world, successfully skiing every single day. 
Returning home to Europe, they were 
pottering rather more gently around Europe 
and they ended up in Wengen in early 
February just in time to help us celebrate our 
70th anniversary. They spent a day or two 
with us and were befriended by Piers 
Browning (our then equivalent of Andrew 
Davies). Only a few weeks later at the start 
of April they were skiing in a couloir in La 
Grave, France and Lucy fell, Arnie grabbed 
her as she passed him and they both tumbled 
about 1000 feet. Arnie survived, Lucy did 
not.

The lucy Dicker Plate

Like last year, the AGM is scheduled to 
take place on a Friday. This supposedly 
makes it easier for those who live and 
work out of town to attend because these 
members do not have to give up 2 days of 
work or their holiday in order to attend. 
On the other hand, it probably makes it 
more disruptive for those who work in 
London. The AGM is taking place at 6.30 
pm on Friday 21st November and as it is 
followed by drinks and a buffet supper, it 
is very welcome that the Imperial Hotel 
is offering 10% discount on a room for 
members staying that Friday night. Book 
normally, but it is ESSENTIAL that you 
identify yourself as a DHO member when 
you check in to qualify for this special 
offer. The Imperial is already extremely 
good value, but with 10% off it is better 
still.
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They had so enjoyed their time with the 
DHO that a Trophy was presented in Lucy’s 
memory to be raced annually and it has 
happened ever since. More recently in 2001, 
Arnie became editor of the SCGB’s 
magazine Snow and Board and earlier this 
year, he finally announced he was retiring 
from that editorship. As a fellow member of 
the “editors mafia” the DHO Journal editor 
wrote to Arnie wishing him well and telling 
him that the Lucy Dicker Plate continues to 
be staged each year. 

we both helped celebrate the DHO’s 70th 
anniversary! 

I’m sure the DHO Journal thrives under 
your editorship!!! Please do pass on my 
grateful thanks to anyone and everyone 
involved in the Lucy Dicker plate!

The editor mentioned to Richard Berry, 
the indefatigable organiser of the DHO run 
Schoolboys’ Championships, that the 
photographs submitted last year (2013) 
were of poor quality and too few. To which 
the general gist of an answer was “Then 
try taking ‘em yourself”. So this year, 
needing to drive to Lauterbrunnen anyway 
with display items for the Club Room, it 
was decided to take him at his word. 
Arriving in Lauterbrunnen a day or two 
earlier, the pile of kit was disgorged and 
transported up to Wengen. Boots and 
helmet were recovered from store, skis 
hired and we set off the next day to 
Meiringen. In Richard’s defence it must 
be said that he had provided excellent 
instructions on how to find the Hotel 
Viktoria in Hasliberg Reuti above 
Meiringen, but reading instructions whilst 
driving is not high on the editor’s list of 
skills. So instead, the satellite navigation 
system was entrusted with the task. It 
worked well, taking the car to Meiringen 
without fault. Then it directed us along 
the valley floor rather than up an alp as 
expected. 

After a few kilometres it suddenly directed 
us up a turning to the left and passing a 
sign for the Post Bus, it was vaguely re-
assuring that this narrow, steep  and snow

Schoolboys Championships in Meiringen
covered track was deemed Post Bus friendly. 
Equipped with a 4 wheel drive shod with 
snow tyres, nothing much was going to daunt 
the intrepid editor.

Up and up went the road, steep drops on one 
side, mountainous slopes on the other, with 
but a single vehicle track visible in the snow. 
After a kilometre or two, an “about-turn” 
was thought preferable, but an investigation 
of a nearby passing place suggested it was 
too deep in snow. So we ploughed on. Up 
above could be seen some no-entry signs, 
suggesting a good turning area and we set 
off upwards. Within a few hundred metres 
of the destination, we beached the car on a 
snow drift with all 4 wheels off the ground. 
Neither up nor down could we go. Richard 
Berry was called for advice. “Put on your 
warmest anorak and walk down the hill until 
you meet help”. 

”In due course, a car appeared, with but 
a single occupant. We shared not a word 
in common. He spoke neither English nor 
French, but only some mountain dialect of 
Swiss German. We travelled back up to the 
car, inspection confirming it might be there 
until the snow melted in spring. So after some 
conversation understood by neither side, the 
rescuer indicated he was going to leave and 
said the magic words “Zehn Minuten”. 

 At this the editor nervously smiled, it 
sounded as if the local was going away 
but perhaps coming back in 10 minutes. 
20 minutes later could be heard a growling 
coming up the hill and slowly there 
appeared a snow-plough. It seems the 
editor had chanced upon a mountain 
farmer with his own private snow plough! 
Rescue was quickly achieved (no payment 
was accepted by the rescuer), the valley 
floor reached and return to Meiringen 
accomplished. The Sat-nav was 
programmed with the destination Reuti 
and up came the question “Hasliberg?”, 
an affirmative response got the right road 
and fairly soon we were drawing into the 
car park of the Hotel Viktoria. Suddenly the 
mobile phone called, “This is the RAC, we 
understand you are having difficulties up 
some mountain”. The voice had a hint of 
a Scandinavian intonation, and the 
determination to get revenge on a giggling 
Ingie Christophersen rose high in the 
editorial mind.

Such revenge currently not yet achieved, but 
Ingie needs to watch her back henceforth!

Moral of the story? Don’t trust a sat-nav in a 
foreign land, the goat track was probably fine 
for Summer hikers, but not much good in the 
depths of winter. 

Arnie wrote to express his thanks. His 
message follows: 

Dear Freddie -  How very kind to keep me 
posted. I’ve always toyed with coming out to 
witness Lucy’s race - maybe one day I will. 
It meant an enormous amount to me when 
the race was inaugurated and it means just 
as much now that it’s still going! Lucy would 
have been extremely proud. Me too! It’s 20 
years ago that Lucy and I skied every day
of the year! I remember at one stage that
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A member since 1978, Roger is well known 
as one of the once a year visiting vicars at 
St Bernards in Wengen and as a keen 
participant in any races happening when he 
is in the village.

In September he was officiating at a wedding 
in his Church, St Mary’s Stockport, when 
he needed to pass behind the bride, and not 
wishing to step on her train, leapt over it, 
tripped and fell. Initially he apparently did

Memorable trip for Rev Roger Scoones

Dho Cufflinks and 90th Anniversary Tie
We are introducing DHO cufflinks as part 
of the club regalia this year. They will be 
available in the Club Room this coming 
season and we will be investigating if we can 
make it possible for them to be purchased 
directly in the UK through some pay system 
like Paypal, so that they can be bought by 
members and despatched in time for them to 
be given as a surprise Birthday or Christmas 
gift. Prices are £14 (or CHF 20) a pair, 
complete with protective display case. 

not realise he had tripped and suspected he 
had suffered a heart attack, but the groom 
hauled him upright and Roger carried on and 
completed the ceremony.  After which he 
realised that all was not well and took 
himself to hospital. A broken wrist was 
diagnosed and Roger is now in plaster with a 
sling, which he will be wearing until 
mid-October. His plans for skiing this 
coming season remain on track.

An anniversary tie is also in production, 
which is based upon the hand-drawn badges 
used on 6th February 1925. A photograph 
of the first sample is shown here.  Jacquard 
silk, blue tie with logo in white. All woven, 
not printed. Price is £25 or CHF 40. As usual 
these items of club apparel can be obtained 
from Sarah Hoyle our Hon secretary, postage 
and packing will add £5 in the UK.

Second Annual Dho Golf Day 
by Dermot Gilvary
Fifteen members enjoyed the second 
annual DHO Golf Day, which was hosted by 
Robert Goodwin at his club Aspley Guise 
and Woburn Sands GC (Bedfordshire) on 
Wednesday 3rd September 2014.

For the second successive year players were 
blessed by windless conditions and clear 
blue skies, and they benefitted from a course 
which was impeccably presented, while the 
greens were extraordinarily quick.

Prizes were presented to:
Simon Allen (for the highest Stableford 
points score)
Brian Bollen (for the drive which finished 
nearest to the pin on the fourth green)
Sarah Hirst Malin (for the longest woman’s 
drive and the longest overall drive of the day 
on the eleventh hole)
David Price (for the longest man’s drive on 
the eleventh hole).

At dinner after the game the players were 
unanimous in thanking Robert Goodwin for 
his immaculate organisation of a most 
successful and enjoyable event, in which 
good fellowship and a fine occasion were 
more important than the scores.

The third annual DHO Golf Day will be 
played on Wednesday 2nd September 2015 
at Tadmarton Heath Golf Club (Wigginton, 
near Banbury, Oxfordshire).
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Plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose 
(roughly translated, the more things change, 
the more they stay the same)
Andrew Davies sent us a photograph taken 
on the First side of Grindelwald right at the 
end of the 13/14 season. Snow was rather 
scarce. One of the advantages of having 
access to Joan Foster’s photo album of 
the Twenties is the occasional photo that 
indicates some things haven’t changed very 
much in 90 years.  In one photo, CJ Odling 
is seen “skiing” on the way down to Grund 
across grass, mud and some occasional bit 
of snow, then another photo of the DHO 
paddling in the stream  by Grund Station to 
wash the mud from their skis. 

(Right) Sir John Ritblat, Richard Berry, 
Maureen Berry & Michael Woodhall

A 4 wheel drive agricultural vehicle was 
left without its hand-brake being applied 
above Winteregg on the Mürren line. 
It seems gravity got the better of it and the 
line was completely blocked. Winteregg’s 
older “English language” name was 
Half-way House. Which is quite 
convenient. A train from Grutschalp 
reached the blockage in much the same 
time as it took a train from Mürren to

oops!
arrive from the other 
direction. Passengers then 
alighted, walked to the other 
train which simply reversed 
back whence it came,  and 
after their little walk, the 
passengers continued on 
their journey.  Our 
informant did not indicate 
what happened to 
passengers with lots of 
luggage. 

Delancey sponsors british Ski and Snowboard
Sir John Ritblat is a life member of the 
DHO. He has sponsored British Skiing for 
some 36 years. His British Land company 
was a long time sponsor of the British Alpine 
Ski Team. Nowadays he is chairman of 
Delancey’s advisory board and president of 
British Ski and Snowboard. Delancey has 
recently announced it is now the principal 
sponsor of British Ski and Snowboard. This 
boost in funding will mean that athletes 

and teams across the disciplines of Alpine, 
Snowboard, Freestyle and Cross Country 
will benefit from financial support of their 
training and development programmes and 
will be vital for athletes working towards 
more success in Payong Chang in 2018.
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BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA  

Tel 020 7370 1256/7/8 Fax No 020 7370 2251

Max Davies and the staff at 
Brechin Management Limited wish 

the DHO and Wengen 
an Excellent Season in 2015

Your Base in the Pacific Northwest

50 miles

90 miles

VANCOUVER

SUDDEN VALLEY

SEATTLE

Special rates for 
DHO members

3-bedroom town house in private community 
Sudden Valley, between Vancouver and Seattle, 
both under 90 minutes away

• bathroom, shower room, separate wC, patio overlooking golf course    
 with views to lake whatcom
• Surrounded by hills with lakes, 18 hole golf course, tennis courts, 
 swimming pools within the community
• Extensive hiking trails of all standards in surrounding countryside
 Mount baker (10,000 feet) skiing and hiking 80 minutes away
• university town of bellingham (8 miles) has theatres, restaurants, market   
 and extensive shopping. lively cultural and night life.
• boats to San Juan islands and whale watching go from bellingham port    
 (summer only)

Contact Norman Freund 
(+44 (0) 1327 353166, 
www.normfreund@aol.com) 
for details
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Kandahar Colleague retires
Kandahar, Melanie Byrom? 

Despite the fact that the Kandahar Review 
has been around since 1924, in the 
intervening 90 years K has only ever had 
4 editors. The first DHO Journal  was rather 
later on the scene in 1936 despite which we 
are now on our 10th editor. Seems we wear 
them out quicker on this side of the valley 
(and this one is already wilting!).

Melanie has been helpful and supportive 
and whenever asked, has been unfailingly 
cooperative. And she invited the DHO editor 
to the Maulerhubel  this last 30th January 
(K’s exact 90th anniversary) to consume 
large quantities of Mauler “Champagne” 
thus re-enacting an early exploit of their 
founder Arnold Lunn. Anyone who feeds 
champagne in such quantities deserves our 
thanks and admiration.  It was a brave act to 
bestow upon a member of a rival club whose 
very conception, we now readily admit,  
occurred in a series of bars in Wengen on the 
evening of 5th February 1925!

Geoffrey Gay is leading a drive for 
more competitions for DHO 
youngsters. First up is a GS starting   
from the Lauberhorn Downhill start hut, 
and will comprise (weather permitting) 
2 runs for each competitor, faster one 
to count. Part of the DHO Under 18 GS 
Championship, it is open to any DHO 
junior who is under 18 on the day of the 
race.

It is scheduled for Thursday 19th 
February 2015. The race will be called 
The Gillian Davies Cup, presented by 
Eden and Max Davies and named after 
their daughter Gillian who died in 2013. 

new GS Race 
for under 18s

Melanie Byrom

May we use a few lines of the Journal to bid 
adieu to our opposite number from the 
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EIGER RESIDENCE
(Top Floor)

Lovely, modern apartment with
wonderful views

2 double bedrooms 
and 2 bathrooms - sleeps 4/6

Open fireplace, washing machine,
tumble drier, TV, DVD, Video

One minute from trains, cable cars
and shops

AVAILABLE ALL YEAR
Very convenient for the new club room 

on ground floor

Phone/fax: 01797 270042 or
0041 (0) 33 855 4507 

E-mail: patersonhome@googlemail.com

THE HISTORY 
OF SKI JUMPING
Tim Ashburner

‘I can only say: Fantastic,
 fantastic, fantastic again! 
It seems to me unbelievable 
that someone can research 
so far back about a sport 
nobody has written much 
about before. There is so 
much about skiing and 
ski jumping that I did 
not know…

Tim you are a champion!’

Karl Molitor, Wengen

TIM ASHBURNER, 12 REDCLIFFE CLOSE,

OLD BROMPTON ROAD, 

LONDON SW5 9HX

Email: timashburner228@hotmail.co.uk
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wengen Manager’s Report
Andrew Davies 2013/14

The season of 2013 to 2014, the winter 
in which every entrant of the McMillan 
Downhill race drew their prize from the 
very same tombola that has always 
decided the starting order for the 
Lauberhorn race. Thank you Viktor.

The winter Marco and his team emptied two 
water reservoirs before the end of December; 
a decision which ensured consistently good 
piste from beginning to end of the season.
The winter our 89 year old Ski Club had a 
team of 3 ladies in the Inferno and Martin 
West beat me by 4 seconds! Harry (and his 
pair Doreen Borgers), finally got the family 
name, Lightfoot, on a trophy! Jean-Daniel 
Gluck completed a hat trick in the 
McMillan and three races were cancelled 
due to the Foehn winds.

Not all of our trophies are won, the Waldo 
Cup is awarded each year as a thank you, a 
recognition of hard work well done and an 
appreciation of contribution to this nearly 
90 year old ski club. Freddie ‘Freditor’ 
Whitelaw for his marvellous efforts with the 
journal coupled with his phenomenal interest 
in History, which has produced much that 
the club as a whole can be proud of, was  
presented with the Waldo Cup this year. The 
Railway Cup is similarly awarded and was 
given to Liz Moore, especially for her huge 
effort promoting, building and leading the 
DHO team’s entry into the AICC (Amateur 
International Club Championships).   

Thanks to everyone who helped last winter. 
Many of you gave up time to: assist races, 
man the bar, check gates, issue bibs, bake 
goodies, teach and entertain children, make 
sandwiches, organise nights out, captain 
teams, lead skiing, lead walks, smile at folk 
in the street, tidy the club and manage the 
website. Thank you and welcome to all those 
new members who enjoyed the results of all 
this effort for the first time.

During and following the winter of 2014 
some of you find yourselves having to get 
over tragedy, or coping with injury, illness, 
treatment or all three. My thoughts and 
prayers are with you: as I am sure are those 
of many others.

On the whole the ski conditions were pretty 
good, especially given the distinct lack of 
snow at the start. It’s the special moments we 
remember and I hope everyone’s holiday in 
Wengen left them with standout memories 
of great days in the mountains. My top three 
were: Walking up to Gimmeln and skiing to 
Gimmelwald then waiting out the storm and 
still making it home in time for tea. Skiing 
all the lifts in the Jungfrau Region in one 
day with James Hackett and Rich Laney. 
Après ski with Doug Tremaine-Doyle which 
included an excellent demonstration of just 
how strong his telemarker legs really were.Editor with Waldo Cup

Liz Moore collects the Railway Cup from 
Marco Luggen, whilst Michael Woodhall 
and Andrew Davies look on
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By now Teton Gravity Research of Jackson 
Hole will have produced their latest free 
ride ski film, the 2015 gear guides will be 
coming out and someone somewhere will be 
forecasting a bumper year of stable snow for 
us all to play in. Hopefully my growing 

son Lachlan will enjoy his third season even 
more than the last and Hayley will continue 
to enjoy her time in Wengen in every way 
possible. This coming winter The Downhill 
Only Club, will have been playing, racing 
and touring in the mountains on skis for 90 
years; why? Because we love it.

For more information and pictures please go to www.chaletwengen.co.uk or contact 
Julie Doyle (Swiss Maid Services) 0041 (0) 76 540 53 97 enquiries@swissmaidservices.com
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Race Results
winter 2013/14

The McMillan Cup
held on Thursday 6th February on a glorious alpine morning was a magnificent race.

The Heinz Cup, A treasure hunt ran on 
Thursday 26th December 2013. 8 teams 
accepted the challenge but again the team 
under Richard Hackett’s captaincy was 
victorious. HACKETT’s HEROs consisted 
in full of Jane & Graeme Hall, Dermot 
Gilvary and Richard Hackett.

The Lucy Dicker, parallel night slalom was 
held on the evening of the 4th February, the 
first race of McMillan week. An excellent 
event following a slightly tardy start from 
Andrew, the main bulk of commentary ended 
quite early as the mike ran out of batteries. 
Bob Eastwood was real favourite looking at the 

Brother and sister Robert and Lucinda 
Hensman, 1st and 2nd in the Lucy Dicker 
Plate

start list but he clipped the first gate on his 
first run and took himself out of the 
competition. The quarter finals were all 
close and exciting: 

Lucinda Hensman beat Anne Seaman, 
Martin Joas beat Rob Stevens, Robin James 
beat Martin West Robert Hensman beat 
Nic Taylor. From these four it was the 
brother and sister Lucinda and Robert that 
ended up battling it out.

The Winner of the 2014 Lucy Dicker was 
Robert Hensman.  

No Name Surname Age Time 
   Category

25 Jean-Daniel Gluck 60+ 2.05 McMillan & Stretcher
4 Martin west 60+ 2.22 big John & open
32 Sean McCarthy 50+ 2.24 Chaplains & bathchair
3 George Senior 20+ 2.28 half Piste
24 Rob  harvey 30+ 2.35 Fountain
23 Robin James 60+ 2.36 novice
28 nick Kennet 50+ 2.51 
35 Tom walduck 60+ 2.56 
14 Michael oliver 50+ 2.57 
11 Peter Steel 50+ 2.58 

31 lucinda hensman 30+ 2.59 Falken & Security

26 nicholas  Taylor 40+ 3.01 Jarvis

29 Stephen yarnold 50+ 3.04 

1 Anne Seaman 40+ 3.06 lockhart & Vertigo

2 Andy Seaman 40+ 3.07 

12 Jon Pailthorpe 70+ 3.14 heavenly bowl

22 lizzie Davies 60+ 3.16 Granny

13 helen  whittet 70+ 3.19 Angel

 

No Name Surname Age Time 
   Category

30 Peter hensman 60+ 3.20 

17 Alan brockbank 50+ 3.24 

5 Ed Perrot 60+ 3.27 
27 Myles  bessborough 70+ 3.28 
6 Elizabeth Cudbird 70+ 3.30 
19 Alan Jordan 60+ 3.34 
8 Max Davies 70+ 3.41 
7 John Polatch 70+ 3.42 
33 David Verdon Anderson 70+ 3.45 
15 Michael  weale 70+ 4.01 
20 Charlie browne 60+ 4.02 
10 Carol west 60+ 4.19 
9 Rodney buckton 70+ 4.47 
21 Deborah Flindall 50+ 4.50 half Ton
36 Jane Paxton 60+ 4.52 
16 Michael woodhall 70+ 6.13 
18 norman Freund 80+ 7.59 Ashes

 



Alan norris and his family together with the entire hotel Caprice management team 
wish all Dho members a happy and safe Skiing Season.

 
we look forward to welcoming you at our Small luxury hotel, whether to stay in one of our 

beautifully appointed rooms with stunning mountain & valley views or to dine in our gourmet 
restaurant, voted number 1 in wengen.

Alan norris and his family together with the entire hotel Caprice management team 
wish all Dho members a happy and safe Skiing Season.

 
we look forward to welcoming you at our Small luxury hotel, whether to stay in one of our 

beautifully appointed rooms with stunning mountain & valley views or to dine in our gourmet 
restaurant. we offer a substantial discount to Dho Members in our restaurant.

NEW WEBCAM! http://www.caprice-wengen.ch/webcam/



The Polytechnic Cup
Thursday 20th February, was brilliant. we had the course set and timing done by heinz (old blue eyes) 
Von-Allmen and his team and we enjoyed watching some terrific skiing from the likes of Adrian Pepper, 
wills younger and Stephen Penrose; and of course the winner.

No First Name Family Name  Time

1 Elizabeth Gay 1.44.34
2 wills younger 1.50.47
3 Freddie Gay 1.51.72
4 Sean  hinde 1.52.65
5 Philip  wolfe 1.53.65
6 James Penrose 1.55.24
7 Caroline  Gay 1.56.56
8 Catherine Gay 1.57.42
9 Adrian Pepper 1.58.94
10 Dean Frear 1.59.00
11 bryce  Cooper 2.16.09

No First Name Family Name  Time

12 lucy wolfe 2.20.16
13 Xander younger 2.25.67
14 David holdsworth 2.34.10
15 laurence  biggs 2.37.17
16 Cynthia Perkins 2.46.14
17 Vivien Stern DQ
   1.08.75
18 Stephen Penrose DQ
   51.06
   (Fastest single run)
19 Alison hinde DQ
   1.07.16

The Railway Cup 
27th February 2014, an excellent course from the lauberhorn Start hut to the Russisprung, via a snowball 
throwing challenge: a true biathlon! The weather was fine and we were delighted to be hosted to great 
lunch by Marco luggen and his team. The Cup was awarded to liz Moore for her many efforts for the club 
but in particular her work for AiCC races.

Rank Name Bonuses Time Final Time Bib#

1 AnDREw DAViES 0 1:14.21 1:14.21 33
2 ERColi 10 1:24.65 01:14.6 5
3 PETER wRiGhT 10 1:25.87 01:15.9 27
4 bob EASTwooD 2 1:18.89 01:16.9 4
5 liZ MooRE 2 1:19.83 01:17.8 24
6 DoREEn boRGERS 10 1:28.10 1:18.10 34
7 PETER liGhTFooT 2 1:20.43 01:18.4 23
8 JAnE hAll 2 1:23.51 01:20.5 20
9 John PAilThoRPE 0 1:22.27 1:22.27 3
10 lESliE bRown -10 1:32.92 1:22.93 14
11 MAlColM 5 1:29.37 01:24.4 29
12 DonnA GAnDy 0 1:26.06 1:26.06 26
13 DERMoT GilVRAy 0 1:27.42 1:27.42 19
14 hAylEy DAViES 10 1:38.70 01:28.7 2
15 FRAnCiS 0 1:31.15 1:31.15 12
16 ViViEn STERn 0 1:31.59 1:31.59 13

Rank Name Bonuses Time Final Time Bib#

17 RobERT KEnnEDy 0 1:33.68 01:33.7 22
18 ChARlES SCoTT 2 1:37.94 01:35.9 32
19 AliSTAiR KEnnEDy 5 1:42.05 1:38.06 21
20 SAnDy oMMAnnEy 0 1:38.42 1:38.42 15
21 SuSiE DAViES 10 1:50.20 1:40.21 7
22 wAlTER STEuRi  5 1:46.97 1:41.98 11
23 CATRionA 2 1:46.44 1:44.44 1
24 MiChAEl wooDhAll 0 1:56.37 1:56.37 6
25 CynThiA PERKinS 0 2:01.54 2:01.54 17
26 DiAnnE PATERSon 10 2:11.63 2:01.64 18
27 DAViD DiCK 0 2:04.78 2:04.78 31
28 AilEEn SMiTh 10 2:26.56 2:16.57 9
29 John SMiTh 0 2:25.52 2:25.52 8
30 AnniE GloSTER 0 2:28.79 2:28.79 30
31 Phil 0 2:29.43 2:29.43 16
32 MARGuERiTE G 2 2:39.35 2:37.36 25

The Odling Cup
Another GS, it seemed right at the end of the season and although 9 people is a very low number of 
racers; there was very few people around and so i was pleased to have anyone take part. we were also 
very pleased to have support from the Ski Club of Great britain Representative David wylie.

No First Name Family Name  Time

1 Giles walker 0.55
2 henrietta  wells 1.00
3 Geoffrey Gay 1.05
3 Sean  hinde 1.05
4 Christian  wells 1.06
5 John  Pailthorpe 1.12

No First Name Family Name  Time

6 Donna  Gandy-wright 1.15
8 Dermot Gilvary 1.18 
The Junior Participants (non-combat)
J1 Freddie Gay 0.55
J2 Freddie younger 1.03
J3 Xander younger 1.14
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The Kurverein Crystal 
Pairs race, Sponsored by the wengen Tourist office, ran as a best run of two relay race using a ski pole 
as the baton. it was a very close race with three pairs vying for the top place. The winners managed their 
fastest run on the first go, 2nd and third nipped at the lightfoot and borgers heels but did not quite pass 
them. Rolf wegmuller very kindly came round to the club in the evening and presented the prizes. Doreen 
is beginning to rack up the Crystals.

Team Names  Time 1 Time 2

Doreen borgers & 
harry lightfoot 46.33 46.51
John Pailthorpe &
Donna Gandy-wright 49.25 46.86
liz Moore &
Richard hackett 47.78 46.93
Richard Clare &
Sarah hirst-Malin 50.91 DnF
Scott Collins &
henni George-Collins 53.05 58.71

Team Names  Time 1 Time 2

Martin ommanney &
Caroline ommanney 1.02:58 54.01
brian Petty &
Susie Davies 1.00:13 57.48
nigel Pitt &
Cynthia Perkins 1.03:54 58.72
Robin Adams &
Mandy harrison-Allen 1.14:70 1.01:39

The Wengen NAE Limits Challenge 
The wengen nAElimits Challenge was not so well subscribed this year but 
there are three big ski days of note from the winter. John Mcintyre skied over 
18,000 vertical meters in a single day: Mostly on the honegg and Easyjet 
(Eigernordwand) chairs. James hackett, James Maskey and Joe williamson 
completed the Jungfrau ‘All in one’ badge: this is using all the chairlifts, 
t-bars, cable cars and gondolas in First, Mannlichen, Kleine Scheidegg and 
Murren in a single day. 

Coggins
Coggins new year 
David Strage Trophy 
Piste: bumps 
weather: Dull 
Snow: Soft

1 Pascale Egger 26.75
2 issy Egger 26.92
3 Charlie Spicer 27.59
4 hanna Currie 27.69
5 Tim D’Arcy 28.76

No First Name Family Name  Time

1 Toby Francis 54.82
2 issy Egger 57.31
3 Rory Francis 58.79
4 ilja novak 59.49
5 Pascale Egger 1.00.23
6 Thomas D’Arcy 1.01.23
7 Toby hoffer 1.03.34
8 Jamie holdsworth 1.03.35
9 Jacob  1.04.77
10 Maddie bright 1.04.90
11 Jago Prest 1.05.24
12 Alex hinde 1.05.55

Katrina Clayton managed to be awarded 10 digital Jungfrau Region badges 
in a single day. This involved doing all the photo-points in First, Männlichen 
and Kleine Scheidegg, skiing more than 10,000 vertical meters and doing the 
video’s bMw x-drive slalom course.

well done to everyone for having a great day out on their skis.

Polytechnic Coggins Half Term Cup
wEAThER AnD ConDiTionS:  beautiful!
DATE :   ThuRSDAy 20Th FEbRuARy 2014
RACE TyPE: GS
CouRSE: lAubERhoRn To RuSSiSPRunG – FRoM 10AM

13 Elijah Price 1.05.68
14 Georgia barr 1.05.76
15 Emma hinde 1.07.50
16 Matthew biggs 1.07.31
17 Phoebe Shelly 1.09.16
18 Connie Turner 1.09.87
19 Freddy  Pepper 1.11.70
20 Gavin D’Arcy 1.13.61
21 olivia barr 1.15.02
22 Maddy Frear 1.15.14
23 Cerys Francis 1.19.25
24 ned wolfe 1.25.11
25 Aoife D’Arcy 1.42.73
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President’s Report 2014
Michael woodhall

I do regret however that regardless of the 
presence of snow the resort rigidly closes 
by the second week of April!

I was particularly delighted to welcome 
into the club a number of new members and 
that so many of us were able to introduce 
our own children, grandchildren and their 
friends. 

The Alpine Committee constantly reviews 
the skiing programme and we try to meet 
the demands of all our members and 
accommodate their own individual skiing 
ability. 

Bob & Rachel Eastwood make a huge 
contribution to both Coggins and the ever 
popular (as I still call it) Coggins for Adults. 
Both functions are much valued and 
appreciated, not only by the children 
themselves, but by their parents and those of 
us of a more mature age who have had some 
memorable days out with Bob and Rachel. 

As each year goes by we do inevitably lose a 
number of members who have either passed 

on or for various reasons no longer visit 
Wengen, or who feel unable to continue to 
support the DHO. 

I am mindful too of the remarkable work 
being done by the Racing and Training 
Committee. The team continues to nurture 
and encourage young trainees to join our 
camps during the season. However, rising 
costs mean that only a selected few young 
people are able to participate, we recently 
introduced a Bursary Scheme which did 
allow us to fund two outstanding skiers, 
Ben and Tobias Porter. I hope that this 
scheme will grow steadily, so that we can 
help more talented young skiers in the future. 

I would like to congratulate Geoffrey Gay 
and his helpers in arranging the successful 
junior AICC Races in April. Once again we 
had an almost record turnout for the Inferno 
Race in Mürren. Likewise, the Schoolboys 
Races held in Meiringen proved to be a 
further success.  

I was able to spend about 5 weeks in the 
Alps last season including a visit to support 

our team at the Inter Club Races in Klosters. 
Our club is well recognised and respected 
as one of the leading Alpine ski clubs in the 
world. 

Next February we celebrate our 90th year, 
and throughout McMillan week we will have 
our usual series of races – concluding with a 
gala dinner on Thursday 5th February. 

Andrew and his assistants led us through 
the season not only on the slopes but in the 
day to day running of our club activities in 
Wengen. And I am delighted that he will be 
continuing as our Wengen manager. 

Finally to thank my Vice Presidents Susie 
Davies and Nigel Ley together with all 
directors, committee chairmen and their 
members for the dedication and 
commitments to making our Club and 
indeed our beloved village a very special 
part of our lives. 

I will look forward to seeing members and 
their family and friends throughout the 2015 
season.

i look back on the 2014 winter season 
with pleasure and whilst we were a little 

short on sun we did have excellent 
skiing conditions throughout 
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Coggins, Eagles 

& Adult Courses

ADULT DEVELOPMENT COURSES The popular adult courses to improve your technique. Less physical input more skiing output.Good intermediate skiers skiing with Bob EastwoodRelaxed and jargon free with nice lunch stops minimum 6 people per group.PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!Dates for Adult Development Courses:18 to 20 Jan 2015           Performance  course1,2,3 February 2015       All mountain skiing4,5,6 February 2015       The ski works for you1,2 ,3 March 2015          Spring courseOther dates available, please ask.
Cost:  CHF210 for three days 3 whole days, 6 places per course, expert coaching

Please contact Bob as soon as possible to book 

places for any Coggins, Eagles or Adult course.

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com
078 11 41 42 69 before December

+41 76 44 81 250 during the season

Pre-season: Tel: 07811 414269 or 
e-mail:  eastwoodbob@hotmail.com
Or in season: Call DHO Office +41 33 855 1375 or 

e-mail: coggins@downhillonly.com

COGGINS & EAGLES

COGGINS  Fun,  Fast skiing for 7-13 year-olds who 

can ski red Runs confidently.  DHO training program 

with Professional leaders from the Swiss Ski School

PLEASE BOOK WELL IN ADVANCE!

EAGLES  For 13yrs.+; adventurous and sociable 

skiing with a qualified leader for good, confident 

skiers. Will include off-piste skiing and possibly 

excursions into the terrain park. Ski all day, optional 

evening partying
BOOKING ESSENTIAL!

Dates for Coggins and Eagles:
Christmas    21 Dec 2014 to 2 Jan 2015

Half term     15 to 20 Feb             

                     (8 to 13 Feb - possible please ask)

Easter           28 March to 3 April 

                     (5 to 10 April - limited lifts, please ask)

Cost:   CHF 380 for 6 consecutive days  

 Individual days CHF 80

 Please pay in Swiss cash at the 

 beginning of the week.

 Parents with other holiday dates

 should contact Bob as soon as possible
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Coggins Report 2014
by bob and Rachel Eastwood

These days the snow making in Wengen 
is not only extensive but timely.  
The mountain team were able to start 
making snow in November and we were 
very grateful for it. Virtually the whole 
mountain was open when the first 
Coggins hit the slopes before Christmas.  
Great skiing, great enthusiasm, and great 
progress was seen, as always.  We enjoyed 
very good skiing throughout the season 
but we only had three weeks of Coggins 
due to lack of School holidays and many 
of the lifts closing early for the Easter 
holidays.

We made a big change this year to weekly 
payments for Coggins which has been a 
success. It has also been suggested that we 
take the lunch money in one payment at the 
beginning of the week? Parents, let me know 
what you think please - 
(coggins@downhillonly.com).

Christmas was characterised by wind and 
wind but the Coggins got out there except on 
Christmas day.  Our New Year race was a bit 
late for some (school hols!!) but was fun and 
was won by Pascale Egger who beat her big 
sister Issy into second place.

School holidays were again limited to one 
week at half term, so we had a very busy 
week with four groups run by our regular 
team of instructors. Pickles found himself 
with a group of Coggins as there were no 
Eagles booked in. We raced on the 
Lauberhorn World Cup piste with the adults 
who were able to watch in awe as the 
Coggins showed them how to do it.  
They took some great pictures, thanks.  
The Coggins Polytechnic Cup is one of the 
DHO’s oldest and was won this year by Toby 
Francis just ahead of Issy Egger.

Coggins warming up at beginning of day with Rachel Eastwood and Bob hiding right rear

Alex Hinde in the Polytechnic Cup

Toby Hofer – Polytechnic Cup

A lovely photo of Emma Hinde in the 
Polytechnic Cup. Had it been taken at a 
higher resolution, it would have made the 
front cover

It wasn’t really possible to run Coggins for 
the Easter holidays as the Männlichen area 
closed early but there was some fab skiing 
for the three kids I was able to take out for 
a few sessions.  In 2015 everything will be 
open for the first week at least, 28 March, 
and the skiing then has always been great.

It is good to see so many familiar faces 
in Coggins though familiarity does breed 
cheekiness.  The old hands are very welcom-
ing to first time Coggins and by the end of 
the first day the teams are firmly established.  
The older kids spur on the younger ones to 
great levels of performance, I am very proud 
of the achievement level amongst our young 
skiers.

Every year I see groups of adults skiing 
together who formed their friendships in 
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Coggins with me many years ago. It spooks 
but amazes the current mob to see these big 
people whizzing by making the Coggins sign 
and hollering greetings. 

In April we gathered a team of mostly ex 
Coggins to host the Junior AICC courses.
Bob spent an evening up the mountain with 
a piste basher building Burms, Rollers and 
Jumps for the combined course and on 
Saturday morning Bob and Rachel were up 
the mountain at 07.30 laying the GS course 
with Heinz. Geoffrey Gay organised all the 
admin and the teams and he and Andrew got 
everybody to the start on time. All together 
a great DHO team effort to put on a great 
event for the visiting teams from Kandahar 
and Mardens.

Thanks
Grateful thanks to the many parents who 
gave their time to help with races and of 
course to the people of Wengen who make 
it such a great place to ski.  Many thanks to 
Andrew for his unstinting support. Special 
thanks must to Ercole Famiglietti of the 
Swiss Ski School and to Heinz Von Allmen 
of the Jungfrau Bahn for their continued help 
and support.  Of course I must mention the 
Coggins Team whose enthusiasm and 
professionalism makes it all happen and 
my life a little easier, Coggins and Eagles 
Coaches  Rachel, Rachael, Phil  and Jonas.   
Thanks also to the team at the Bahnhof 
Buffet who look after us so well every day,

Congratulations to Rachel for gaining her 
Level 4 Coach Award to add to her list of 
qualifications.

booking
If you are between 7 and 13 and have not 
been a Coggin yet - come and join us. Our 
qualified instructors and coaches will hone 
your skills so that you learn to ski fast, have 
fun and be safe on the most beautiful 
mountains in the world (and learn their 
names as well). We welcome all 7 to 13 year 
olds who can happily ski red runs and enjoy 
skiing all day with other English speaking kids.

Eagles should be 13 years plus with a good 
standard of skiing and a mature standard of 
behaviour.

Ladies that lunch

Bea and Alfie Ley with Bob on the Schilthorn
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Please, please, tell us which Coggins or 
Eagles session you would like to attend.  
It makes it possible to get the right leaders 
to ensure an exciting weeks skiing.  The 
first bookings have already been made for 
next half term and booking is now almost 
essential.

It’s easy, just send an email to:  
coggins@downhillonly.com  
Or eagles@downhillonly.com   
During the winter call the DHO office 
between 17.00 and 18.00 GMT.  
0041 33 8 55 13 75

So make sure of your place for the next 
season and we’ll do the rest to give the Cog-
gins and Eagles a fantastic holiday they’ll 
remember forever. 

I always plead with Coggins and parents 
to spread the word about Coggins, it really 
is unique, so that we can continue to train 
enthusiastic, fast and safe young skiers. 

See you all next season

From a single snowball to absolute chaos
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DHO MERCHANDISE

DHO HOODIES FOR TRAINEES,  COGGINS,  EAGLES
£20 PLUS £5 P&P

SIZES: CHILDREN’S 9-10; 11-12; ADULTS XS S M L

DHOracing Soft Shells
£85 PLUS £5 P&P

SIZES: LADIES’: 14; MEN’S: S,M,L,XL

DHOracing Jackets AND CATSUIT
BLACK & ROYAL BESSON (USED): £40 PLUS £5 P&P 

(MEN ONLY CHEST 50CMS, 52CMS, 54CMS)
BLACK & AQUAMARINE (NEW): £200 PLUS £5 P&P 

(LADIES’: 10,12,14 MEN’: XS,S,M,L)   
DHO SKI TUNING & WAXING DVD

£10, INCLUDING POSTAGE

A RANGE OF THESE ITEMS, AS WELL AS TIES AND SHIRTS,
ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN THE DHO CLUBROOM IN THE WINTER
A FULL LIST OF CLOTHING IS SHOWN IN THE DHOracing SECTION 

OF THE DHO WEBSITE 
ORDER ITEMS IN THE UK FROM: merchandisedirector.dhoracing@downhillonly.com 

or Cathie Crouch, 20 The Woodfields, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 0HE
PLEASE SHOW SIZE REQUIRED AND SHIPPING ADDRESS

PAYMENT: CHEQUE TO ABOVE ADDRESS OR, PREFERABLY, 
MAKE PAYMENT TO DHO CLUB BANK ACCOUNT:
HSBC: 25 NOTTING HILL GATE, LONDON W11 3JJ
SORT CODE: 40 05 08   ACCOUNT NO.: 13663876

FROM OUTSIDE UK:
IBAN: GB86MIDL40050813663876 BIC: MIDLGB2141P

D.H.O Hoodies

DHOracing Soft Shells
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Junior AiCC Races 
by Freddie Gay

The three clubs there were Kandahar with 
two teams, Mardens with seven teams 
and the DHO with five. There were two or 
three skiers in each team and there were 
two age categories: Children (2001- No 
minimum age) and juniors (1996-2000). 
Our teams named after the Jungfrau 
Region mountains were; DHO 
Lauberhorns with Freddie Gay, Hanna 
Willmott and Isabel Egger. The DHO 
Mönch with Freddie Younger, Elizabeth 
Gay and Lauren Tremaine. The DHO 
Scheideggs with Oliver Willmott and 
Arianne Tremaine. The DHO Eigers with 
Caroline Gay, Catherine Gay and Xander 
Younger. The DHO Jungfraus with 
Jonathan Phillips, Alex Hinde and Emma 
Hinde.

The race day started at 9:00 with the bib 
collection next to the Lauberhorn World Cup 
start hut. Course inspection of the excellent 
course set by Heinz von Allmen started at 
9:30. There was time for us to go down twice 
looking at what line to take and arguing over 
the best places to tuck.

After a ride up the Wixi lift we were ready 
to race! With people going down every 
30 seconds it was not long before we had all 
gone. With the fog coming in and out it
was luck if you had a clear view or a slightly

foggy view. After two runs of this great 
course we waited for a short time for Bob to 
change the gates for the FUN RUN.

This time the course had some of the same 
gates as well as a jump, berms and a huge 
U-turn at the bottom. But by this time the 
snow had turned to porridge so we only did 
one run in the slightly disappointing snow.

on Saturday 5th April 2014, five Dho teams made their way up to 
Kleine Scheidegg starting with the 8:24 am train. we were on our way to the 

Junior AiCC Races (Amateur inter-Club Championships), and we were hosting 
them. our captain was bob Eastwood. 

After all the racing was over most of the 
DHO and Mardens teams had lunch together 
at Allmend. Then we got the train down to 
Wengen where we headed to the DHO 
clubroom and waited in anticipation with 
crisps and fizzy drinks for the results.

Finally the results were in and…….. there 
was a DHO team on every podium!

Freddie Gay
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With the DHO Lauberhorns third in the 
junior category, and the Jungfraus third and 
Eigers second in the children’s category. 
In the individual the DHO dominated the 
podium with Xander first out of all the 
children category boys, and Caroline second 
for the children girls. Elizabeth was second 
in the junior girls.

Overall we had a great time, but the race 
would not have happened without Bob and 
Rachel and all the parents who volunteered 
to be gatekeepers and we are all looking 
forward to next year when Mardens will 
be hosting in Klosters and we will try to 
increase our medal count and enter more 
teams.

Above, Catharine Gay and inset, Xander Younger

Caroline GayFreddie Younger
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Schoolboys Championships  
by Richard berry

Only a few days before we were due to 
arrive it became clear that the lower 
slopes had too little snow and I thought 
we would have to race on the north pole 
race course as we did a few years ago.  
What I did not know was that the piste 
to the right of north pole had been 
homologated during the summer.  

On the first inspection it was clear that this 
new piste was much the best course on 
the mountain.  Since the lower slopes did 
not have enough snow this was the only 
remaining option regardless of the weather 
conditions.

Then came the next thunderbolt; half the 
team would not be available because of a 
serious accident in St Anton.  This would 
have created a very difficult situation but 
fortunately the night before the first race 
everybody arrived and preparations for the 
parallel were put in hand.  The parallel is 
always a good way to start an event, the 
teams showed their usual competitive spirit 
and by the time we got to the final the teams 
that had been knocked out were cheering on 
the two finalists and a seriously run final had 
been resolved.

The next day the weather had taken a turn for 
the worse. There was a complete white out 
and many people including myself had lost 
their way in the thick cloud and missed the 
start completely, finally arriving on the flat 
at the bottom just able to see the race course 
up to our right.  Races rarely have a problem 
unless there is bad weather and in these 
conditions not surprisingly a lot went wrong.  
Frayed tempers did not help the situation 
and we were very lucky to have the Swiss 
Technical Delegate commissioner joining us 
on the hill.  His authority saved the day and 
we were very thankful that the races were 
concluded without any injuries except to one 
member of the OK team. That is what the 
organisation team is known as in German 
speaking areas and we were OK but 
unfortunately Hugh had to sit out the final

it never rains but it pours, well that is what it seemed like at 
this year’s Schoolboys races.  we have had some disagreement 

over the pistes for some time and this year we were promised 
our first choice of race courses.   

days racing having severely tweaked his 
knee in the white out.  Our new recruit, 
Harriet, also managed to break her thumb 
but carried on and was a great help with the 
announcing.

Richard and Maureen Berry

The luxurious (?) timekeeper’s hut

The array of cups
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Reeds School team

It is important to know that you can deal 
with every eventuality and the team is built 
on the basis that there is enough expertise 
and that nobody is irreplaceable.  We have 
tried hard to find suitable accommodation 
in Wengen but the whole atmosphere would 
be different if we changed the format and 
spread the teams throughout the resort.  The 
Schoolboys is an entry level event to Alpine 
racing  and for some it is the first time they 
have competed in a race run under FIS rules 
and controlled by several FIS Technical 
Delegates with many years of experience.

In many ways Meiringen is ideal. This 
coming season’s race will run on the new 
dedicated Skirennzentrum piste which has 
been constructed specifically for events such 
as ours.  The Hotel Viktoria in Reuti has 
166 beds and over the race days will be 
specifically arranged to our requirements.  
The race office is situated where we can 
see the lift station of Reuti. Here we can be 
issued with the lift tickets for the following 
day without making a special trip to collect 
them.  

There is a conference room in the hotel 
large enough to seat 100 people 
comfortably.  The hotel dining room can 
seat all 166 people at one sitting and a 
buffet meal is served every night so the 
competitors can eat as much or as little as 
they like.  This on its own can make the 
difference of a smoothly run event and a 
fiasco.  So it would be very difficult for 
Wengen to improve on what we have but 
I sincerely hope that the problems of last 
winter will never happen again.
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british Schoolgirls’ Races 
by Anne Taylor & Sarah Robinson

With light snow during the nights before 
both days of racing the piste was soft with 
excellent snow conditions. Most schools 
arrived in time to take advantage of the 
Sunday training, while many schools also 
managed to take advantage of extra 
training on the Saturday.

Sadly, the DHO didn’t have a team this year 
(something to do with the lack of girls 
according to Ingie!) but Elizabeth Gay 
represented Godolphin & Latymer, Poppy 
Hartley was part of the Bryanston team and 
Tara Bell skied for Kings Taunton.

On Monday morning 144 competitors took part 
in the giant slalom.  For many of these girls 
it was their first experience of racing so there 
was a lot of excitement and apprehension. With 
the piste in excellent condition, the race was 
tied by Honor Clissold (Richmond) and Darcie 
Mead (Surbiton High) with Katya Bingle-
Williams (Kandahar) in third place, beating 
many older than her. Honor and Darcie shared 
the U18 category, Katya won the U16 category 
and Lucy Bingle-Williams (Kandahar) in 7th 
place overall was the best U14. Elizabeth was 
the best of the DHO girls, finishing in 15th 
position; Poppy was 26th and Tara was 45th. 
Poppy was the second unregistered racer for 
her age category. The GS shield for the best 
school went to Surbiton High.

with all the problems of a lack of snow this season, 
Flaine lived up to its reputation and proved an ideal 

location for the 55th british Schoolgirls’ Races

Tara Bell

The start list for the parallel slalom was 
quickly produced and after a short break the 
competitors were all ready for this, the most 
exciting (and most looked forward to) part of 
the competition. Kandahar, Surbiton High A, 
Loretto and Strathallan all competed in the 
semi-final leaving a very exciting final, which 
was won by Surbiton High A against 

Strathallan. Elizabeth’s Godolphin & Latymer 
were the best of the DHO lot, beaten by the 
Kandahar in the quarter-finals.

After a light snowfall overnight, a sunny day 
followed. Honor won the race from Kirsty 
Guest (Strathallan), Katya was again the best 
of the U16s in 4th place and Cerys Gorringe



(North London Collegiate) in 7th place was 
the best U14. Strathallan was the best school. 
Tara was the best of the DHO girls, finishing 
32nd, Poppy was 38th while Elizabeth, sadly, 
was disqualified.
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Overall, in the combined, Honor was the best 
U18, Katya was the best U16 and Cerys was 
the best U14. Katya was actually second 
overall, a great achievement. The best school, 
and the best team overall, was Strathallan; 

the best school with no registered racers was 
Ipswich High. Poppy finished ahead of Tara.
The races were organised by the Ladies’ Ski 
Club and sponsored by the DHO, amongst 
others.

Elizabeth Gay

Poppy Hartley
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AiCC Klosters 2014
Rumour had it that Ski Academie Italia, 
2015’s hosts, were entering multiple teams 
- drawn from skiers throughout Italy. 
This was clearly going to be a challenging 
championships! Would the DHO be up 
to it? 

Under Liz Moore’s enthusiastic captaincy 
twelve of us gathered in Wengen on Sunday 
9th March for three days of pre-race training. 
First Ben and Tobias Porter, both DHO 

Marden’s Club at Klosters. isn’t that Palmer-
Tomkinson territory: three brothers, all british 

Champions in the 1960s and two of them 
winter olympians? 

trainers and racing in the under-40s team, put 
us through our paces and then Peter and Tony 
Wyss brought out the timing clock. “Forward, 
bend, angulation!” Expertly demonstrated, 
but so hard to emulate. Those graceful turns, 
smoothly executed in free skiing, became 
jerky and jagged when the gates appeared. 
But gradually the technique improved and the 
times started to come down. Newcomers Pam 
Flower, Vivien Stern and James Lynch carved 
their way with increasing confidence, while 
older hands - Sina Cova, Liz Moore, Martin 

West, Paul Prentice, Robert Goodwin, Bruce 
Lynch and Martin Yates - called on all their 
experience to help shave off vital seconds. 
Soon it was Wednesday and time to travel to 
Klosters, with a free day ahead of us to 
fine-tune the racing line.

Thursday dawned bright and sunny, but 
where was the snow? The cable-car up to 
Gotschnagrat revealed all: a magnificent sunlit 
bowl with snow-covered slopes as far as the 
eye could see. Marden’s were already showing

The DHO AICC team with Michael Woodhall (right) lending support

by Robert Goodwin
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their colours and had provided a Giant Slalom 
training course. Ben and Tobias urged us on 
and we sped through the gates, trying not to 
notice a few cat-suited opponents who seemed 
to negotiate the course a little more swiftly. By 
now we had been joined by Chris Craggs and, 
later in the evening, by Knut Stromstad and his 
daughter, Kiki.

All was set for the Giant Slalom on Friday, to 
be held across the valley on the Madrisa slopes. 
Some 150 racers queued for the first lifts up 
on another brilliantly sunny day. Course 
inspection: take it carefully there, that’s a sharp 
turn, you’ll miss the next gate if you get the 
line wrong; but not too cautious: push out of 
the starting hut and go for it! And so we did 
over two runs, some pushing too hard, some 
not hard enough. As we progressed through the 
day it was clear that the competition was fierce, 
with the Italians particularly impressive. 
However, all was not lost: Sina Cova raced 
superbly to finish first in both runs of the 
Women’s Over 60s category, helping the team
to second place. Knut Stromstad put in a strong 
performance in the Men’s Over 60s, but the 
others couldn’t quite follow him. Elsewhere

there was much effort and while there were no 
prizes, the day was enjoyed by all. Marden’s 
organisation, under the energetic captaincy of 
James Palmer-Tomkinson, a scion of the 
family, had been excellent and carried on into 
the evening’s dinner at the Klosters Sports 
Centre. 

Friday took us to yet another part of the resort 
– to Pischa – for the Super G. A long, flowing, 
course greeted us, inviting the tuck position 
(lower for some than others). Again, Sina Cova 
was peerless, finishing over three seconds 
ahead of the rest of the field and helping the 
team achieve another second place. The young 
guns showed their mettle as well, with Ben 
Porter racing to third place out of 26 starters.  
The day concluded with a fiercely competitive 
knockout parallel slalom, contested by over 
thirty teams.  Racers careered perilously close 
to each other, cheered on by others enjoying
the ice bar, thoughtfully placed next to the 
course. Age was granted no favours and youth 
prevailed. Ben and Tobias Porter, Kiki 
Stromstad and James Lynch, racing like a 
professional in his first meeting, reached the 
frenetic final, but succumbed by the length of

a ski tip. It was sad that the event didn’t count 
towards the championships. 

That evening we gathered at the Silvretta 
Parkhotel  for a champagne reception and 
excellent Prizegiving Dinner. The Women’s 
Over 60s team – Sina Cova, Liz Moore, 
Pam Flower and Vivien Stern -was on the 
podium, but otherwise the DHO’s share of the 
silverware was a little thin. Nevertheless, we 
all agreed that we had had an exhilarating three 
days and that the organisation had been 
faultless. James Palmer-Tomkinson’s final 
exhortation was that we should repair to 
Marden’s favourite night club. The dance floor 
beckoned: it soon became clear that some had 
left their best moves till last!     

Sina Cova was 1st in the GS and Super G 
in her age category
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Racing and training 2014
by ingie Christophersen

She had a little minivan and would scour 
the Alps for talent – many of her first 
trainees came from the various finishing 
schools and boarding schools in 
Switzerland.  Ros rented a chalet for the 
winter in Lauterbrunnen and in those days 
most of the trainees stayed in hotels in the 
valley.  

The first trainer was Werner Stäger – he was 
famous for bringing the dead body of the 
Italian climber Longhi off the Eiger Wall 
where it had been hanging for all to see 
– and made  the telescope at Scheidegg – 10 
centimes a go – quite a lot of money. (In 
1957 two Italians, Claudio Corti and Stefano 
Longhi, and two German climbers 
encounter extreme difficulties in the higher 
part of the route. Longhi, suffering from 
severe frostbite, fell near “the Spider”. 
He died of exposure before he could be 
rescued and his body remained on the face for 
more than two years before being recovered. 
The story goes that his self-winding watch 
was still working when he was brought 
down).

Other Alpine clubs followed suit and junior 
race training sprang up all over the Alps – 
Kandahar in Mürren, White Hare in 
Andermatt, Mardens in Klösters, Villars 
Visitors in Villars and Alpbach Visitors in
Alpbach. These clubs dominated the results 
lists at the British Championships and many 
trainees skied in the Lowlanders

Dho ski race-training started in 1952 when 
the Dho was a mere 27 years old. Ros hepworth 

was the primus motor behind the idea  

Championships and the Commonwealth 
Games.  

Trainees were strictly part time, holiday skiers 
only, one pair of skis, normal tourist ski wear. 
Ski tuning was in its infancy, a bit of waxing 
here and there. 

Slowly things evolved; summer training on 
a glacier, a couple of pairs of skis, technique 
training and targeted fitness training. 

Then dry slopes sprang up all over the UK and 
with them clubs who visited the Alps from time 
to time with their trainees. The competition 
hotted up. Two camps per year turned into five 
or six, the demand for specialist skis increased, 
then came specialist clothing, cat-suits, 
helmets, protection gear and all the 
paraphernalia that keeps racers safe and shaves 
a few hundredths of a second off their time.  
(FIS is now experimenting with blow-up body 
bags – akin to airbags in cars. They would 
activate once a skier falls at high speed). 

Then real snow indoor slopes saw the light of 
day – there are now 6 in the UK, the largest 
being The Chill Factore near Manchester 
which is 180 metres long. More clubs were 
formed, more clubs took their trainees to 
Alpine camps, British competition skiing 
fractured further along dozens of lines caused 
by a proliferation of clubs and groups, all 
wanting a taste of the real stuff. 

And latterly we have the Ski Academies – there 
are now 3 or four British run academies in the 
Alps – where trainees spend 2 or three months 
on snow and follow school curricula via 
computers and correspondence with possibly 
a resident teacher in situ. The Academies are 
for profit so, of course, need to demonstrate 
results – not always the best way of building 
up and sustaining long-term development.  
Of course they dominate the results lists at 
various British races, and although there is no 
direct correlation between success at a young 
age and success later in a ski-racing career 
– when it really matters – nevertheless it does 
mean that the DHO and other non-academy 
clubs must work hard to keep up to the ever 
rising benchmark.  We do that in the DHO by 
employing the very best trainers possible and 
by running disciplined and efficient camps.

This year saw us training and racing in 
Hintertux, Les Arcs, Les Houches, Bormio, 
Meribel and Landgraaf in Holland, the very 
large real snow indoor slope.  

How to close this article? As we celebrate our 
90th anniversary, we all, trainers, trainees, 
parents, management will put our best foot 
forward this coming season and ensure that our 
wonderful club continues to thrive and blossom 
into new territory and with ever increasing 
success. 
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Viktor president of the 
Lauberhorn OK in 1992
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Viktor Gertsch - wengen worthy  
by Freddie whitelaw

The first Lauberhorn race  was held in 
1930, invented, created, run and managed 
by Ernst Gertsch, who even competed in 
and won the Lauberhorn slalom in that 
same year. Thereafter until 1970, Ernst was 
the President of the organising committee 
of the Lauberhorn, the oldest and longest 
of all the world cup downhill races. After 
Ernst, his son Viktor took over and he ran 
the race until 2014 when he finally retired 
as the President of the Lauberhorn OK.

The Gertsch “Dynasty” ran the Lauberhorn 
for 85 years , an unprecedented achievement 
of business  success and longevity.

The Jungfrau region was the cradle of Alpine 
skiing, mostly in Wengen and Mürren,  it was 
here that Arnold Lunn and Walter Amstutz 
created a new sport. In a 53 week period in 
1924/5 the first 3 Alpine ski clubs in the world 
were all created here, the Kandahar, SAS and 
DHO. By 1930 the Swiss were taking the 
initiative and the lead in Alpine skiing and 
the creation of the Lauberhorn was a signal 
that the old order was changing. So it was not 
a surprise that Viktor was a skiing star in his 
youth.

Viktor is now 72 years old; he was born in 
1941. Not for him the life of a sports star, he 
was groomed and trained from the start to be

in January 2014 an 85 year old 
dynasty came to an end

Viktor as a junior racer

Atop a ridge with Jost Brunner 5 Just a gentle uphill hike!
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FALKEN HOTEL
WENGEN - JUNGFRAU

Familie S. Cova

Special Offer DHO 90th Anniversary 
1st – 7th February 2015

6 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’ s 
historical bedrooms 

6 continental buffet breakfasts 
6 four-course evening meals 

5-day ski pass 
Price: Chf.1105.00 Jungfrau Ski pass

Price: Chf.1075.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

31st January – 7th February 2015 
7 nights’ accommodation in one of the Falken’ s 

historical bedrooms 
7 continental buffet breakfasts 
7 four-course evening meals 

6-day ski pass 
Price: Chf.1285.00 Jungfrau Ski pass

Price: Chf.1235.00 Grindelwald-Wengen Ski pass

RESTAURANT • PIANO BAR • BEAUTIFUL GARDEN WITH VIEW

Family Friendly with 
Style & Atmosphere

Tel: 0041 (0)33 8565121
Fax: 0041 (0)33 8553339
E-mail: info@hotelfalken.com
Internet: www.hotelfalken.com

CONTACT US FOR SPECIAL 
5 OR 10 DAY PACKAGES

DHO guests have 10% discount 
on our winter pricelist

RISTORANTE - PIZZERIA – STEAKHOUSE

REAL ITALIAN FOOD & STEAKHOUSE
OPEN FROM: 11.30 - 23.30 high season

11.30 - 14.00 / 18.00 - 23.30 rest of the year
H H H H H H H H

DISCO NIGHTS - LIVE MUSIC - KARAOKE
HAPPY HOUR ON BEER & COCKTAILS

MEAL IN THE BASKET - PUB SANDWICHES
OPEN FROM: 16.00 - 02.30 winter

18.00 - 02.30 summer

Sina Feliciano Cova - 3823 Wengen - Tel: 033 8553172
e-mail: sina@wengen.ch
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part of the family business of Central Sport.  
He was a good racer too. He was one of the 
regional “crack” racers as a junior, and a 
Junior Slalom champion. He competed in the 
Swiss National Championships. As a Junior 
he was a vorlaufer in the Lauberhorn race 
between 1961 and 64. 

But he still had to make time to come to work 
in London in 1963 to improve his English. 
The following  year in 1964 he went to New 
Zealand as a ski instructor, and then to the 
USA where he worked in Colorado. In 1965
it was the turn of Breckinridge. Then he sailed
home to Europe on the SS France from New

York.  As most readers will know, the Swiss 
have a conscripted part time army. Viktor is 
proud of the fact that he has amassed 1300 
days of service over a 35 year period as 
Quartermaster in the Swiss Army.

He has transformed Central Sport. From 1956 
onwards, they also had a shop in Interlaken 
and it moved location once or twice. Viktor 
concentrated on the Wengen end of the business 
and his sister the Interlaken end. Wengen 
expanded  in 1983 and then significantly in 
2005. In the meantime the Interlaken end was 
closed. Central Sport is a seasonal business; 
70% of the turnover is in the winter. It cannot

be an easy task to run, let alone so successfully 
as Viktor and his family do.

Viktor is still the head of the family firm, but 
the ”Good Ship Central Sport” is very much 
in the hands of his son Philip and Philip’s wife 
Marianne.   

And just as Viktor retired as head of the 
Lauberhorn OK, along came the DHO and 
asked him to become our Hon President, 
a task which he graciously accepted.  Will 
Viktor ever be allowed to retire?

Viktor in charge at the finish if the Lauberhorn

1st August,  suitably attired for Swiss National day

Touring

Viktor today
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The 14 founder members of the Dho
by Freddie whitelaw

The first skiers in the Jungfrau region were 
the cousins Reginald and Thomas Fox 
from Somerset, members of a climbing and 
hiking family who, in 1891, visited 
Grindelwald with skis purchased the 
previous year in Norway. 

Later, the first skis seen in Wengen were 
those used by the local Doctor, Fritz Oetiker, 
who used them langlauf-style to visit his 
patients tunnelling through the Eiger whilst 
constructing the Jungfrau line from 1898 
and that was long before 1913/14 when the 
WAB ran in winter to Kleine Scheidegg, so 
Dr Oetiker had no choice but to use his own 
power to get to Eigergletscher. It was not 
surprising that it was  as late as the Twenties 
before skiing of the downhill sort began to 
appear. And yes, it was in Mürren that the real 
development occurred, led by Arnold Lunn 
who had a significant infirmity as a result of 
a serious pre-war climbing accident and thus 
was deemed unfit to serve in the armed forces, 
so he was, instead,  deputed to run his father’s 
Mürren hotel and to look after British 
internees. At that time there were some 800 
British wounded and sick prisoners of war 
who had been released by the Germans, 
interned by the Swiss and quartered in the 
Jungfrau region. The British were sent to 
Mürren, where they stayed in the otherwise 
nearly empty hotels, whereas French prisoners 

were billeted in Wengen. Some of those 
in Mürren learned to ski and out of their 
ski-mountaineering grew alpine skiing and 
eventually downhill racing.   

After WWI it was about 1920 when 
visitors began in earnest to return to the Alps 
in winter-time. The most popular sport was 
still skating, but the Winter opening  just 
before WWI of both the Allmendhubel line 
above Mürren and the WAB line to Kleine 
Scheidegg from Wengen had made skiing 
a more important  past time. There were, of 
course, no pistes and indeed, lots of wire 
fences, but skiing was becoming increasingly 
popular.

Racing began to thrive in Mürren and 
competitive skiers congregated there. 
Various competitions were organised, such 
as the first British national championships in 
1921 organised by Arnold Lunn, run down 
the Lauberhorn in a year of very little snow. 
The competitors used the WAB to get to 
Scheidegg and then climbed to the top before 
the race. University races were run (Oxford 
versus Cambridge, and Swiss versus 
British Universities) and in 1924 Arnold Lunn 
formed the Kandahar ski club on 30th 
January. Whilst other ski clubs certainly
preceded the Kandahar, it was definitely 
the first formed with the sole intention of

supporting alpine ski racing. A few months 
later in November 1924 Swiss skiers from 
Mürren (but all were undergraduates at 
university in Berne) formed the Swiss 
Academic Skiclub (SAS), the 2nd alpine 
racing club to be formed.

The following year in 1925, the Kandahar 
issued a challenge to the skiers of Wengen to a 
ski race. It was agreed it would take place on 
6th February. CJ White, an established skier 
of Wengen, received the challenge and with 
Ken Foster, trawled the bars of Wengen after 
midnight of the evening before the race when 
they believed skiers would be more light 
hearted (and probably light-headed) and thus 
agree to participate in this unknown pursuit 
of ski racing. A team of 5, plus one reserve 
was recruited and met the following morning 
at Wengen station to receive the Kandahar. 
They arrived looking rather too professional, 
festooned with K badges and suggested that 
first of all there should be a slalom and then 
after lunch, a straight race. Not wishing to 
admit that the Wengen team had little idea 
what was a Slalom race, they readily agreed. 
It was a resounding victory for the Kandahar. 
In the lunch interval, Ken Foster drew some 
badges and these were worn on the hats of 
the Wengen skiers in the straight race, they 
still lost, but not quite so badly, so the badges 
obviously played their part.  

Reginald Fox (right) with Jakob Abplanalp in Grindlewald in 1891
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The following day, the 7th February 1925, 
the team plus others met at the Palace Hotel 
for dinner and it was resolved that a club be 
formed with the sole intention of beating the 
Kandahar. The original team of 5 plus the 
reserve became the first committee and a 
further 8 joined the DHO. The season ended 
before the end of February, but the DHO still 
achieved 3 weekly club runs and an end-of-
season dinner in its first year.

In more recent years a cardboard box 
containing various items was uncovered. 

It had been the property of Ken Foster and 
later his son David. Included were both the 
original minute book of the DHO and a photo 
album belonging to Joyce Foster. 

The writer (and Journal Editor), being a bit 
of a skiing history buff, looked long and hard 
and eventually identified photos (some were 
very small and not necessarily in focus) of 
every single founder member of the DHO.  
What follows is the result of that research.

C J WHITE     
it was CJ who received the challenge from the 
Kandahar and who trawled the bars of wengen the 
night before the race seeking people who might be 
persuaded to take part the following day. Very much a 
tourer by inclination, he avoided the pistes when they 
eventually arrived. he helped discover and popularise 
black Rock, oh God and white hare. he was our first 
President. he was one of the team who raced on 6th 
February.   

K D FOSTER           
Ken assisted CJ to “press gang” skiers for the race. 
in later years he was our first Editor, President several 
times and latterly our hon President, the only non-
Swiss ever to be so appointed. he was a talented artist 
and cartoonist, with a great sense of humour. Arnold 
lunn regarded him as the wittiest writer in the golden 
age of Alpine skiing. it was Ken who adopted the name 
Downhill only and created the paper badges pinned 
to our team’s hats on 6th February 1925. he was a 
member of the original team.

D DALRYMPLE       
Donald was our first hon secretary and is credited with 
creating order out of chaos and he effectively ran the 
club for its first 3 years. he organised the manufacture 
of the first enamel badges and circulated them to all 
14 members in october 1925. he was tragically killed 
in an avalanche on the Eggishorn on 14th February 
1928. he is buried in lauterbrunnen. his hand written 
club minute book of this period is the source of most of 
the early history of the Dho. he was a member of the 
original team.

S F FISKEN                   
his first name was Sidney, but he was usually referred 
to as “Fisko”, it was he who had described the nature 
of skiing in wengen as “Railway Mountaineering” and 
then “Skiing Downhill only”, at a time when in most 
other ski areas one could only achieve height by 
climbing uphill on skins by dint of much personal 
muscle power. Fisko should thus be credited with 
inventing, perhaps unwittingly, our club’s name. 
he was our 2nd President. he served with the Canadian 
army in ww1, so might perhaps have been Canadian 
rather than british.  he was the reserve for the original 
race team.

E V S CAULFEILD            
Vivian created and ran the first ski school in 
Switzerland before the first world war. his books 
“how to Ski” and “Skiing Turns” were by far the best 
instructional books produced. he was the first person 
to analyse scientifically the dynamic movement of 
limbs and weighting to achieve proper control on skis.  
he moved to wengen after the war and operated both 
on the present nursery slopes and also at the top of the 
bumps at wasser Station. with a little more charisma, 
he might well have achieved enormously more fame 
as a ski teacher than he did (such as happened with 
hannes Schneider at Arlberg).

S F B CAULFEILD          
The son of Vivian and Maisie Caulfeild, barry was a 
beautiful skier to watch and would do short swing turns 
down the hill before the expression was invented. An 
excellent slalom skier whose skills rivalled the wengen 
Ski Club’s skiers who were beginning to establish 
almost world domination in ski racing in the mid to late 
30s. he was a member of the original team.H J FOSTER              

Elder sister of Ken Foster, Joyce was a dedicated 
skier and keen attender of the weekly Dho ski runs. 
She married photographer Gifford boyd who was also 
a Dho member. Renowned for being taken down an 
increasingly steep and frightening slope facing the 
lauberhorn for her cry of “oh God” as she plummeted 
from view. it is still so named some 90 years later.

E H CAULFEILD      
Christened Edith helen, known as Maisie, married to 
ski school pioneer Vivian, she was a regular skier in 
the weekly Dho ski runs, often accompanied by her 
son barry. She was a committee member from 1926 
onwards.
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F BORTER 
Fritz was the owner of the wengen Palace hotel which 
he had just taken over from his father, where most of 
the british skiers stayed. in conjunction with Sir henry 
lunn, he had pressurised the railway into operating an 
uphill winter service to wengen in 1909 and Mürren in 
1910 and eventually all the way from lauterbrunnen to 
Kleine Scheidegg by the winter of 1913/14. he was a 
great friend of the Dho and entertained our members 
generously and royally. 

K R DOBBS         
born in Chateau D’oex where her parents were then 
living, Katherine (Kitty) Dobbs was a very good skier 
and racer, as were the remainder of the Dobbs family. 
She was a cousin of Stafford Cripps and her aunt was 
beatrice webb (the socialist economist and an early 
member of the Fabian Society). her father was the 
local manager for the tour company Sir henry lunn ltd 
and was based at Grindelwald in the early 1920s. in 
1928 Kitty married the journalist Malcolm Muggeridge. 
both she and her husband were initially politically left 
wing, but both significantly mellowed before wwii.

D S A STONEHAM        
we know little of Donald Stoneham. in 1926 he fell 
foul of the club rule which insisted that your 
membership expired if you failed to come skiing in 
wengen every year. The rules were changed as a result 
and he returned to the Dho and membership in 1927. 
This photograph shows he is wearing 2 badges, the 
2nd of which is clearly an SCGb trefoil. we are grateful 
to the SCGb whose records at least filled the gap in 
ours, the identification of his first name, ours identify 
him only as D Stoneham! he was a member of the 
original team.

N B C BYAM-GROUNDS                    
nicknamed Jackie, his first name was noel. his wife 
was a skier before he was, and they both came to 
wengen together, it seems that only he joined the Dho. 
he ended his skiing days holidaying in Davos for a few 
years. Distinctive appearance on the slopes through his 
wearing of a pith helmet.

C J ODLING
Cedric was a fine skier and motoring enthusiast, he 
drove to Switzerland most years, usually in cars of 
quality, such as a lagonda, bentley or Rolls-Royce. 
Asked by Dick waghorn to become hon secretary of the 
club after Donald Dalrymple died, this was a position 
he filled until wwii. he was Dho President for 3 years 
after wwii. The odling Cup is named after him.

O GURTNER           
othmar was a Swiss from lauterbrunnen whose father 
was hotelier wilhelm Gurtner who owned the hotel 
Des Alpes in Mürren. Sir henry lunn bought the hotel 
in 1909 after the death of wilhelm and after adding a 
wing it was renamed the Palace hotel in 1911. othmar 
was a dedicated player of the Zieharmonika (squeeze 
box or to-and-fro) which he used to borrow from 
Karl Fuchs and took round the slopes to entertain his 
companions on the train or at lunch stops. his brother 
herman was a founder member of the SAS. othmar 
became the Kurdirektor of wengen in the mid-20s. 

Below: Spectators at Inner Wengen for the finish of the straight 
race between Kandahar and ourselves on 6th February 1925. 
Not all are identified, but from left to right: Maisie Caulfeild, 
Barry Caulfeild, Mr Davis, unknown, Audrey Sale Barker, 
unknown, Kitty Dobbs, Joyce Foster, Tom Fox, General White
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 “Sue’s change of heart”  
Rachel Eastwood iVSi

A year ago, I had never heard of the World 
Winter Transplant Games, despite having 
taught the European heart/lung transplant 
surgeons here in Wengen for many years in 
their annual conference.

An opportunity to get involved arose in April 
2013, when I was introduced to Sue Swinson, 
a 60 year old lady who had received a donor 
heart in 2011 after an illness.

As part of her rehabilitation, and her 
appreciation of the second chance she had 
been given, she signed up to participate in the 
WWTG in 2014. She had previously been an 
accomplished skier, teaching and managing 
at Bearsden Ski Slope in Glasgow. However 
after the years with a failing heart, her fitness 
had suffered and her skiing was in trouble. 
She was aiming to compete, raise both 
awareness and money for the cause.

On meeting Sue and watching her ski, she 
was struggling to link more than 3 turns 
together and her previous ability was nowhere 
to be seen. It seemed a huge task to be able to 
get her down a GS course, so the challenge 
began.

A couple of sessions on the snow in Wengen 
in April soon got things on the right track.  
New boots fitted at Central Sport remedied

an asymmetry in her turns. We planned our 
training strategy and a structured coaching 
programme for the summer, meeting monthly  
on the snow at either Braehead Xscape  or 
Chill Factore in Manchester, Sue fitting in as 
much practice as she could in between with 
the kind donation of a season ticket from 
Braehead.      

Monthly sessions were videoed for analysis, 
and as Sue’s improvement in performance 
continued, our goal changed from just ‘getting 
down’ the course, to doing well in the races.                             

world Transplant Games 2014.
la Chapelle d’Abondance, France.

January 12th -17th. 2014

The first test of the coaching program came in 
December. Would everything she had 
done indoors work in the mountains? 
A week training on Wengen’s slopes proved 
successful. A day’s ski testing surprised Sue 
when she realised she was good enough to tell 
the difference between skis, and to choose a 
performance pair for racing. 

Last minute preparation came a week before 
the event in January. With help from Peter and 
Tony Wyss, and Yves de Roche in allowing 
us to use their Salzegg race pistes, and Bob 
Eastwood showing Sue the way to go through 
the gates—had all the training worked? 

A resounding yes, Sue managed the racing 
line, a different skier altogether from the one 
I met last April. We were ready for action and 
a full length GS course.   

Sue indoor training

Sue and Rachel
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Sunday 12th January, 2014
The opening ceremony of the games. 
19 countries, 300 competitors and many more 
family and friends supporting joined the 
parade through the resort. The atmosphere 
was incredible, old friends re-acquainted and 
new friends welcomed.

Monday 13th January, race day
 An early start, meeting the other GB team 
members for the GS. The piste was 
beautifully prepared. Pre-race course 
inspection with Bob to make sure there were 
no surprises, and then time to race.
Sue’s first run went perfectly to plan, she 
finished with a huge grin of satisfaction and 
‘That was amazing!’                    

Watching the race was humbling and 
inspirational. The age groups ranged from 
8 to 80. The standard of skiing was high, with 
a fair few cat suits in use. Some fast times 
were achieved, some even faster than the 
ouvreurs from the local ESF!

Sue in action

A second run of the course with another good 
time and another huge grin, Sue had won the     

On the Podium

silver medal! All the hard work had been 
worth it. 

Tuesday 14th January
 Bitten by the racing bug, Sue was up for the 
slalom race, an altogether different race to the 
previous day. Different tactics were needed, 
but a cool head from Sue and good advice 
from Bob secured her yet another silver 
medal, along with fellow team members. 
John Crookenden won silver and Kevin 
Mochrie bronze in their respective categories. 
Team GB also won silver medal overall in 
the slalom event, a great achievement for all 
involved.

Wednesday 15th January
Our job done, Bob and I returned to Wengen, 
but Sue’s success continued. It was the turn of 
the curling team, who came away with a gold 
medal this time.

Sue with her silver medal

Friday 17th January
Parallel slalom. A challenging course, with 
many gates. Once again Sue did us proud by 
coming away with a bronze medal.

Coaching Sue started not just as a way to 
help her achieve her goal, but also as part of 
my Level 4 coaching qualification that I have 
been working on for the last few years. 
We were both successful in our goals, but 
have gained a whole lot more from the 
experience. We hope to continue taking part 
in the games in the future, and hope to raise 
awareness for organ donation in the 
process. We would also like to raise funds for 
the WWTG Team GB, to provide them with 
a proper team uniform and an opportunity for 
the team to receive coaching before the next 
event in 2016.   If you can help please contact 
Rachel or Bob.

The World Transplant Games started 25 years 
ago in Portsmouth as a summer games event. 
The first winter games were held in 1994 in 
Tignes, both events being held every two 
years. There are over 65 member countries 
and it is the single biggest awareness event in 
the world.

The objective of the games is to raise public 
awareness of the life-saving benefits of organ 
donation and transplantation, increase the 
number of organ donors and to promote full 
rehabilitation and well-being of participants 
through sport.

This year’s winter games had 300 participants 
from 19 different countries, taking part in 12 
different events.

We were both humbled and inspired by the 
“re-abled” athletes from around the world 
who are taking full advantage of the second 
chance at life given to them by donated 
organs.
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2014 inferno
by brian bollom

The 2014 Inferno races saw a robust DHO 
representation, and not just in the 71st 
Downhill which took place on Saturday 
January 25. The DHO fielded a small 
team in the cross-country race, the race’s 
362 classified finishers including Sarah 
Hirst-Malin, Marguerite Nice and Hayley 
Davies, wife of Wengen manager Andrew. 

Demonstrating the eternal veracity of the 
saying that it is not winning but the taking 
part that counts, our gallant finishers were 
in the rearguard on this occasion, as was the 
Combination team, ranked by the organisers 
as 42nd out of 42 listed teams.

The DHO Inferno team and its camp follow-
ers gathered from mid-morning at the Sports 
Centre in Mürren in bright sunshine which 
was to persist throughout the day. Those 
turning up bibbed and ready to go included 
veteran Peter Fairclough, who had insisted 
that the 2013 race would be his last. And so 
it proved. Peter, having entered and trav-
elled, decided late in the day not to take part, 
bringing down the curtain on a long active 
association with the race, having competed 
a dozen times. Alexander Gertsch was the 
first DHO team member to reach this year’s 
finish at Winteregg in a time of 10m 14.16s, 
ranking 320nd out of 1696 placed finishers. 
Theo Taylor was the second DHO 

representative to make it to the finishing line, 
in 506th place, in a time of 10m 46.83s. 
Filling third place on the DHO’s mini-
podium was Karl Ungar, in 575th place 
overall, with a time of 10m 59.17s. Other 
DHO finishers, in the order in which they 
crossed the line, were: Jean-Daniel Gluck, 
Ross Hanies, Guy Fisher, Sean McCarthy, 
Bruce Haines, Guy Robinson, Jeremy 
Howard (team captain), Marguerite Nice, 
Terry Turner, Martin West, Andrew 
Davies (club manager), Nicholas Taylor, 
Peter Penev, Andy Francis,  Sarah Hirst-
Malin, Johannes Meier, Annie Bolle-Jones, 
Jane Bolle-Jones, Hayley Davies, Jon 
Bombaugh and Rhian Francis.

Notable nuggets of the day? For the first 
time, the races welcomed a Russian team, 
adding further fuel to the debate about

whether Wengen and Mürren might be on 
the holiday home hit list for second- and 
third-division oligarchs. Much could hinge 
on the results of a reported feasibility study 
taking place on the construction of a road to 
Wengen. 

inferno Downhill 2014: welcome in winteregg 

Some of the DHO team

Andrew Davies sustaining the inner man

Recent similar studies have resulted in (a) 
a decision not to build a cable car from 
Lauterbrunnen to the Jungfraujoch and (b) 
a decision to proceed with a new V-Bahn 
gondola service from Grund to the 
Eigergletscher; this latter would also see 
dramatic changes taking place to the 
Grund-Männlichen gondola service. 
Sir Steve Redgrave missed this year’s 
excitement after taking part in the previous 
four Inferno Downhills, representing 
Kandahar, his involvement in Channel 4’s 
execrable winter sports ‘reality show’ 
The Jump seemingly taking precedence. 
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Many Inferno-branded items were on sale at 
Winteregg, including baseball caps of 
identical quality, one priced at Fr20, the 
other at Fr5. For those happy to be seen 
wearing last year’s logo, the decision was the 
ultimate no-brainer.

The Inferno Official Reports tell the full 
story of the week; thanks to the organisers 
for summarising the races so 
comprehensively. 

Downhill 
Schilthorn to 
winteregg
Brilliant luck with the weather for the 71st 
Inferno ski race in Mürren. The weather was 
very mixed in the week leading up to the 
downhill, nevertheless, the downhill enjoyed 
fine weather. The organizers were extremely 
satisfied with the course and Marco Michel 
(Alpnach) fought his way to the front of the 
field this year. Due to the snow conditions, 
the race this year did not go over the full 
distance, ending at Winteregg. The 
participants started on the Kleinen Schilthorn 
racing 9.5 kilometers and 1116 metres of 
altitude. The conditions meant that the 
course did not get quicker, so the top 
placings were decided between the low 
starting numbers. The results in the main 
category were extremely close. Marco 
Michel (Alpnach) took 8.31.95. Mathias 
Salzmann (Naters) had to settle for second 
place with a time of 8.32.97. In third was 
Rolf Wittwer (Oberwil i. Simmental) in 
8.35.92. with Bernese Oberlander Manuel 
Zurbuchen (Interlaken) narrowly missing out 
on a podium position just one-hundredth of 
a second behind Rolf. For the women, last 
year’s winner Nicole Baertschi (Buttisholz) 
also won the downhill in 2014. In 9.20.67 
she beat the competition by more than half a 
minute. Marianne Rubi (Zweilütschinen) had 
to settle for a time of 9.52.33, again settling 
for second place. In 9.54.31, Maya Rüdishüli 
(Amden), came third. This meant that the 
women’s podium in 2014 looked exactly the 
same as in 2013. Mathias Salzmann (Naters) 
retaliated for his defeat in the downhill by
winning the combination. He forced his 
downhill conquerer Marco Michel (Alpnach)

Sarah Hirst-Malin

Peter Fairclough doing his belt and braces 
act. Bibbed up, but still pretty sure he has 
already run his last Inferno

Andrew Davies and captain 
Jeremy Howard

into second. The ladies combination was 
dominated by the central Bernese Oberland. 
Melanie Steuri (Grindelwald) won ahead of 
Manuela Kaufmann (Interlaken) and Priska 
Nebiker (Matten b. Interlaken). Judith Graf 
(Matten b. Interlaken) is becoming the serial 
champion in the women’s II, she managed to 
top the podium again in 2014.

Giant Slalom 
on birg
Before the giant slalom, the competitors 
benefited from a window in the weather. In 
the morning it was snowing slightly, but just 
in time for the start of the race, it lightened 
up and the sun managed to make an 
appearance. This meant that the giant slalom 
could be carried out as planned in the best 
condition so race director Thomas Gertsch 
was extremely satisfied. Thanks to super 
piste preparations, participants with high 
starting numbers were able to achieve very 
fast times. For example, Ryan Regez (son of 
well-known Wengen local Clare Regez-
Robinson) with the starting number 338 
managed to achieve 12th place in an 
accident-free race. With nearly three seconds 
advantage, Jasmin Tschümperlin (Alpthal) 
in 1.06.44 took the ladies I in front of 
Melanie Steuri (Grindelwald) and Manuela 
Kaufmann (Interlaken). In the Women II 
category Judith Graf (Matten b. Interlaken) 
won as she did last year, beating the 
competition by more than 2.5 seconds.
 For the ladies, there was a great 
competition, Ela Kemper (Wiesbaden, 
Germany) achieved a 1.22.69 beating last 
year’s winner Eva Mayer (Neumarkt, A). 
Steely nerves were needed in the Men’s 
category, there were only 3 hundredths of 
a second between first and third. Cornel 
Bishop (Amden) won in 1.02.29 in front of 
Kilian Marty (Innertkirchen, 1.02.30) and 
Sepp Schilter (Alosen, 1.02.31). Thomas 
Ryser (Homberg b. Thun) won the Senior 
I competition in a time of 1.03.90. In the 
senior II, Thomas Reusser (Book BE) stood 
out as he did in 2013 to reach the top of 
the podium, winning in a time of 1.05.98. 
Hansjörg Nafzger (Linden) celebrated 
winning the category gentlemen in 1.07.66.



High jinks in the bar afterwards
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night 
Cross-country 
ski race on 22nd 
January 2014
The great atmosphere in Mürren and the 
interesting sections on the race course such 
as the Palace-Stutz, the downhill behind the 
Hotel Jungfrau or the camel humps at the 
Bakery provided an unforgettable evening 
experience for spectators and athletes alike. 

The fastest over the course was Gerion Buhl 
(Upper Ried, D) in 10.54.56 winning by 24 
seconds. Ruedi Ogi ( Meiringen ) managed 
11.18.63 for second with Christian Fuhrer 
(Wilderswil, 11.28.11) in third. The local 
hero and last year’s second-placed Oliver 
Zurbrügg (Lauterbrunnen) was 
unfortunately unable to start this year 
because of injury. Judith Graf (Matten b. 
Interlaken) mastered the course (as she did 
last year), the first woman across the finish 
line in a time of 13.06.76 . Beatrix Straub 
(Furtwangen, D) had to be content with a 
time of 13.46.71 in second place. The 
third-fastest woman was Melanie Steuri 
(Grindelwald) with 14.50.52.

The schedule for the 2015 races sees the 
evening cross-country race in Mürren village 
on Wednesday January 21, the giant slalom 
on Thursday January 22 and the Downhill on 
Saturday January 24, from 08.50h.

Jeremy Howard with the Inferno Trophy  

Official results for the DHO team

Sir Arnold Lunn Cup
66. Downhill only wengen Team 4:40.24,7
(872) Gertsch Alexander wengen hK 1:01.41,6 166.
(1026) Taylor Theodore Gb hK 1:04.68,3 230.
(1590) ungar Karl Ch hK 1:05.91,7 256.
(1069) Gluck Jean-Daniel wengen GE 1:20.23,1 21.
(1745) hanies Ross Gb-Tioworth S1 1:22.27,9 324.
(918) Fisher Guy Gb-binfield heath S1 1:23.41,4 
340.
(1037) Mc Carthy Sean Gb-Surrey S2 1:31.29,0 199.
(1251) haines bruce Gb-london S1 1:34.48,6 418.
(1746) Robinson Guy Gb-Alresford, hants hK 
1:40.33,3 386.
(1226) howard Jeremy Gb-wengen S1 1:52.80,0 
487.
(1343) nice Marguerite Gb-bury St Edmunds lA 
1:62.16,2 14.
(1352) Turner Terry AuS-brisbane QlD GE 1:62.92,9 
65.
(1356) west Martin Gb-Gloucestershire GE 1:64.00,3 
67.
(1417) Davies Andrew Gb-wengen S1 1:64.49,7 517.
(1412) Taylor nicholas Gb-Skipton north yorkshire 
S1 1:81.29,2 548.
(1742) Penev Peter Ch hK 1:81.86,3 467.
(1747) Francis Andy Gb-watlington S2 2:02.47,6 
321.
(1472) hirst-Malin Sarah Gb-london lA 2:10.25,9 
30.
(1740) Meier Johannes wengen hK 2:10.58,7 479.
(1744) bolle-Jones Annie Gb-St. lawrence Jersey D1 
2:34.03,1 114.
(1743) bolle-Jones Jane Gb-St. lawrence Jersey lA 
2:61.72,5 34.
(1741) Davies hayley Gb-Edinburgh D2 2:72.17,4 
45.
(1452) bumbaugh Jon uSA-Gambrills MD GE 
2:74.49,0 93.
(1748) Francis Rhian G

(90) Overall
Rang name Jg land Verein Zeit Rückstand Kategorie 
Stnr
352. hirst-Malin Sarah 1961 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 3:73.55,7 3:08.10,1 lA 13. 364
356. nice Marguerite 1961 Gb Downhill only wengen 
4:01.21,9 2:55.36,3 lA 14. 340
358. Davies hayley 1978 Gb Downhill only wengen 
4:33.20,3 3:27.34,7 D2 11. 360
Total klassiert: 362
offizielle Zeitmessung

(92) Overall Damen
Rang name Jg land Verein Zeit Rückstand Kategorie 
Stnr
136. nice Marguerite 1961 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:62.16,2 30.09,5 lA 14. 1343
182. hirst-Malin Sarah 1961 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 2:10.25,9 38.19,2 lA 30. 1472
188. bolle-Jones Annie 1995 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 2:34.03,1 1:01.56,4 D1 114. 1744
194. bolle-Jones Jane 1962 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 2:61.72,5 1:30.05,8 lA 34. 1743
195. Davies hayley 1978 Gb Downhill only wengen 
2:72.17,4 1:40.10,7 D2 45. 1741
197. Francis Rhian 1969 Gb Downhill only wengen 
2:82.45,5 1:50.38,8 D2 47. 1748
Total klassiert: 198

(93) Overall Herren
Rang name Jg land Verein Zeit Rückstand Kategorie 
Stnr
314. Gertsch Alexander 1992 Ch Downhill only 
wengen 1:01.41,6 ------ hK 166. 872
490. Taylor Theodore 1994 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:04.68,3 ------ hK 230. 1026
557. ungar Karl 1981 Ch Downhill only wengen 
1:05.91,7 ------ hK 256. 1590
772. Gluck Jean-Daniel 1949 Ch Downhill only 
wengen 1:20.23,1 ------ GE 21. 1069
845. hanies Ross 1976 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:22.27,9 ------ S1 324. 1745
883. Fisher Guy 1973 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:23.41,4 0.21,9 S1 340. 918
981. Mc Carthy Sean 1962 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:31.29,0 8.09,5 S2 199. 1037
1054. haines bruce 1971 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:34.48,6 11.29,1 S1 418. 1251
1088. Robinson Guy 1995 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:40.33,3 17.13,8 hK 386. 1746
1231. howard Jeremy 1972 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 1:52.80,0 30.00,5 S1 487. 1226
1296. Turner Terry 1953 AuS Downhill only wengen 
1:62.92,9 40.13,4 GE 65. 1352
1304. west Martin 1948 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:64.00,3 40.40,8 GE 67. 1356
1311. Davies Andrew 1975 Gb Downhill only wengen 
1:64.49,7 41.30,2 S1 517. 1417
1384. Taylor nicholas 1965 Gb Downhill only 
wengen 1:81.29,2 58.09,7 S1 548. 1412
1391. Penev Peter 1980 Ch Downhill only wengen 
1:81.86,3 59.06,8 hK 467. 1742
1432. Francis Andy 1957 Gb Downhill only wengen 
2:02.47,6 39.28,1 S2 321. 1747
1447. Meier Johannes 1989 Ch Downhill only 
wengen 2:10.58,7 47.39,2 hK 479. 1740
1493. bumbaugh Jon 1952 uSA Downhill only 
wengen 2:74.49,0 1:51.29,5 GE 93. 1452
Total klassiert: 1498
offizielle
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homage to a 
Founder Member

by Andrew Morgan

After the Colonel died, his widow sorted 
out the contents of their house in the quiet 
Buckinghamshire village, and then sold 
the house and moved away.   

Amongst the contents which she no longer 
could find room for was her late husband’s 
collection of books on skiing – early works 
by Arnold Lunn, Vivian Caulfeild, Hannes 
Schneider and others, and a complete set, 
from its first appearance in 1920 through 
to the final issue, of the British Ski Year 
Book, (BSYB), that remarkable compilation 
through which for 52 years its Editor, Arnold 
Lunn, and his contributors kept members 
of the Ski Club of Great Britain and of the 
Alpine Ski Club informed about race results, 
skiing controversies, equipment developments, 
touring achievements, avalanche studies, 
and other relevant matters which caught the 
Editorial Eye.

The Colonel died in 1956, and early in 1957 
his widow gave this fine collection of skiing 
material to a young man who lived a few 
miles away.  She had read in the local paper 
about his involvement in skiing, and rang up 
to see if he was interested.  He was very 
interested and very grateful.  He still is 
today.  I was that lucky young man, and 
all those books are still on my shelves.  
I have enjoyed them, and made much use 
of them for reference purposes, over the 
years.  Recently, in a spirit of gratitude and 
appreciation, I did some research to find out 
more about their previous owner.  It was an 
interesting and rewarding quest, including 
visiting his grave, having lunch with his 
granddaughter, talking to an old lady who 
had been his secretary, and discovering that 
in 1925 he had been one of the Founder

Members of the Downhill Only Club.

Noel Barwick Charles Byam-Grounds was 
born in 1880 in a substantial manor house 
at Passenham, on the borders of 
Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire.  
He was educated at Eton, and after initial 
training was commissioned into the Army in 
1900.  He served in the South African War 
(perhaps just overlapping with the period 
when the Commander in Chief there was 
Lord Roberts of Kandahar) and in India and 
Burma.  During the Great War he was in 
France and Egypt.  After 22 years service 
he left the Army in 1922 with the rank of 
Lieutenant Colonel.

In response to my enquiry the archivist at 
Eton College could report no signs of 
sporting distinction by young Byam-Grounds 
during his time there, and I wondered what 
had triggered his evident enthusiasm for 
skiing.  One of the books provided a clue.  
His copy of Vivian Caulfeild’s pioneering 
work “How to Ski”, first published in 1912, 
is inscribed “Major N B Grounds 1.17”.  
January of 1917 – what was a Regular 
Officer doing, buying a book on skiing, 
while the horrors of the trench war on the 
Western Front still raged?  Perhaps he had 
been a prisoner, one of those who were held 
in generous Swiss custody and looked after 
by Arnold Lunn in Mürren?  There was 
evidence elsewhere that he knew Lunn 
personally.  But nothing in his war record 
supported this idea, and I could not find his 
name in the published lists of such prisoners.

His granddaughter suggested an answer.  
Major Byam-Grounds was married in 
November 1916 to a very lively lady, 

Evangeline Griffiths, daughter of a 
prominent barrister who had been knighted 
for services as a Colonial Governor and was 
an enthusiastic visitor to the Swiss Alps.  
The bride would have been in her early 
twenties in the prosperous years before the 
first world war, and might well have been 
already a keen skier – she certainly was later 
on.  So perhaps the gallant Major, a couple 
of months after his wedding, bought and 
studied the best available instruction book on 
his wife’s sport in order to follow her onto 
the slopes once hostilities ceased.  Good 
chap, a very proper bit of strategic advance 
planning.

Col Byam-Grounds in Wengen 1925
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He must have joined the Ski Club of Great 
Britain by 1920 – the cost of the Year Book 
being included in the subscription.  How 
much they skied in the immediate postwar 
years is uncertain – he may have been too 
busy commanding his regiment until 1922 
and she looking after their baby son – but he 
was certainly in Wengen by 1925.

The circumstances of the founding of the 
DHO were famously well recorded in an 
article by Kenneth Foster in the BSYB for 
1938, reprinted in the DHO Journal for 1946.  
Foster puts the blame squarely onto a group 
of travellers from Kandahar who arrived 
in Wengen in February 1925 and, after two 
brisk encounters with local visitors, carried 
off some sort of Holy Grail called the 
Bernese Oberland Challenge Cup.  

The following day over dinner in the Palace 
Hotel in Wengen a club was formed “whose 
main object should be to avenge the defeat 
suffered.”  Writing thirteen years after the 
event, Foster listed only five people – 
including the Colonel – as Founder 
Members, but the minutes of the club 
written by its first Hon Secretary Donald 
Dalrymple, who was also present, tell the full 
story.  The impetus to form the club came 
from a group of members dining at one table, 
six or eight of whom nominated themselves 
as the initial committee and then recruited 
further Founder Members from amongst the 
other diners present.  Col Byan Grounds was 
one of them, the total of Founder Members 
achieved that evening being fourteen.  

Foster tells us that the club “had no entrance 
fee, no subscription, and no idea beyond 
trying to win back the Bernese Oberland 
Challenge Cup from the Kandahar.”  Foster 
had himself been a member of the losing 
Wengen team, though Byam-Grounds was 
not included.  Perhaps he wasn’t yet 
skiing fast enough – he is recorded as having 
passed his SCGB second class test that same 
season – or perhaps his military training had 
enabled him to evade the press gangs which, 
according to Foster’s delightful account, had 
roamed the bars of Wengen the night before 
the event to assemble a team.

A couple of weeks later the Colonel took part 
in the 3rd ever Club Run on 25th February 
(recorded thus with capital letters), when five 
members and a guest took a train to

The 3rd ever Club Run 25th Feb 1925, l 
to r,  N B Grounds, F Borter, CJ White, A 
Flotron (guest, joined in 1927) O Gurtner  
(“mit musik”) and S D Fisken

Kleine Scheidegg, ran down “to the foot of 
Tschuggen”, where they fixed sealskins to 
their skis and climbed to the Männlichen Hut 
for “lunch and music”.  They then ran down 
towards Grund, pausing for a photograph 
in which Othmar Gurtner is second from 
right, sitting down playing his accordion, 
and Byam Grounds is on the left in a light 
coloured suit, smoking a pipe.  Tea was 
taken in Grindelwald at Frau Wolters, and 
they returned by train for a Club Dinner in 
the evening, at which Mrs Byam Grounds 
was also present.

In October 1925, Donald Dalrymple wrote 
to the other thirteen members asking them to 
notify him of the  dates they planned to be in 
Wengen during the coming season, and 
hoping for a good turnout “to be able to 
select and train a team” to take on the 
Kandahar.  Colonel Byam-Grounds was 
there all right, but wasn’t selected for the 
team.  His old copy of the BSYB records that 
he acted as a judge for someone else’s sec-
ond class test (which reminds me that I took 
part of my own second class test in Wengen 
many years ago, judged by Sheila Hensman).  

After that, the BSYB’s and other evidence 
show that the Colonel and his wife went 
skiing further afield.  A telegram to him 
at the Fluela Hotel in Davos in 1926 was 
tucked into one of the BSYBs.  Another 
source indicates that in Davos in January
1928 the Colonel and Mrs Byam-Grounds 
attended a dinner to celebrate the Silver 
Jubilee of the Davos English Ski Club 
(which was the first British ski club in the 
Alps, founded a few months before the 
SCGB, but which alas failed to survive long 
enough to reach a Golden Jubilee).  The
BSYB tells us that in the same month Mrs

Byam-Grounds came second in a 
Challenge Cup for lady members of the Da-
vos English Ski Club, and that she raced for 
that club against a team of British Visitors 
from Klosters.  Later in 1928 Arnold Lunn 
acknowledged with an appreciative letter and 
published in the BSYB an article written by 
her about ski touring from the Britannia Hut 
above Saas Fee.  The Colonel was in Davos 
again in 1929, racing at the age of 48 in the 
great Parsenn Derby, coming sixth in the 
Veteran Visitors class; and tucked into one 
of the books was some correspondence 
from Arnold Lunn which suggests that 
Byam-Grounds was acting as secretary of a 
ski club, presumably the Davos English SC.  
Lunn included a cheerful thought “perhaps 
we may meet, as we did last year, at Lords,” 
which no doubt was on the occasion of the 
annual cricket match between their 
respective schools, Eton and Harrow.  

Perhaps they watched the match in which a 
precocious young sportsman called Jimmy 
Riddell made a major contribution for 
Harrow.  (Editor’s note: for those of tender
years, Jimmy Riddell was an early member 
of the Kandahar, winner of the 2nd ever 
Inferno, and an international ski racer, 
also President of Kandahar. He is best 
remembered by DHO members as a guest 
speaker at our 50th anniversary, when he 
said to the Swiss guests “We have to thank 
you, our dear Swiss friends, for looking after 
our mountains so well when we are away”).

That was the last reference I could find to 
Col Byam-Grounds direct involvement in 
skiing.  The Davos English Ski Club, whose 
main interest was ski touring, ceased to be 
active in about 1936 – perhaps the opening
of the Parsennbahn funicular in 1933/1934

The grave of Col Byam-Grounds and his 
wife, with that of his parents behind
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was a contributory factor.  The Colonel must 
have remained a member of the SCGB, 
thereby accumulating BSYBs, and of the 
DHO.  A brief notice of his death appeared in 
the DHO Journal for 1956, and a short 
obituary in The Times (17.9.1956) 
mentioned his role as a DHO founder.

In about 1929 the Byam-Grounds settled in a 
nice solid house in the village of Sherington in 
Buckinghamshire, and obituaries in the local 
papers testify as to his contribution to the local 
community.  He was a County Councillor for 
14 years, particularly interested in Education 
and Public Health.  During the Second World 
War he was in charge of Air Raid Precautions 
in North Buckinghamshire, and wrote a manual 
of instructions on that subject.  A lady who had 
been his secretary during that period told me 
that he was a very proper old fashioned Gentle-
man.  He insisted on buying her a hat when she 
turned up hatless for her first official meeting.  
“Ladies should wear hats,” he said.

The Byam-Grounds had one son, John who 
was educated at Summerfields and Eton, and 
introduced to the Swiss mountains at an early

(Andrew Morgan was British Champion at 
Langlauf Skiing in 1956 and 1957 and was 
the first person to ski for Great Britain in three 
Winter Olympic Games (1956, 1960 and 1964).  
He later turned from Nordic to Alpine skiing 
and was the top Kandahar and British finisher 
in the 1973 Inferno race.  Between 1991 and 
2004 he was successively Treasurer, Chairman 
and President of the Kandahar Ski Club. He is 
the author of a book about Mürren’s Inferno. 
He is as interested as is our editor in the 
history of Alpine skiing. His first article on 
skiing, written at the suggestion of Arnold 
Lunn, was published in the British Ski Year 
Book for 1958. He has been instrumental in the 
recent repatriation of various old trophies from 
Mürren to Wengen).

age.  By age 21 he was a member of the Alpine 
Club, and over the years he logged up an 
impressive record as a climber.  He was not a 
skier, though his wife Muriel was a member of 
the DHO in the 1960s.  Their daughter 
Gabrielle is a distinguished musician, whose 
help in compiling these notes I gratefully 
acknowledge.  I also much appreciated 
encouragement and research findings from the 
editor of this Journal, Freddie Whitelaw, who 
provided a lot of information and the 
photographs from the DHO archives. 

Noel Byam-Grounds was buried in the 
churchyard at Passenham, close to the Manor 
House where he had been born, and next to 
the grave of his parents.  His wife joined him 
there in 1972.  His full name is spelt out on 
the gravestone, but it is prefaced by the word 
Jackie – presumably a nickname by which he 
preferred to be known. I never joined the club 
of which he was a founder, but I did marry one 
of its members, and through his books I have 
benefitted enormously from the Colonel’s life 
and interest in skiing; so, a belated but heartfelt 
Thank You Jackie.

das sport - und modegeschäft
mit ski - und snowboardvermietung

The Sport and Fashion Shop
with Ski and Snow Board Rental

Barbara & Markus Zumbühl
Dorfstrasse, 3823 Wengen

Tel: 033 / 855 26 26

www.alpiasport.ch

Come and visit our large
range of sports goods!
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Telluride, Colorado
by lee Townend

‘The Blizzard of Ahhhs’ is the first reason. 
I grew up watching and idolising ‘Glen 
Plake’ & his merry men skiing the bowls 
and ripping the bumps of this old mining 
town with resident town council man, 
‘Rasta Stevie’.  

So we went about building a new adventure 
program, contacting the required people for 
accommodation/guiding assistance and put it 
out on the website. The course filled quickly 
so the dream soon became a reality.

Telluride is stashed amongst the greatest 
amount of 14,000ft peaks in North America, 
in the San Juan Mountains of Southwest 
Colorado. 

With 18 lifts, 125 ‘trails’ (pistes!) and the 
longest run being over 7k, all lined by 
stunning and gigantic evergreens, there is 
a fantastic spectrum of skiable terrain to be 
savoured by all levels, although Telluride 
is targeted and better suited to the 
intermediate skier and above. It also boasts 
fantastic elevation, with a base station at 
2,600m (Tignes is 2,100m, Courchevel is 
1850m) and a lift access height of 3,800m 
with hike-to-terrain of over 4,000m!!!

The infamous hike-able terrain means you 
can ski from the dizzy height of over

perfection for a carver’s dream. There are the 
fabulous off-piste/powder chutes mentioned 
above and then never forget probably the 
world’s longest, most magnificent mogul 
fields. There is something different about 
Telluride’s moguls that I find hard to put 
into words, but perfect would cover it.  
They are on a skiable angled slope, an 
awesome shape, go on forever and there are 
little ones or massive ones, but no weirdly 
shaped un-skiable ones like you find in the 
traverse fields of European resorts.

So why does Snoworks run annual adventure 
courses to Telluride, Colorado, u.S.A.?

13,000ft from the summit of Palmyra peak.   
Whilst this is not for the faint hearted, with 
an approx 1.5-2 hour hike followed by a 38+ 
degree couloir decent, there are other options 
with ‘Bald mountain’ (20 mins), ‘Gold hill 
chutes’ (15 -30 mins depending on chute) 
and ‘Black Iron bowl’ (5-30 mins depending 
on chute). 

The ‘trail’ names are typically American 
and entertaining with names like 
‘Galloping Goose’, ‘Cake Walk’ and ‘Lower 
Happy Thought’.  All are groomed to 
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The Town of Telluride is in San Miguel, it’s a 
former silver mine, the remains and 
history of which are still ever present and 
add greatly to Telluride’s appeal. With saloon 
style swing door bars, every other shop 
selling Stetsons and leather boots, and the 
original bank that Butch Cassidy held up in 
1889, it feels a world away from any other 
ski resort you can think of. The separation of 
this cultural, relaxed and historic town 
partnered with the modern, trendy and 
stunning ski village give Telluride tonnes of 
appeal.

We travelled with Snoworks in March in 
2012 and 2014 and although we didn’t get 
the powder we all longed for, we skied some 
magnificent bumps and variable snow chutes, 
hiked the 4,000m Palmyra peak, and enjoyed 
some fabulous meals and social nightlife of 
ribs, pizza, pool and poker. 

In 2014 we decided to move the course to 
February in order to nearly guarantee some 
of the amazing powder that is synonymous 
with Colorado and boy did we get it, twin 
that with the away-day trip to Silverton 
Powdercats and the revised program was 
complete and improved and therefor will 
remain for the 2015 adventure course.

In summary this certainly is the place to go 
if you want magnificent photographic 
scenery, powder lined tree chutes and world 
class moguls. Get it booked, you won’t 
regret it.

Words by Snoworks instructor & Gap 
director Lee Townend.

Snoworks Ski Courses adventure holiday 
travels to Telluride on February 9th – 19th 
2015.
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WENGEN
Apartment on 4th Floor 

of the Eiger Hotel
 • one minute walk from the trains,   

  cable car and shops

 • balcony, wonderful views

 • sleeps 4 - 6, two double bedrooms

 • large living area with sofa bed

 • television, dvd player and 

  dishwasher

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND WINTER
for information please email or call:

sandy_ommanney@hotmail.com

01392 433870

GLAZING EXPERTISE FOR SCHOOLS, 
HOSPITALS, HISTORIC BUILDINGS, 

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY

Best wishes for a 
successful 2014/15

ski season to all 
D.H.O members
Cotswold Glazing Ltd.

THORPE WAY, BANBURY OXON OX16 4SP

TEL: (01295) 266965  
FAX: (01295) 267760

www.cotswoldglazing.com

OXFORDSHIRE
GLASS
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history of the winter olympics 
- well three of them anyhow 

by ingrid Christophersen

In 1921 the IOC decided that winter 
sports should have their own games - 
figure skating and ice hockey featured 
as Olympic events at some Summer 
Olympics – and the first Winter Olympics 
saw the light of day in 1924 in Chamonix, 
France.   

The IOC also decided that the Winter Games 
be celebrated every four years, in the same 
year as their summer counterpart. This 
tradition was upheld until the 1992 Games 
in Albertville, France, when it was felt that 
the Winter Olympics needed their own space, 
importance and status, and so, beginning 
with the1994 Games in Lillehammer, the 
Winter Olympics were held every four years, 
two years after each Summer Olympics.

February 1924, International Sports Week, 
Chamonix, was later recognised as the first 
Winter Olympic Games.  17 nations took 
part, men only (bar 8 female figure skaters), 
Nordic events only, 18km cross country, 
50km cross country, ski jumping and Nordic 
combination, plus skating and ice-hockey.   

The newly established Soviet Union was 
absent but the emerging countries resulting 
from the Treaty of Versailles such as Estonia, 
Lithuania, Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia 
were all present. Germany had not been 
invited.  Representing the rest of the world 
outside Europe were USA and Canada. 
These winter games were a battle between 
nations rather than individuals.  Skiing had 
mostly been for domestic use, now it was 
playing a part on the world scene. Although 
it would be an exaggeration to say the eyes 
of the world were focused on Chamonix 
– too much was going on elsewhere – Lenin 

 (The USA  medal was a bronze for jumping, 
the only American jumping medal to date,  
but as the chap from the USA was called 
Anders Haugen there is no doubt of his 
parentage –just one more  Norwegian who 
had gone west).    So very nearly a clean 
sweep for the land of the cradle of skiing 
– the land of eternal snow.

This was the age of the amateur.  The cross 
country skier trained in the evening, after 
work, often with the top of a fir tree tied 
round his waist, trailing in the snow, to 
enhance resistance, often with a head lamp 
to light his way. These were lumberjacks, 
farmers, trappers even. Training was wading 
through deep, untracked snow to the 
logging areas, to inspecting snares, to elk 
and hare hunting. The skiers were 
individually dressed in plus-fours and 
home-knitted ear- warmers.  (We called the 
plus-fours apple knickers when I was little, 
because you could carry a pound of apples 
round the knees!) 

The fifty kilometres was first out of the 
cross-country competitions.  A Norwegian 
lady, wife of the chef de mission, had 
hatched an ingenious plan: refreshment 
stands sighted at strategic points in the 
terrain. The boys were fed chocolate from 
Norway, bread baked a la Norvège and eggs 
from Norwegian hens.  Hey ho – no wonder 
the sustenance and the encouragement from 
pretty Norwegian girls – imported from 
Grenoble for the occasion – resulted in such 
overwhelming superiority.

The telegraph was young and expensive.  
Important or favourable results might reach 
the newspapers at the same time such as

in Russia and Wilson in America both passed 
away.  (And not far away – ensconced in his 
own alpine region of Bayern, sat little Hitler, 
who in the short span of 12 years would have 
climbed from his prison cell to the VIP stand 
in Garmisch Partenkirchen).  

The opening ceremony took place in the 
centre of Chamonix, in front of the Mairie 
and the small stone church. The Olympians, 
representing 17 nations, march 10 minutes 
through the town, preceded by the band of 
the Chasseurs Alpins,  and into the Olympic 
stadium, or the skating rink. The countries 
paraded alphabetically, France bringing up 
the rear. In front of each nation an athlete 
carries a spear – probably some sort of 
reference to the Greek Olympics –from 
which hangs a name plate indicating the 
country, garlanded in a laurel wreath. He is 
followed by athletes carrying skis over their 
shoulders or skates in their hands. The 
august inhabitants of Chamonix – about 
3000 in those days – are satisfied to watch 
the proceedings from their windows. There 
are about 1000 spectators in the skating 
arena, most of them visitors.  

(Little Sonja Henie – 11 years old at the time 
– arrived in Chamonix under her own steam 
and expense -  and caused a sensation. Her 
entry into the arena was the start of a truly 
dazzling and stunning sporting career. Three 
time Olympic champion, 10 times World 
Champion, followed by a star spangled 
movie career. In Chamonix however she 
came 8th out of 8.)

Gold, silver and bronze medals went 
exclusively to Norway, with the exception of 
one bronze to Finland and USA respectively.
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descriptions of the opening ceremony; one 
sent by letter, the other by telegraph. 
Electronic transmission was not even a 
twinkle in anyone’s eye.

Fast forward and pause to the 1952 Olympics 
– and my first Olympic memory.  How little 
Norway, emerging from 5 years of German 
occupation, could host such an event defies 
imagination.  But it was all run on a shoe-
string and my father was the commentator in 
three languages – multi-tasking – and we had 
tickets to most events, including the figure 
skating and ski jumping at Holmenkollen.   
‘With the hope that our unique world may 
live in peace and toleration yet, Norway 
wishes the friends of winter sports a hearty 
welcome to the 6th Winter Games in Oslo’.     
Thus sounded the opening speech. 

A new hotel was built for the press and 
dignitaries, along with three dormitories to 
house athletes and coaches.  The Games 
attracted 694 athletes representing 30 
countries, who participated in four sports and 
22 events. Japan  and Germany made their 
returns to winter Olympic competition, after 
being forced to miss the 1948 Games in the 
aftermath of World War II. Germany was 
represented solely by West German athletes 
because East Germany declined to compete 
as a unified team. At first Norway was 
reluctant to welcome German athletes and 
others considered Nazi sympathisers but 
eventually they agreed to allow German and 
Japanese athletes to compete.  Norwegian 
speed skater Finn Hodt was left out of the 
Norwegian speed skating team because 
he collaborated with the Nazis during the 
war. Portugal and New Zealand made their 
Winter Olympic debuts, and for the first time 
women were allowed to compete in cross 
country skiing. The 1952 Winter Games 
were the first to be held in a nation’s capital. 
The Soviet Union sent no athletes to Oslo, 
despite being recognized by the IOC.

The opening ceremony was held in Bislett 
Stadium on 15 February.  King George VI of 
Great Britain had died on 6 February 1952, 
eight days before the start of the Games. 
As a result, all national flags were flown at 
half-mast, and Princess Ragnhild opened 
the Games in place of her grandfather, King 
Haakon VII, who was in London attending 
the funeral. This was the first time an
Olympic Games had been declared open by

a woman.  After the parade of nations the 
Olympic flame was lit. The flame had been 
lit in the hearth of the Morgedal House, 
birthplace of skiing pioneer Sondre Norheim. 
The torch relay lasted two days and took 
place entirely on skis. At the opening cer-
emonies the final torch bearer, Eigil Nansen, 
grand-son of Fridtjof Nansen, received the 
Olympic torch and skied to a flight of stairs 
where he removed his skis, ascended, and 
ignited the flame. 

There were three alpine events on the 
Olympic program: slalom, giant slalom and 
downhill. Both men and women competed 
in all three events, held at Norefjell and 
Rødkleiva. The giant slalom made its 
Olympic debut. Austrian skiers dominated 
the competition, winning seven out of a 
possible 18 medals. Greek slalom skier 
Antoin Miliordos fell 18 times on his run and 
crossed the finish line backwards. During the 
downhill at Norefjell – and do not imagine 
that every inch of the course was surveyed 
by CCTV and TV as is the case today – an 
American skier got ‘caught up in some 
spruce and  it took me several maddening 
seconds to untangle myself and continue’. 
At the closing ceremony 40 children dressed 
in national costumes performed an ice dance, 
the lights were extinguished and a 20-minute 
fireworks display lit up the night sky. 

Now fast forward to the end: Sochi. I have 
a DVD of the highlights and the words that 
spring to mind are: awe-inspiring, breath-
taking, overwhelming. 

A total of 98 events in 15 winter sport 
disciplines were held during the Games. 
A number of new competitions were added, 
including biathlon mixed relay, women’s ski 
jumping, mixed-team figure skating, 
mixed-team luge, half-pipe skiing, ski and 
snowboard slopestyle, and snowboard 
parallel slalom. The torch relay lasted 123 
days and covered 64,000 kilometres (40,000 
miles).

In September 2013, the Olympic torch was 
lit in Ancient Olympia, beginning a seven-
day journey across Greece and on to Russia.  
The relay started in Moscow before visiting 
83 Russian cities and arriving at Sochi on the 
day of the opening ceremony,  7 February 
2014, the longest torch relay in Olympic 
history. The Olympic torch travelled to the

North Pole in a nuclear-powered icebreaker 
and  into  space, though not lit for the 
duration of the flight for safety reasons, to 
the International Space Station. The 
spacecraft itself was adorned with 
Olympic-themed regalia including the 
Games’ emblem. Russian cosmonauts Oleg 
Kotov and Sergey Ryazansky waved the 
torch on a spacewalk outside ISS. The torch 
returned to Earth five days later.  The torch 
was taken to Europe’s highest mountain 
Mount Elbrus, and to the depths of Siberia’s 
Lake Baikal. 

A record 88 nations qualified to compete.   
Seven nations, Malta, Paraguay, East Timor, 
Togo, Tonga, and  Zimbabwe made their 
Winter Olympics debut. Enough statistics. 

But the sophistication, the state of the art 
technology, the entire spectacle was quite 
simply overpowering. To sit at home and 
know, the moment the athlete crosses the 
finish line, what his time is, and in which 
position he classified, defies comprehension.  
Every hard fought cross country race, every 
spill on the alpine pistes, every 100th of a 
second down the skeleton run, or slow-
motion twist on the half-pipe;  ecstasy, 
elation, triumph, tears, defeat; hugs, flag-
waving, fair play, sportsmanship.  It was 
there for the world to see from the comfort 
of its own sitting room. 

What on earth is happening in Syria and 
Iraq? 
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Dho Spring Tour  
(March 15th to 21st) by Steve Mooney

This year’s members on tour were Simon 
Hollington, Clive Mitchell, John Wright, 
Ian Carmichael, Ian McCormick, Jane 
McCormick, Kit Erhardt, Steve Mooney, 
John France. We were guided by Adolf 
Schlunegger and René Seiler. This was 
Adolf’s twenty-eighth year guiding for the 
DHO.

Our base was the Almhotel Glieshof, 1824m 
in the Matschertal, a remote valley south of 
the Reschen Pass. This area was handed to 
Italy from Austria as part of the Allies 
signing of the treaties of Versailles. Still 
today German is spoken. The hotel turned 
out to be an absolutely brilliant find. The 
accommodation was luxurious, the food was 
delightful and we were looked after superbly 
by the owners Mannfred and Hannolore 
Heinisch. We were also entertained 
during the first few nights by their 13 year 
old daughter, an extremely talented 
musician.

John France and I, the two new boys, were 
invited to join the trip for two main reasons. 
Firstly Ingrid thrust me in front of 
Ian McCormick and invited me; Ian was 
given no time to say no. The second reason
we were welcome was that the group wanted 
to lower the average age and the inclusion of 
two guys in their early fifties was a brilliant

I would probably still be on that hill. René’s 
patience was remarkable. Simon proved to 
be the most experienced tourist amongst us 
and was a wonderful help if needed. Adolf 
was required to dig some ‘Paddy’ turning 
places. This was the digging of a levelled 
area to allow an easier turn. So called in 
honour of Paddy Hollington, a retired tourer. 
The second part of the climb was a lot 
gentler; we were above the tree line. 
The wind was strong but it was a lovely 
climb. At our peak, we certainly deserved the 
rest, it was a gruelling climb for a first day. 
As predicted, the sun had beaten us to the 
snow; it was quite crispy, nevertheless for 
a very nice run home in beautiful sunshine. 
A group of four decided on a steeper way 
down for the last part of the ski and found 
themselves on the valley floor. It needed a 
fair trek and a poma lift, the only one in the 
whole valley, for them to get back to the 
hotel. Early afternoon drinking on the terrace 
was a fine way to end the day’s trip.

Monday 17th
3+ hour climb towards Gawelspitz – 3175m
We were at breakfast at 6am and began 
touring at 7am. Our trip today was on the 
opposite side of the valley from our hotel on 
a gentle climb next to the river Saldura.
Again walking distance from the hotel. The 
climb was more gentle but approximately

This year we were guided by 
Adolf Schlunegger and René Seiler

start to achieving this. John and I were made 
extremely welcome from the off. Never were 
we singled out for being new boys, except 
for the task of writing this article. The other 
members of the trip were long standing good 
friends. 

Saturday 15th
The complete group arrived on Saturday, 
some in the afternoon and some in the 
evening. Simon being the last to arrive. 
The introduction of the new boys, and 
renewing of the friendships took place. 
The evening meals proved to be very 
sociable. It did not take long for the stories 
to begin. I imagine they were the same 
stories as the previous years but 
nevertheless, very entertaining. 

Sunday 16th
3 hour climb up the Upital to 2,650m
Our first day’s trip was directly from the 
hotel, a short walk and the touring began. 
It was a beautiful sunny day which proved to 
be the case every day of our trip. It took us a 
bit of time to adjust our gear and learn again 
how to attach crampons. We began our tour 
at 8am which was slightly behind schedule 
as we knew the sunshine would beat us to the
spring snow. The first fifteen minutes of this 
stage we tackled an extremely steep hill. If it 
wasn’t for the help from Simon and René,
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The Almhotel  Gleishof

the same height and distance. It involved a 
few treks across streams and both trekking 
in the treeline and above. We were 
traversing across quite a steep valley, and 
one false move and you were over. I was 
able to push René’s patience to the limit 
despite his life long career of ski training. 
I think it was when I landed on him. 
However, I was soon forgiven and we 
remained friends. The top of our climb was 
a bit exposed so we decided to ski down 
towards the river for our lunch stop. 
As normal, the skiing down was 
wonderful, again a bit challenging due to the 
crispy snow from the wonderful weather. 

Tuesday 18th 
For day three we drove to Sulden, a ski 
resort some 40kms away. We decided we 
deserved a day on the slopes. We were in 
the car departing at 7.30am. The resort was 
relatively empty and well groomed. We split 
into two groups and were tutored around by 
René and Adolf to our hearts’ content. 
A great opportunity for the old masters like 
Ian McCormick, Simon Hollington and Ian 
Carmichael to show off their skills. We were 
also joined by Mannfred, our hotel host, who 
was able to show off even more. A little bit 
of off-piste was found, but not much. 
We had a very enjoyable lunch up the 
mountain before heading home. On the way 
home we detoured to the Hotel Bella Vista at 
Trafoi. This hotel is owned by the legendary 
ski racer Gustav Thoeni, who won three 
Olympic medals (gold in GS, Sapporo 1972), 
and four overall World championships. 
A feat only exceeded by Marc Girardelli. 
We were able to meet Gustav who turned 
out to be a very humble man, especially with 
what he achieved in ski racing. Looking 
through his museum at the hotel, it was a 
surprise how he was able to ski down at all 
with the equipment he raced on. A truly 
brilliant athlete. We returned late for supper 
but were soon forgiven by Mannfred.

Wednesday 19th 
3+ hour climb to Kalberberg peak – 2480m
Back to the early start of breakfast at 6am 
and in the car at 7am for a thirty minute 
drive to Schlinig. We started off at a local 
cross-country centre, which had simple well 
laid out tracks. We then headed for the forest 
and began our climb. The weather was again 
very hot so the cover of the forest was a relief. 
We stopped at the top to admire the view

Gentle uphill

Lunch
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with a few of us deciding to try a better 
view some twenty minutes further up the 
peak. Our ski down was very enjoyable 
and the nicest conditions of snow yet. It did 
not however stop a few of us falling over. 
Adolf again took us on a detour home. We 
visited some local Italian cheese makers who 
were extremely proud of their products. The 
process consisted of making cheese from the 
milk of eight selected cows. We were shown 
the whole process by the owner who spoke 
perfect English from her stay in Birmingham 
working in a Chinese takeaway. However, 
she was not able to master the Brummie 
accent, thankfully. Our evening meal and 
wine was again delightful. Off to bed very 
happy.

Thursday 20th  
1+ hour climb to Seebodenspitz – 2,859m
This was the final day for John France and 
me, we were heading home after the day’s 
events. We again had a later start and were 
in the cars by 8am. We headed for 
St Valentino/Haiderhalm towards the 
Reschen Pass. We used the lift system to 
place ourselves at about 2,600m so were able 
to tour to the summit on a challenging but 
enjoyable path. The summit was a fabulous 
view over a number of valleys and well 
worth the trek. We were able to ski off-piste 
back to the bottom of the chair lift. We again 
did a few off-piste runs before ending up on 
the carpet for the remainder of the skiing 
in the resort. The snow was wonderful, the 
weather was delightful and the falls were 
many, notably myself, bits were scattered 
everywhere. We stopped for a drink at 
lunchtime where René was able to sight 
a very shapely lady baring more than was 
usual for this time of year and took some 
persuading to get him to sit back with us. 
John F and I regrettably needed to say 
goodbye here as we were to begin our drive 
home. The remainder of our group stayed on 
for a further day.

With the help of Ian McCormick, I can tell 
you the remainder of the trip went like this.

Adolf had a final cultural treat in store for 
us – a tour of the first and only Italian 
Whisky distillery (named Puni) at Glurn 
conveniently placed a few kilometres out of 
our way. What a coincidence!

Construction started in 2010 with a very

René Seiler the only one looking happy 
and smiling

modern building shaped as a cube and built 
entirely of concrete bricks with spaces 
between, but overlapping the course below. 
Very effective and avoided any windows at 
all exteriorly. Within there was much glass to 
keep the wind out and warmth in. All 
distilling equipment was acquired from 
Scotland and magnificently displayed. The 
owner’s son explained the process at length 
in excellent English.  Although nodding 
drowsy heads were noticed, consciousness 
returned when we were ushered into the 
tasting room! John Wright’s expert opinion 
was sought and, considering it was only 2 
years old and required another year before 
it could be called Whisky, he gave it the 
thumbs up. 

Last day: Friday 21st March
Said goodbye after breakfast to Clive and Ian 
C who were driving back to Wengen; Simon 
and Kit were ferried down by Adolf to the 
bus station at Mals to begin their journey 
home; leaving John W + Ian & Jane McC 
alone to enjoy the last morning’s skiing 
with Adolf and René. We drove further up 
towards the Reschen Pass than yesterday to 
the head of the Reschensee. This artificial 
lake, the largest above 1000m in the alps, 
was planned and the dam built between 
1939 and 1950 with finance from a Swiss 
utility company that had been disallowed 
a similar project in their own country. Two 
smaller lakes were joined and villages were 
inundated: all that is left of them is the clock 
tower of a 14th Century church in Graun 
that stands high above the water close to the 
road. Apparently, thanks to chaotic post-
war conditions, the inhabitants were not 
compensated one penny! We drove round 
the head of the lake to Piz 1503m and took 
the Schoenebahn gondola to the Schoeneben 
ski area with several chair lifts up to 2380m. 
Never had I seen such wide and perfect 
pistes, indeed they boasted of winning a 
prize for them!

Yet again it was extremely warm, so with 
regret (but nonetheless considerable 
enjoyment!) our skins etc. stayed down 
below and we carved pistes for 3 hours 
before the last survivors said our farewells 
to Adolf and René and drove off home.

Summary
This trip was extremely enjoyable. The skill 
and patience of our guides Adolf and René

was remarkable. Their experience allowed 
them to guide us carefully and safely 
throughout the whole week, never was 
anything too much. For me, the people made 
the trip memorable, a truly nice group of 
very able skiers. I enjoyed conversations 
with Clive, a very interesting person to 
listen to. John Wright seemed to have an 
incredible knowledge of whatever subject 
was discussed, not in a knowing way, in a 
humble way. Ian and Jane continually went 
out of their way to ensure not only John 
France and I were enjoying ourselves, but 
ensuring everyone was enjoying themselves. 
Simon was the senior member of the group, 
good company and a very good tourer. Kit 
has another passion, bee keeping, and was 
never too far away should one of us have any 
questions about bees. Kit was doing his 
exams shortly after we returned. Regrettably, 
I cannot tell you how the exams went for 
him. Ian Carmichael was extremely good 
company both on and off the slopes. Jane 
McCormick was the only lady on this trip 
which was unusual. She dearly missed her 
friend Trisha Dale who unfortunately fell 
and broke her leg skiing a few weeks earlier. 
It was not due to Trisha’s skiing ability, 
which is brilliant, it was due to her lack of 
concentration. My final memory was my 
trip home with John France who had the 
decency to share the driving and ensure I 
was entertained the whole trip. I have very 
fond memories of this trip and look forward 
to being invited to the next one. Thank you 
everyone.

Restful  downhill running
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Chalet Stella Alpina
Falken Hotel Gardens, Wengen

• SLEEPS 10/12
• A LUXURY, MODERN PENTHOUSE 
 APARTMENT, 250m2

• GALLERY AND BALCONIES
• PRIVATE LIFT
• 4 TWIN BEDROOMS AND 
 1 DOUBLE BEDROOM
• TV ROOM WITH 2 SOFA BEDS
• 5 BATH/SHOWER ROOMS
• LARGE DINING/LIVING AREA
• SUNNY LOCATION WITH MAGNIFICENT   
 PANORAMIC VIEWS
• DIRECTLY ON SKI-PISTE

Available for rent throughout the year
Contact Lynda Polatch 01793 791722 or 07719 445926

Lynda462@btinternet.com
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wengen Curling Club 2014  
honorary Secretary: iain MacDonald

The programme would follow a familiar 
pattern and even bad weather would not 
be allowed to interfere with our 
enjoyment.

Competition started with the Reinert Stofer 
Cup for which four teams competed in a two 
round schenkel, both rounds being played 
outdoors although the sun refused to shine. 
With tricky reverse ice for almost every shot 
it was a real test for all teams. 

Robin Paterson led his team of Susan Hinds, 
Iain MacDonald and Elsbeth Marti to 
victory.

The Cup and prizes were presented by 
President Seana Barclay. 

There was a good entry for the Pairs 
Competition on Sunday, 10 teams in total. 
Good weather meant that all games were 
outdoors. With 4 sessions of 4 ends and 6 
stones and it was scored on a bonspiel basis. 
It was a family affair in the end with Üli 
Trachsel & Iain Brown being victorious over 
Susi Trachsel & Peter Greenhalgh and were 
presented with the DHO Cup and prizes by 
Diane Paterson. The event proved to be very 
popular and it is hoped that we will repeat it 
in following years.

in her second year of Presidency, Seana barclay, 
welcomed all to wengen for a season that promised 
plenty of enthusiastic curling and keen competition. 

The sun shone for a short time on the second 
day and four teams played outdoors in a 
two-round schenkel for the Wyllie Shield. 
Again, the ice was very challenging with 
reverse ice being played on almost every 
stone. Only the winners (Eric Hinds, Karl 
Hindenlang, Diane Paterson, Peter 
Greenhalgh) won both their games. 

The Wyllie Shield and prizes were presented 
by Elsbeth Marti.

Shortage of numbers at the beginning of 
the season meant that, once again, only four 
teams competed for the Bühlmann Cup. A 
two round schenkel was played indoors due 
to falling snow. The ice was difficult for all 
players but local knowledge paid off for 
the team of Üli Trachsel, Karl Hindenlang, 
Laura Corcoran and Lillie Baggett. Linda 
MacDonald presented the prizes.
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While the ladies played their competition in 
Wengen the men, with little to sustain them, 
had to endure the long trek to Mürren to find 
suitable ice for their own challenge.

It is always important for athletes to keep 
themselves well hydrated to ensure peak 
performance.

The Hewitt Challenge Cup was contested 
by12 teams over two days. As it snowed for 
the duration of the competition all play was 
indoors. The rink of Detlef Scholten, Pat Orr, 
Linda MacDonald and Campbell Denholm 
won the day by beating Bob Pottie’s rink by 
a single stone. The Hewitt Challenge Cup 
was presented by Seana Barclay at her drinks 
reception in the DHO Club Rooms.

The ladies had an entry of 6 teams for their 
competition. A 4-round bonspiel was played, 
each round being 4 ends and 8 stones. Fine 
weather prevailed and all play was outside in 
bright sunshine.

The rink of Bev Brown, Barbara Scholten, 
Fiona Glascodine and Vivienne Butler was 
victorious. The Ladies’ Day Prizes were 
donated and presented in the Clubhouse by 
Sandra Carruthers.

At this point George wasn’t yet seeing 
double - but he thought he was!

As Ron and Martin realised they wouldn’t 
make the Olympic curling team they opted 
for the two-man bob instead.

Eleven teams competed for the Wengen 
Cup. The games were played as a 2 round 
schenkel on the first day. The top four teams 
played semi-finals in the morning of the 
second day and a final in the afternoon. 
All play was indoors and the rink of Eric 
Hinds, Martin Forster, Ann Sadler and 
Jenny Arbuckle rink was victorious with a 
convincing win of 9 shots to 3.  The Wengen 
Cup and President’s Prizes were presented 
at the Silberhorn Dinner by President Seana 
Barclay.

This year the Holland Cup was played as a 
schenkel over 3 games. The first two games 
were played over 8 ends but fatigue of the 
participants dictated that the 3rd game was 
played over 6 ends only. The first 4 ends of 
the first game were played indoors in spite 
of good conditions outside; this was due 
to snow from one of the nearby snow-
machines falling on the ice making play 
there dangerous. Subsequently, all play 
continued outdoors. The rink of Peter 
Duncan, Diane Paterson, Linda MacDonald 
and Barbara Tidey took the honours and the 
prizes were presented in the Clubhouse by 
Marianne Hofer.
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The Hotel and Chalet Cup, a 2-day 
competition, was run as a 2 round schenkel 
for the first day. The top 4 teams played 
a knock-out semi-final on the morning of 
the second day with the final in the after-
noon. Again, operation of the snow-making 
machines meant that the first session had to 
be played indoors  but later sessions were 
played outdoors in reasonable weather. 
The second day’s play was indoors although 
the weather improved later in the day. 
Winners were the Silberhorn Sailors 
comprising Martin & Anne Forster and 
John & Fiona Glascodine. The presentation 
of prizes was by Susan Hinds.

Five teams competed in the Lehmann 
Bonspiel, a one-day competition. There 
were 4 rounds of 4 ends played played on 
a bonspiel basis with total shots counting 
before ends. As there was an uneven number 
of teams entered four teams had byes, one in 
each round. Walter Marti, Diane Paterson, 
Peter Greenhalgh and Marlyn Foster were 
clear winners but the battle for second place 
was very close with three teams tied on shots 
and only separated by a single end.

Peter’s Dolly and Prizes were presented by 
Fiona Glascodine.

Competition for the Wright Bowl was run as 
a 2 round schenkel, each round being 8 ends 
of 6 stones. Both rounds were played 
outdoors although without the usual bright 
Wengen conditions. Only 12 curlers were 
entered so we played 4 teams of 3 players. 
Only one end separated the winning rink
of Marcel Marolf, Andrew Corcoran and 
Elsbeth Marti from the runners-up led by 
Toni Loretan. Prizes were presented by 
President Seana Barclay.

The season finished with players showing 
their curling skills by having to draw to the 
head, points being allocated according to 
proximity to the “button”. 

After the curling everyone headed for the 
restaurant at Allmend for lunch.

Seana Barclay presented our incoming 
President, Fred MacKenzie with the 
President’s badge and wished him every 
success for his two years in office.

Wengen Chalet Roosi Huus

CHARMING SPACIOUS 
APARTMENT TO RENT

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND WINTER

• SLEEPS 4
• Large double bedroom and full sized   
 pull down double bed in living room
• 5 minute walk to the Train Station,
 Shps and Cable Car
• French windows on to lovely balcony
 with magnificent views of the 
 Lauterbrunnen Valley
• Complimentary ski storage at 
 Central Sport

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE...
PHONE: 0121 745 2064 / 07548 214454

EMAIL: chaletinwengen@gmail.com
VISIT: www.chaletinwengen.com
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obituary: Douglas Tremaine- Doyle   
1965 to 2014

Many DHO members will have met Doug, 
the Canadian Wengener,  over the last 24 
years. 

You may have eaten his great cooking in the 
Eiger, Caprice and Scheidegg hotels, you 
may have rented your skiing equipment from 
him in Central Sport but mostly you will 
remember him taking us up the mountain 
every morning in the Männlichen Cable car.  
Happy, helpful and always professional, 
except perhaps when convincing the Coggins 
that we had looped the loop!

Doug set out from Canada on a round the 
world ticket and got stuck in Wengen.  

In Wengen he met  and married the love of 
his life, fellow  Canadian,  Julie. Together  
they have raised two girls, Ariane and 
Lauren.  He and Julie had recently built a 
beautiful  new home in Wengen, nick named 
“Canadian Corner”.  

A keen sports man Doug raced the Inferno 
with the DHO team and raced the Summer 
Inferno triathlon many times. He was the last 
winner of the Baked Bean trophy (sledging) 
and was one of the best free heel skiers in 
the area.

Doug had full integrated into life in Wengen, 
he was a keen member of the local first aid 

volunteers and fire brigade,  he  had recently 
been granted  Swiss citizenship.  

Doug died in a tragic accident whilst doing 
the job he loved on Friday 22 May 2014
It is a mark of the love and respect in which 
he was held within the Wengen community 
that in excess of 450 villagers, family and 
friends attended the Wengen Reform church 
for a celebration of his life.

He will be missed by all that knew him.

RAE

obituary: Alison Gunn    
1968 to 2014

It is very sad to have to report that Ali 
Gunn (m Pople) died of a massive brain 
haemorrhage in her sleep during the night 
of 19th February whilst on holiday in 
Wengen. She leaves 11-year old son Jack, 
her husband Nick, her twin sister Natalie, 
her elder sister Ingrid and her parents 
John and Renate Gunn.

A small private service was conducted by 
the Reverend Roger Scoones in the English 
Church in Wengen for the family who were 
supported by friends. The eulogy was given 
by her father John, and her nephew Alex 
gave a solo on his trumpet as a tribute to 
Alison.

Later that day the younger members of her 
family took to their skis in order to carry out 
her wishes to have her ashes scattered along 
the run to Brandegg, beneath the Eiger.

Ali Gunn, as she was known, was born in 
1968. After attending Haberdashers Aske’s 
School for Girls in Elstree and Repton 
School she read Politics at Bristol and then 
took an MA in War Studies at King’s College 
London.

She worked in publicity at Pavillion Books 
before moving to Curtis Brown, becoming 
one of their literary agents for a number 
of years before leaving to set up her own 
company, Gunn Media. This gave her the 
freedom to undertake projects for 
prominent members of the Conservative 
Party, a number of charities and to spend 
more time with her son Jack. Some of the 
authors represented by Ali were Jenny 
Colgan, Mhairi McFarlane, Brian Freeman, 
Paul Burrell, Carol Thatcher and Dr. Liam 
Fox.

Many tributes poured in on the social media, 
the Bookseller Magazine and the Times, 
all reflecting on the loss of a dynamic 
personality and an icon in the publishing 
world. The memorial service, held at St 
Mary Abbots Church Kensington, on 29th 
April, was attended by close to 600 
people including many members of the 
DHO, despite the London Underground 
being on strike that day.

That event gave comfort to the family, seeing 
such a remarkable demonstration of the love 
and respect shown by her peers and 
colleagues, after their tragic loss.

BP
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obituary: Peter Kirwan-Taylor       
January 18 1930 to 1st March 2014

Peter was a multi-talented man, financier, 
a champion skier, and a car designer. Born 
in London on January 18 1930, he was 
evacuated to Canada on the outbreak of 
war in 1939, returned to the UK in 1942 
and was educated at Winchester college. 

He started skiing as a child on family 
holidays to Switzerland and was instructed 
by Arnold Glatthard (who was a Swiss 
champion skier and one of the Scheidegg 
mountain guides who had unsuccessfully 
attempted to rescue Toni Kurz from the 
North Face of the Eiger in July 1936). Peter 
joined both the DHO and Kandahar after 
WWII in respectively 1947 and 1948. He 
failed to achieve the British team for the 
winter Olympics in 1948, finishing 5th in the 
selection trials when only 4 were chosen. 

He raced in downhill and slalom events until 
about 1953, including captaining the British

Ski team and the British Universities. His 
sole attempt at the Lauberhorn Downhill in 
1952 ended in what he described as a 
“spectacular prang”.  He graduated from 
Trinity College Cambridge with an 
economics degree and he became an articled 
clerk at accountants Peat Marwick Mitchell.

Having a lifelong interest in motor vehicles, 
he bought a Lotus Mk 6 as a kit and 
assembled it himself.  He designed a one-off 
body for it and visited the Lotus works at 
Hornsey where he met Colin Chapman, the 
Lotus founder. They became good friends. 
In 1955 Chapman was keen to produce a 
new vehicle of glass-fibre unitary (mono- 

coque) construction and Peter, an enthusiast 
for aerodynamic styling, agreed to style the 
body. De Havilland aerodynamicist Frank 
Costin, and 3 design hotshots from Ford,  
Ron Hickman, Peter Cambridge and John 
Frayling, all contributed in their spare time.
What emerged was perhaps the most 
attractive British vehicle ever produced. 

In 1960 Kirwan-Taylor joined the merchant 
bank that became Hill Samuel. He helped 
Colin Chapman set up Group Lotus in 1960 
and oversaw its flotation by Hill Samuel 
in 1967. When Chapman died of a heart 
attack in 1982, he was on hand to assist in 
the negotiations with Toyota and British 
Car Auctions both of whom invested in the 
company. He was involved with English 
Property Corporation in North America and 
several other venture capital businesses in 
New York, Canada and Hong Kong. 

FW

obituary: Henry Irvine-Fortescue        
1922 – 2014

Henry was quite an athlete at Cheltenham 
College representing the College at cricket 
for 3 years, he was champion in cross-
country, lightweight boxing and chess (!). 
He first put on skis in 1930.  

He chose military service rather than a place 
at Cambridge University in 1940 and he 
served in the Indian Army (The Poona Horse) 
stationed in the Middle East, then Ukraine and 
finally, the invasion of Italy. After the war, he 
transferred to the Royal Tank Regiment 
serving in Germany, with the UN forces in 
Korea, in Malaya and NATO in Cyprus. 

Army life and its ready access to sport suited 
Henry. Whilst serving in Germany he 
represented BAOR in Hockey and Tennis, 
won the BAOR 5,000m athletics and the Ski

Championship. A back injury occurred in an 
accident in 1948 and he was thus ruled out of 
contention for a place in the British team at 
the St Moritz Olympics. The following year 
he tied with Bill Bracken in the British Ski 
Championships. He also won both the British 
Army and the Inter-Services ski championships 
in 1950. Finally, he represented GB at the 
1952 Lowlander championships. That same 
year he was part of the British Army team in 
the Inferno, and was first British finisher, 
winning the Montgomery Cup. 

He took early retirement from the army in 
1959 and entered the pottery industry, where 
he worked at Spode, and Wade. Later he had 
a very successful position as sales director at 
Royal Doulton.  His wife Biddy died in 1981 
and Henry retired the following year and 

settled in Andorra, where he took full 
advantage of the 5 month ski season. 
He became aware of the International Ski 
Masters in 1985 and aged 63 he began to 
race train. Representing GB, he competed 
throughout the Alps, Spain and Andorra. 
He won the British Masters Championship in 
1991. He continued to race until 2006.

Whilst he had joined the Kandahar on 1949, 
he discovered during his Masters racing 
period that the DHO ran races with age 
categories and he thus joined the DHO in 
1990 and duly won his age category in the 
McMillan Cup, coming first, after a decent 
pause, in the Heavenly Bowl in 1997 and 
’98.    

FW
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obituary: Anthony Blake       
1952 - 2014

Anthony Blake, known as “Ant” to his 
friends and family, died tragically at age 
62 this past January in a ski accident 
while on holiday with his friends.  

Although not a member of DHO for a 
lengthy period of time, with both his 
daughter and nephews a part of the DHO 
race training programme, Anthony was a 
keen supporter of the organisation and 
inevitably spent many a Christmas in 
Wengen.

He took great pride in his family members’ 
accomplishments and thoroughly enjoyed 

sharing with them one of his favourite past 
times. 

Taught to ski at a very young age by his step 
father, a member of Kandahar ski club; his 
early years included annual trips to 
Kitzbuhel, Austria with his mother and sister 
and helped foster a lifelong passion for the 
sport. 

On the slopes he was instantly recognisable 
by his old school ski style with legs clasped 
firmly together. Anthony was also known for 
his cautious manner enjoying the view as he 
made his way through the mountains rather 

than racing to the bottom and always 
ensuring that no skier was ever left behind.

He is remembered by those closest to him for 
his generosity, strength, and commitment to 
his family. His mischievous sense of humour 
coupled with his gentle nature and ability 
to make everyone laugh with his quick wit 
brought joy to those around him.

It is a small source of comfort to his family 
that Anthony skied out of this world, and 
died doing something that he enjoyed. 
He leaves behind wife Geraldine and three 
children. Sarah, Rachel and Charles.

SB & RB

obituary: Karl Molitor       
1920 - 2014

As the DHO Journal was going to press, 
we heard the sad news that Wengen 
legend Karl Molitor had died. The 
Journal has gathered information from 
press releases issued by the FIS and others 
and a photograph in our files that featured 
on the wall inside his shop which we had 
copied some years ago. We will produce a 
full obituary in next year’s Journal, and 
hope that this tribute in the Journal will 
prove adequate in the meantime.

Our club records suggest that only one 
present member joined the DHO in an earlier 
year than did Karl Molitor.  He was an 
honorary member of just short of 70 years. 
The  Swiss Ski legend (born 29th June 1920) 
passed away on 25th August 2014 at 94  

years old. Molitor is the most successful ski 
racer in the history of the classic Lauberhorn 
race, having won eleven awards there in his 
career. In his first World Cup race in Wengen 
at the age of only 20, Molitor went into the 
history books as he took the downhill victory 
as the youngest participant, nine seconds 
ahead of runner-up Willi Walch (AUT). 
It was the most important victory of his life. 
Molitor soon became one of the best skiers 
of Switzerland and a rising star worldwide. 

At the FIS Alpine World Ski Championships 
in 1939 in Zakopane (JPN), he claimed 
bronze in the downhill. He also obtained a 
silver medal in the Alpine combined event 
and a bronze medal in the downhill in the 
1948 Winter Games in St. Moritz (SUI).

After his racing career, Molitor remained in 
close contact with the Lauberhorn races. 
He chaired the Wengen Ski Club and served 
as Race Director for the Organising 
Committee for 35 years, until 1992. In his 
business life, he went on to open a ski shop 
and manufacture ski boots in Wengen. 

Molitor was a FIS official from 1950 -1976, 
serving in various functions such as downhill 
and slalom jury member and technical 
delegate at various FIS World Ski 
Championships and Olympic Winter Games. 
He also took part in several FIS Congresses 
from 1951 to 1971.

FW
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KLEINE SCHEIDEGG

Tel:  033 855 12 46
Fax: 033 855 28 46
apo.wengen@bluewin.ch

• Drugs/Medications
• Alternative Medicine
• Health Foods
• Perfumery/Cosmetics

The Specialist Shop 

for your Wellbeing
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wengen Faces 2014

2

3

5

4

1

1  Our President surrounded at the President’s party
2   John Smith’s winning shot for the photographic 
 competition
3   Jean-Daniel Gluck gaining the McMillan Cup for 
 the third time. He is now retired from Club Med
4 Carol West in the McMillan Cup
5   Bridge party on a bad weather day
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

6 Andrew and Karen Morgan from Kandahar returning some trophies 
 to Wengen
7 Big John spoof front cover
8    Norman Freund during the McMillan, in which he won the Ashes Cup
9 Martin West receiving the Big John Cup
10 Andrew Davies doing a forfeit, imitating a hen laying an egg
11 Lucinda Hensman receiving the Falken and Security Cups from 
 Michael Woodhall
12 Big John with his framed print
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13   Lizzie Davis collecting the  
 Granny cup
14   George Senior  collecting the  
 Half Piste cup
15   Viktor Gertsch with the 
 Lauberhorn starting position  
 drum, used to draw the prizes
16 At the top of the Seebodenspitze.  
 Kit Erhardt, Adolf Schlunegger,  
 Simon Hollington and René  
 Seiler

13
15

14

16
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Club notes
births:
To Jeremy howard and Emma Thompson, a son, 
nicholas on 12th August 2014.

To Colin and Jenn Freund, a daughter, isobel 
Sophie, on August 17th 2014. 

Many years in wengen
Have you been coming to Wengen for 
25, 40 or even 50 years, not necessarily 
consecutively? 

The Wengen Tourist Office wants to know 
about loyal, long term visitors. If you 
have been coming for over 25 years, 
please let Norman Freund know 
(e-mail: normfreund@aol.com; address

Barnwell, High Street South, Tiffield NN12 
8AB), giving what you can of the following 
information: 

Number of years you have come 
(approximately, but not less than 25)

Where you stayed---hotels, chalets

Do you own your own Wengen property?

Have you previously received recognition 
from Wengen for your loyalty (e.g., wooden 
plinth with a crystal on it)?

Would you be happy to have DHO publicize 
in UK media your long time visits to Wengen?

Dho Ski leaders for 2014/15
Jane Dawson:  21/12/2014 – 04/01/2015
bryce Cooper:  05/01/2015 – 24/01/2015

Martin yates:  25/01/2015 – 14/02/2015  
Peter lightfoot:  5/02/2015 – 28/02/2015 

Maureen Fanshawe: 01/03/2015 – 28/03/2015 
Don McCutchan:  29/03/2015 – 11/04/2015 

90th biRThDAy CElEbRATionS
The Dho will celebrate its 90th birthday on Thursday 5th  February 2015. Dinner dance Regina hotel 
wengen. Further information from the hon Secretary and the included insert.

Touring week
ian McCormick reports that the tour will take place from Sat 21st – Frid 27th Mar 2015 based on 
Kandersteg – two valleys west of wengen. The first 4 nights will be spent at hotel des Alpes 
(www.desalpes-kandersteg.ch) followed by 2 nights at the mountain hotel “Schwarenbach”
our guide Adolf Schlunegger has put together an energetic programme and will no doubt be aided as 
usual by René Seiler.

Contact ian by:
Telephone: 01489 877 909
Mobile: 07974 675 348 
Email : ian@iwmccormick.co.uk

Dho Calendar 2014/15

COVA CUP
Tues 23rd Dec 2014 

TEAM CHALLENGE EVENT. SPONSORED 
BY SINA COVA, DRINKS PARTY AND PRIzE 
GIVING IN THE FALKEN
Tues 30th Dec 2014

PARALLEL NIGHT SLALOM
open Event  18.00hrs Figeller
Fri 2nd Jan 15th 2015 

HEINz CUP
Team Challenge Event
Thurs 8th Jan 2015

LAUBERHORN WORLD CUP
Fri 16th to Sunday 18th Jan 2015

INFERNO
wed 21st Jan – Sat 24th Jan 2015
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Dho Calendar 2014/15

LUCY DICKER 
Tues 3rd Feb 20th 
Parallel night Slalom

TOURIST CUP – GIANT SLALOM  
Non members welcome
wed 4th Feb 2015

McMILLAN CUP
Thurs 5th Feb 2015
Downhill 
Racers in fancy dress will be welcome but 
will start at the back

ANDY CAPP 
Thurs 12th Feb 2015
handicap

POLYTECHNIC CUP
Thurs 19th  Feb 2015
Giant Slalom (with Coggins/Eagles)

GILLIAN DAVIES CUP
Dho under 18 yrs (on day of race) Giant Slalom 
on lauberhorn

KURVEREIN CRYSTAL
Mon 9th  Mar 2015 – Thurs 12th 2015
Pairs handicap

AICC TRAINING &
AICC RACES
Fri 13th Mar 2015 – Sun 15th Mar 2015
hosted by SAi

RAILWAY CUP
Thurs 26th Mar 2015
(by invitation)

COVA CUP 2015
Thurs 2nd April 2015

JUNIOR AICC RACES – KLOSTERS
Sat 4th April 2015
hosted by Marden’s

ODLING CUP
Thurs 9th April 2015
Slalom

Opening/closing of ski areas:

JUNGFRAU OPENING AND CLOSING DATES
13th Dec 2014 - 6th April 2015 Mannlichen
6th Dec 2014 – 19th Apr 2015 Kleine Scheidegg
13th Dec 2014 – 6th April 2015 Murren
13th Dec 13 2014  - 19 April 2015 Schilthorn
13th Dec 2014 – 6th April 2015 Grindelwald First 

TOURING WEEK
Sat 21st – Frid 27th Mar 2015

Directors:
Michael woodhall  President
Susie Davies. Vice President
nigel ley. Vice President
Duncan lonie
Edward Perrott (Company secretary)
huw Alban Davies
Max Davies
Christian wells
Sarah Robinson

Main Committee:
Comprises all officers of the club, plus the 
respective chairmen of each of the sub-
committees.

Committees:
Alpine sub-committee
Richard hackett (Chairman)
John Smith (Deputy chairman)
lizzie Davis (Secretary)
James Maskey
lucy Maskey
liz Moore
bob Eastwood
ingie Christophersen 
Deborah Flindall
Sarah hirst-Malin 

Racing and Training sub-committee
Tom Saunders (Chairman)
ingrid Christophersen
lesley Alexander
Graham Crouch
Cathie Crouch
ian Rabey
Sarah hoyle

list of officers, Committee Members etc. 2013/14

House sub-Committee
brian Phillips. Chairman)
Susan Davies, Diane Paterson
Maggie Gerber
Philip hill
Don McCutchan

Communications and Marketing 
sub committee
norman Freund (Chairman)
Alan norris
Freddie whitelaw
Peter lightfoot
Mike Easley
louise leach
Dermot Gilvary
David orf
Elaine Macleod
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The names of members nominated for committee and 
those of any officers of the club who are subject to 
re-election at the 2015 A.G.M. are stated in the A.G.M  
notice enclosed with this Journal. 

Racing Manager: 
Miss i. Christophersen,
bentley, hallands,
lewes, 
East Sussex bn8 5AF  
tel: 01825 840043
email: racingmanager@downhillonly.com

Wengen Manager: 
Andrew Davies
(winter address)  
D.h.o office,
Ch-3823 wengen,
Switzerland
tel: 00 41 33 855 1375

Presidents & Vice Presidents

Presidents:
1924-25:  Major C.J. white MC
1925-26:  Major S.F. Fisken MC
1926-28:  Major C.J. white MC
1928-29:  Major C.J. white MC
1929-31:  Flt.lt h.R.D. waghorn AFC
1931-32:  T.R. Fox
1932-33:  Major C.J. white MC
1933-34:  lt.Cdr R.b. Gossage Rn
1934-35:  K.D. Foster
1935-36:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton
1936-37:  Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton
1937-38:  Major h.w. hall MC
1938-45:  wartime Trustees: 
1945-48:  Col. C.J. odling TD
1948-49:  K.D. Foster MbE
1949-50:  K.D. Foster MbE
1950-53:  K.D. Foster MbE
1953-56:  Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.
1956-57:  K.D. Foster MbE
1957-60:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1960-64:  C.E.w. Mackintosh
1964-67:  h.S. walduck
1967-70:  h.S. walduck
1970-73:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1973-75:  R.E.h. Edmonds
1975-76:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1976-78:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman
1978-80:  The hon. Mrs S. hensman

Vice-Presidents:
K.D. Foster   -
-   -    
-   -
Fl off h.R.D. waghorn  Capt. J.C. Davis
Capt. J.C. Davis  T.R. Fox
C.F.S. Taylor  Major C.J. white MC
T.R. Fox   C.F.S. Taylor
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  C.E. Gardner
Capt. R.A.D. Fullerton  Major C.J. white MC
K.D. Foster   T.R. Fox
Major h.w. hall MC  -
J.w. Richardson  -
Capt.R.A.D. Fullerton, P.M. hepworth and G. Paxton
-   -    
A.h.h. Gilligan  A.A. Jarvis
A.A. Jarvis   h.M.J. barnard-hankey
Sir Adrian Jarvis bt.  h.M.J. barnard-hankey
h.M.J. barnard-hankey Mrs P.M. hepworth
Mrs P.M. hepworth  C.E.w. Mackintosh
Mrs P.M. hepworth  The hon.Max Aitken DSo DFC
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
Mrs P.M. hepworth  Dr R.M. Mason
R.E.h. Edmonds  M.o. Gill
M.o. Gill   h.P. Gardner
M.o. Gill   The hon.Mrs S. hensman
J.n. Paxton   J. latimer
J. latimer   -
J. latimer   J.D.D. waghorn

Hon. President: 
Viktor Gertsch 

President: 
M. J. woodhall

Vice-President: 
S. M. Davies
n. S. ley

Hon.Secretary: 
Mrs Sarah hoyle,
4 The Chines, Delamere Park,
Cuddington,
Cheshire Cw8 2XA
tel: 01606 889599
email: hon.sec@downhillonly.com

Hon.Editor: 
Freddie whitelaw
Riverside Cottage, Fellows lane, Caergwrle, 
wrexham ll12 9Au 
Tel 01978 769333
Email hon.editor@downhillonly.com

Hon.Advertising Officer:  
Mr n. Freund,
barnwell, 
high Street South,
Tiffield, northants nn12 8Ab.
tel: 01327 353166
email: normfreund@aol.com

Hon.Treasurer: 
Mr E.D. lonie
boraston house, 
22 Ravelston Dykes Road,
Edinburgh Eh4 3Pb.
tel: 0131 336 4494 

Hon.Membership Secretary:
Mrs E. Macleod,
The old Rectory, wyton,
huntingdon, Cambs, PE28 2AQ.
weekends: tel: 01480 462545
fax: 01480 301387
email: mem.sec@downhillonly.com
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Dho wengen office hours
wengen office hours, from 16th Dec 2014 to 6th April 2015, Monday to Sunday 1800 -1900hrs.
Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Dho Clubroom opening hours
every week day from 09.30hrs – 12.00hrs (even if dry) and every evening from 18.00hrs to 19.30hrs.  
Members may use the internet and have the opportunity to meet up with friends and new members
Tel: 0041 33 855 1375

Email Addresses
About 30% of all our members have not given us 
their email addresses. we know that in Europe there 
are some people who don’t have email access, but 
that is thought to be less than 5%. Much of our 
communication to our members is done by email. 
Surface mail is becoming increasingly and 
unreasonably expensive. using paper and 
consuming trees when we can send an email is 
difficult to justify.

This editor can justify the Journal on the basis that 
it is a “coffee table” type publication and will never 
in his lifetime be sent out by any other means than 
on paper. but most other communications from us 
should be sent electronically. So please help us by 
emailing our membership secretary 
(mem.sec@downhillonly.com) with your name 
and email address. 

There may otherwise come a time when you will not 
receive anything from us but the Journal.

hon. Editors of the Dho Journal

1936-38: K.D. Foster
1939-45: Journal suspended
1946-55: K.D. Foster
1956-65: R.E.h. Edmonds

1989-90: b. Caulfield.
1991-00: brig. D.F. Ryan
2000-09: D.T. Price
2010- F.w.D. whitelaw

1966-67: T.P. D. Ashburner
1968-75: D.n. Freund
1976-80: D.K.D. Foster
1981-88: brig. D.F. Ryan

Vice-Presidents:
J. latimer   D.K.D. Foster
J. latimer   P. benson browning
P. benson browning  T.h. walduck
J. latimer   -
n. Currie   -
Dr. i.w. McCormick  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
Dr i.w. McCormick  -
Dr i.w. McCormick  E.D. lonie
E.D. lonie   E.V.F. Perrott
M.J. woodhall        E.V.F. Perrott
M.J.woodhall  S.M. Davies
S.M. Davies  n.S. ley

Presidents:
1980-83:  J.D.D. waghorn
1983-86:  J.D.D. waghorn
1986-91:  Mrs R.E.h. Edmonds
1991-94:  T.h. walduck
1995-96:  T.h. walduck
1996-00:  T.h. walduck
2000-01:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2001-05:  Dr h.J. Alban Davies
2005-11:  R.M. Davies
2011-12:    R.M. Davies       
2012-13:    R.M. Davies
2013-14:  M.J.woodhall
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new Members 2014  
The following have joined, or in some cases rejoined the DHO in 2014. The Club extends a 
warm welcome to all.

Philip bamford
Peter binning
Charlotte binning
Rex binning
Juliette binning
Thomas booth
Matthew booth
Tom Cherry
Scott Collins
Paul Compton
Theo Crane-Robinson
Tamara Crane-Robinson
Emma Crane-Robinson
Alexander Crane-Robinson
Matthew Davis
James Donaldson
Silvi Edington-brown
nathalie Edwardes-Ker
Pamela Flower
George Foster
Amelia Frear
Madeleine Frear
Amanda Frear
Dean Frear
Anita Fulton

David Spratt
Peter Steel
Rob Stevens
Susanna Stowell
Charlie Turner
Edmund wood
heather Thexton
Paul Thurk
Edward Turner 
Darren wright
Stephen yarnold

henrietta George-Collins
Ceejay haymen
Jill hayward
Camille henry
Juliette henry
Geoffrey henry
Robert hensman
Rosanna hill
Alex hinde
Emma hinde
Sean hinde
Alison hinde
Carol huntington
Anna Jenkins
Philip Jenkins
Molly Jenkins
Edith Jenkins
ned Jenkins
Alastair Kennedy
Silvia Kobi
Paul lewitt
Caroline lewitt
isabelle lewitt
wendi lewitt
James lewitt

harry lightfoot
Rory linden-Kelly
Stephen lunn
Peter lunt
James lynch
Terry McAbe
John Mcintyre
oliver Millard
Paige Millard
nick oldham
Peter Penev
Marc Phister
brian Pitchers
David Price
Martha Price
Gabriel Price
Elijah Price
Guy Purbrick
howard Richardson
louise Richardson
Dina Ronson
Gareth Ronson
Thomas Sanders
Anthony Schwarz
Annabelle Slatter

Andrew Davies in the Powder
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Membership list 2014  

HP  Honorary President GA  Gold Racing Arrow
P    President/Past President SA    Silver Racing Arrow
L    Life Member BA   Bronze Racing Arrow
G   Club Gold Badge RA   Racing Arrow
S   Club Silver Badge D     Club Skiing Award
HM Honorary Member

Could members please notify me of 
any errors or omissions?
I have been asked by members who have rejoined the Club after 
some time away, if I could annotate their original year of joining.  
If you fall into this category, please contact me and I will attempt 
to alter the list accordingly.                                     
Hon Membership Secretary

Mr C    Christopher Adams 1999
Mrs S Sara Adams 1999
Mr RJ Robin Adams 2001
Dr S Steve Adams 2010
Mrs CE Claire Adams 2010
Miss E Elizabeth Adams 2010
Miss S Sarah Adams 2010
Miss TM Theresa Adams 1999
Dr. E Robert Agema 1969
Mrs l laura Agostini 2004
Dr h huw Alban Davies   P G l D 1972
Mrs JJD Jenny Alban Davies   G l 1991
Miss K Kate Alban Davies 1991
Mr hC henry Alban Davies 1990
Miss C Chimene Alcott   GA G   1992
Mr b ben Alexander 2003
Miss S Sophy Alexander 2003
Miss M Megan Alexander 2003
Mrs l lesley Alexander   G 2003
Mr S Sam Alexander 2003
Mr Sb Simon Allen 2013
Mr RP Rupert Allinson 2006
Mrs G Geraldine Allinson 2006
Mrs F Frederick Allinson 2006
Miss F Kitty Allinson 2006
Mr TD Timothy Anderson 2007
Mrs J Janie Anderson 2007
Mr CR Chris Apletree 2010
Mr PAJ Peter Arengo-Jones 2009
Mr J Jacques Arets 2010
Mrs K Karin Arets 2010
Mrs   J       Jill Armstrong   S 1968
Mr TPD Tim Ashburner   G GA D 1954
Mr SR Stephen Ashman 2010
Mr AJR Alexander Ashman 2010
Mr MJ Michael Austin   G 1991
Mrs Th Tanis Austin 1991
Mr JMC James Austin 2007
Mr MAG Mark Austin   S 2005
Mrs DM Denise Austin 2005
Miss hE holly Austin 2005
Miss hlC hannah Austin 2005

Mr R Robert baguley 2010
Miss R Fiona baguley 2010
Mr R Thomas baguley 2010
Mrs M Mary baguley-Darcy 2010
Miss A Anna baker 2004
Mr J James baker
Mr nD nicholas baker 2013
Mr R Richard baldwin 2006
Mr PJ Philip bamford 2014
Mr J James bannister 2013
Miss b bea bannister 2013
Mr S Steve barlow   D 1978
Mrs P Pru barlow 2005
Mr R Robert barlow 2004
Mrs S Susan barlow 2004
Mr b benedict barlow   bA 2004
Mr X Xavier barlow   bA 2004
Mr S Steve barr 2009
Mr JD John barstow 2003
Mrs EA liz barton 1991
Mr PA Peter barton 1991
Mr A Alexander battley 2009
Mr Sn Stuart beare               1968
Mr PM Peter beckwith  l 1979
Mr Ch    Christopher bee 2011
Miss T Tara bell 2005
Miss M Milla bell 2005
Mr M Michael bell 2005
Miss h hollie bell 2005
Mr AC Alexander bell 2000
Mrs JMl Joanna bell (nee Paterson) 1981
Sir J Jonathan benn bt   l    1996
Mr o oliver bennett 2011
Mr P Peter bennett 2012
Mrs S Sally benthall 2000
Mr RC Richard berry   S 1993
Mrs ME Maureen berry   S 1993
Earl   Myles bessborough 2008
Mrs MG Muriel bevan-Jones 1989
Mr KR Keith bidgood 1987
Mr JT Johnny billson 2007
Mr TJ Tim bingham 2010
Mrs S Shara bingham 2010
Mr J Jonathan bingham 2010
Mr n nicholas bingham 2010
Mr P Peter binning 2014
Miss C Charlotte binning 2014
Mr R Rex binning 2014
Miss J Juliette binning 2014
Mr MD Melvyn birch 2011
Mr MJ Michael birkett 1981
Mrs JAF Janet bishop 1981
Mr Jh John blackmore 2009
Mrs G Geraldine blake 2009
Mr C Charles blake 2009
Mr KT Kevin blanks   S 1987
Mrs l lindsay blaver-Mann 2011
Mrs A Anna blaxland 2007
Mr wEG william bode 2009
Mrs MJ Margaret bode 2009
Mrs JS Jane bolle-Jones 2012
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Mr b brian bollen 2012
Mrs MP Margaret bollen 2012
Mrs C C bonnnefous 2007
Mr h henry boorman 2009
Mr AMP Anthony booth 2010
Mr T Thomas booth 2014
Mr M Matthew booth 2014
Mr E Eise borgers 1971
Mrs D Dorine borgers 1982
Mrs S Shery borgers-Klasing 1971
Prof MG Martyn boutelle 2013
Miss EM Evie bowyer   S 1977
Mr CR Robin boyes 1958
Mr S Simon bradshaw 2005
Mrs F Fenella bradshaw 2005
Mr J Jamie bradshaw 2005
Miss S Sophie bradshaw 2005
Dr E Erika brandt 2012
Mr PMC Patrick branigan 2011
Mrs K Katharine branigan 2011
Miss  Kl   Katie      branigan            2012
Mr Mw Michael bright 2012
Mrs T Tina bright 2013
Miss E Elise bright 2013
Miss M Madeleine bright 2013
Mr F Freddie bright 2013
Dr RlF Robert brignall 2012
Mr P Peter brimelow 2011
Mr b basil brindley 1967
Mrs J Julie brindley o’brien 2002
Mr A Alan brockbank 1991 
Mrs n nova brockbank 2002
Mr AJ Alan brockbank 1999
Mr R             brock-hollinshead   hM  1939
Col MC Michael brown 1960
Mr l leslie brown 2012
Mr ChA  Christopher brown 2004
Mr PM Paul browne 1988
Mr PM browne Paul 1988
Mr hAM henry browne 1991
Mr oTM oliver browne 1991
Mrs CA Christina browne 1988
Mr ATM Alexander browne 1991
Miss bl louise bruce 1990
Mr JEF John bruce 1997
Mr P  brunner   hM    1987
Miss Kl Kathleen bruno 2010
Mr M Matthew bruton 1994
Mrs C Cynthia buchanan 1976
Mr T Thomas buchanan 2011
Mr RAF Angus buchanan 2006
Mr M Michael bucher 2009
Mrs E Elissa bucher 2009
Miss J Jemima bullock 2013
Mr J Jon bumbaugh 2008
Ms CE Carin burchell 2012
Mr bh brian burdett 1999
Mrs GM Gilliam burdett 1998
Mrs MC Meta- burgerhout   l 1964
Mrs MM Mary  burnford   S 1960
Mr R Richard burton 2009
Mr Jb James buxton 2004
Mr Jb John buxton 1961
Dr JV James byrne 1997
Mrs JE Juliet byrne 1997

Mrs JlM Jillian Caesar              1991
Mrs PJ Penelope Cairns 1984
Mr AA Alistair Callander 2004
Mrs J Jenny Callander 2004
Miss S Sarah Callander 2007
Mrs J Jill Cameron 1994
Mr J James Campbell 2007

Mr TF Trevor Campbell Davis 1991
Miss AEM Alice Campbell Davis 2002
Mrs i Sally Campbell-Gray 1952
Mr i ian Campbell-Gray 1970
Mr GFb George   Campbell-Johnston MbE   S 1958
Mr FJ Francis Cannon 1990
Mr P Patrick Cantrill 2012
Mr nJ neil Capel 1995
Mr SR Simon Capel 1995
Mr il ian Carmichael 2003
Dr CMD Christina Carnegie 2012
Mr Rb Richard Carruthers 1985
Mr SM Simon Carruthers   S 1985
Miss n nicola Carruthers 1992
Mr RGP Richard Carss 1987
Dr SA Stephanie Chadwick 2013
The  RTl Toby Chaloner 2010
Mrs D Diana Chaloner 2010
Dr SA Chadwick Stephanie 2013
The  RTl Chaloner Toby 2010
Mrs D Chaloner Diana 2010
Mr AR Alan Chandler 1990
Mr ThR Tom Cherry 2014
Mr GS Graham Cherry 1990
Miss SEC Sophie Childs 1992
Mrs S Sarah Chilver-Stainer 2012
Mrs CMK Caroline Chivers 2002
Miss Ci  ingrid  Christophersen MbE   G GA D 1964
Mrs MCE Merel Cladder 1982
Mr Fhb Frans Cladder 1982
Mrs TT Dorry Cladder-van          1980
Mr AwF wallace Clapperton 1971
Mr GAF Graeme Clapperton 1986
Mrs DM Deirdre Clarabut 1980
Mr PG Philip Clarabut 1980
Mr R Richard Clare 1999
Mrs A Anna Clare 2011
Miss A Arabella Clare 2011
Mr bh bruce Clark 2009
Mr M Matthew Clayton   D 2001
Mrs KE Katrina Clayton 2003
Mr n neil Clayton 2003
Mrs V Virginia Clayton   l 2001
Mr hG Guy Clayton   l G 1998
Miss nS nancy Clough 1964
Mr F Frankie Clough   bA 1990
Mr AF Tony Clough 2003
Mrs P Pip Clough 2003
Mrs FJ  Cockersole 1976
Mr MR Michael Cockerton 2000
Mrs hFb heather Cockerton 2000
Mrs MR Margie Coldrey 1979
Mr wG bill Coldrey   S 1979
Mr A Anthony Colin 2012
Mr AM Michael Collett   RA 1954
Dr S Scott Collins 2014
Mr PG Philip Comelio 2011
Dr CP Christine Comelio 2011
Mr SAb Sebastian Comelio 2011
Mr P Paul Compton 2014
lord      Congleton hM S    1956
Mrs h heide Cooper 2001
Mr bA bryce Cooper 2013
Mr RSC Spencer Copeland   S 1954
Mr Rw Richard Copeland 1996  
Mr nR nigel Cornelius   S 1965
Mr DJM David Cornwell 1980
Mr n nicholas Cornwell 1988
Frl S Sabrina Cova   G 1999
Frl V Valeria Cova 1999
Cdr. Pb Peter Cowan Rn hM S 1937
Mr Cb   Christopher Craggs 2002
Mrs RM Rosalind Craggs 2002
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Mr h harry Craggs   bA 2002
Mrs E Emma Crane-Robinson 2014
Miss T Tamara Crane-Robinson 2014
Mr T Theo Crane-Robinson 2014
Mr A Alexander Crane-Robinson 2014
Mr F Freddie Crane-Robinson 2010
Mr R Richard Craven 2012
Capt AJb Andrew Crockett 1982
Mr JJER Jonathon Crockett   bA 1983
Dr. RE Raymond Crockett 1983
Mrs E Elizabeth Crockett 1992
Miss Z Zara Crockett 1992
Mr GA Graham Crouch   S 2003
Mrs CM Catherine Crouch 2003
Mr DP Daniel Crouch   SA 1993
Mrs b betty Cubby-Seiffert 1959
Mrs EJ Elizabeth Cudbird 2011
Mr l luis Cumberlege   RA l 1957
Mr SP Simon Cunningham 1998
Mrs K Kathleen Currie   S 1980
Mr MA Mark Currie   RA 1972
Mrs J Jenny Currie 1991

Mr V Vijay Dale 2007
Miss S-A Shaun Dalton 1985
Mr RA Robin Davenport 1991
Mr RM Max      Davies    G bA P l D   1982
Mrs ED Eden Davies   S l 1992
Mr Ro Roger Davies 1991
Mrs. A Adele Davies 1991
Mr SJ Stephen Davies   D 1986
Mr AMb Andrew Davies 2012
Mrs   h     hayley    Davies              2012
Mrs SJ Susan Davies 2013
Mrs SM Susan Davies   l G 1993
Mr Q Quentin Davis 2011
Mr M Matthew Davis 2014
Dr A Tony Davis 2005
Mrs EA liz Davis   S 1994
Miss J Jane Dawson 2012
Mr JRC John Dawson 1974
Mr JK John Day 2005
Mrs C Clare Day 2005
Mr T Tom de Ferranti 2010
Mr G Gus de Ferranti 2012
lt.C RAR Rupert de larrinaga   TD GA 1971
Mr PA Peter de Vere hunt 2010
Mrs J Julie de Vere hunt 2010
Miss b bella de Vere hunt 2010
Mr F Felix de Vere hunt 2010
Mr bJ benjamin Delevingne 2007
Frau K Katie Denis-buehler   l 1964
Mrs D Diana Deverell 2002
Mr S Simon Dewar 1985
Mr Db David Dick 2005
Mrs MA Anne Diggle 1980
Mr P Peter Diggle 2009
Miss R Rebecca Diggle 2009
Mr D Dominic Dingle 2011
Mr TJC Timothy Dingle 2013
Mr DK David Dingle 2013
Mrs lA lovie Dingle 2013
 Mrs PA Penny Dixon 2013
Mr DG David Dollar   S 1956
Dr JA James Donaldson 2014
Mrs S Sarah Douglas 1978
Mr A Alexander Dow 2005
Mr PJ Philip Doyle 2002
Mr hJ harry Doyle 2002
lt.C ASG Alastair Drew   GA S    1957
Mr w william Drew 2011
Mrs K Katherine Drew 2011
Mr o oliver Drew 2011
Mr h henry Drew 2011

Mr C Charles Drew 2011
Mr AM Andrew Du Plessis 1998
Mr SJ Stephen Du Plessis 1998
Mrs S Sarah Jane Du Pon    S l    1966
Mr GP Pieter Du Pon  GA l    1964
Mr J John Duckett 1982
Mr J John Duckworth 1980
Mr A Adrian Duffy 2012
Mrs PA  Duncan   S 1984
Mr RwD Richard Dunhill 2001
Mr hD harry Dunhill 2006
Mr PS Peter Dunn   l 1993
Mrs JC Charlotte Dunseath 1973

Mr AD Andrew Eames   SA 1992
Mr MP Michael Easley   S 1991
Mrs V Val Easley 1991
Mrs RM Rachel Eastwood   S 2007
Mr RA bob Eastwood   S D 1996
Mr PC Peter Eaton 2011
Mr JK John Edgley 2006
Miss S Silvi Edington-brown 2014
Mr Chh Charles Edmonds   S    1970
Mrs S Sarah Edmonds   P G 1958
Miss n nathalie Edwardes-Ker 2014
Mr F hawkings Edwards 2012
Mr D David Edwards 2013
Mrs Fb Frances Edwards 2013
Miss Z Zoe Edwards 2013
Prof M Matthias Egger 2011
herr A Andi Engi-Graf    hM D    1997
Frau J Judith Engi-Graf   hM    1997
herr M Martin Epp   hM S    1996
Mr CC Carl Erhardt 2012

Dr JRF Jeremy Fairbrother 2000
Mrs lA linda Fairbrother 2000
Mr P Peter Fairclough   D 2001
Mrs J Jane Fairclough 2001
Mrs l liza Fairfull 2012
Mr TE Thomas Fairhead 2009
Mrs RA Rona Fairhead 2009
Mr JDE James Fairhead 2009
Mr AEh Alexander Fairhead 2009
Miss iCh iona Fairhead 2009
herr E Ercole Famiglietti 2005
Mr PJ Peter Fanshawe 2006
Mrs M Maureen Fanshawe   S D 1997
Mr Plh Patrick Farrant 2007
Frau S Susanna Feliciano Cova   hM 1965
Frl. ZJ Zolla  Feliciano Cova 1991
Frl. ZJ Zolla  Feliciano Cova 1991
Mr JA Alistair Fergusson 1976
Mrs A Amanda Fewtrell 2002
Miss FM bunny Field  G GA    1962
Mr J John Field 2012
Mr A Alexander Field 2012
Mr CE Claude Fielding           1976
Mr P Peter Finnie 2006
Mr JDF John Fisher   obE 1990
Mr R Richard Fisher 1993
Mr GA Guy Fisher 2012
Mr J Joss Fisher 1993
Miss J Jane Fisher holland 1993
Mr TAi Tom Fitzpatrick   S 1982
Mrs DPA Deborah Flindall 1996
Mr PA Paul Flindall 1998
Mr lEA leo Flindall   D 1998
Miss TEl Thea Flindall 1998
Mrs P Pamela Flower 2014
Mr RP Robin Flucker 2013
Miss S Sue Forbes 1986
Mr MJ Michael Ford 1985
Dr GR Gillian Ford-Mackenzie 2001 
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Mr AA Angus Forsyth 2007
Mr G George Foster 2014
Mrs lJ linda Foster 2005
Miss C Camilla Foster 2008
Mrs h helen Foster 1994
Ms PF Petra Frampton 2012
Mr nMP nicholas France 2010
Mr JR John France 2010
Mr F Francis Francis   l 1984
Mr AS Andrew Francis 2011
Mrs R Rhian Francis 2011
Mr T Toby Francis 2011
Mr R Rory Francis 2011
Miss C Cerys Francis 2011
Miss M Madeleine Frear 2014
Miss A Amelia Frear 2014
Mrs A Amanda Frear 2014
Mr D Dean Frear                2014
Mrs EJ Jane Freund 1969
Mr Dn norman Freund   G 1963
Mr CR Colin Freund 1981
herr F Fredy Fuchs   hM S    1983
Frau E Elizabeth Fuchs   hM S    1994
Frau S Susie Fuchs   S 1975
herr K Karl Fuchs Jnr.   S 1975
Ms A Anita Fulton 2014

Mr y yves Gachoud 1991
Mrs AC Antionette Galbraith 2006
Miss D Divina Galica   MbE  G GA D 1960
Dr JE Jennifer Gallagher 2009
Mr DC David Gallagher 2010
Mr JE James Gallagher 2010
Miss VR Victoria Gallagher 2010
Mr PCD Peter Gamble   S 1982
Mrs DKo’n Di Gamble   G 1970
Mrs D Donna Gandy-wright 2013
Mr nhn nigel Gardner   G GA    1950
Mrs JC Juliet Gardner 1954
Mr P Paul Garner 2010
Miss C Charlotte Garner 2010
Miss E Ellie Garner 2010
Mr hJ John Garnham 2013
Mr MC  Garthwaite  hM  S 1975
Mr hG henry Garthwaite 2011
Mr wFb william Garvey 1985
Miss M Monica Gash 2001
Mr PV Peter Gash 2005
Mrs lJ lesley Gash 2005
Mr Ml Morgan Gash 2005
Mr SV Vaughan Gaskell   S 1957
Mr R Richard Gassmann           2011
Mr M Marc Gassmann 2011
Mr EF Edward Gates 1968
Mr GP Geoffrey Gay   D 1991
Mrs n niki Gay 2009
Miss E Elizabeth Gay 2009
Mr F Freddie Gay 2009
Miss C Caroline Gay 2009
Miss C Catherine Gay 2009
Mr iD ian Geddes 2013
Mrs h henrietta George-Collins 2014
Mr PR Phil Gepfert 1983
Mr b  Gerber   S hM    1962
Frau M Margaret Gerber   S 1994
herr F Fritz Gertsch   hM S    1962
herr h hans Gertsch 2010
Frau G brigitte Gertsch 2010
herr u uli Gertsch   hM S    1964
herr V Viktor     Gertsch   hM G hP D    1979
herr MK Martin Gertsch   D 2002
Miss l larissa Gertsch 2013
Mr A Alexander Gertsch 2013
Miss S Sophia Gertsch 2013

Miss G Gabriel Gertsch 2013
herr C    Christopher Gertsch   hM S D    1984
Frau K Kathy Gertsch   hM S    1984
herr hP hans  Gertsch   S 1995
Miss lG lorna Gibbons 2011
Mr V Vernon Gibson 2011
Mrs S Susan Gibson 2011
Mr A Alex Gibson 2011
Miss A Anna Gibson 2011
Mr G Graham Gigg 2006
Mr RJ Richard Gilbert   S 1960
Mrs K Kirsten Gilbert              1964
Mr J Jake Gilkinson 2013
Mr CJF  Christopher Gill 2009
Mrs P Patricia Gill 2009
Mr JR John Gilmour 1984
Mrs PM Pamela Gilmour 1993
Mr AJC Alexander Gilmour 1993
Mr Dn Dermot Gilvary 1999
Miss P Primrose Gleadow ware 1992
Mr Jh James Gleadow ware 1985
Mrs V Vanessa Gleadow ware 1992
Mr MC Malcolm Gloster 2008
Mrs Al Annie Gloster 2009
Mrs h helen Gloster 1999
Mr J Jean- Gluck 2011
Mrs M Maria Goldberger   hM S    1970
Mr A Alfredo Gonzales 2012
Mr R Richard Goodbody 2012
Mr M Mark Goodings 2013
Miss S Shana Goodings 2013
Mr n noah Goodings 2013
Miss n nadine Goodings 2013
Mr RhP Robert Goodwin 2010
Mrs oi olivia Gordon   S 1987
Mrs K Katrina Gosling 2005
Mr F Francis Gosling 2005
Mr KJ Kevin Gould 2013
Mrs AM Angela Gould 2013
Mm M Margarete Gransagnes 1997
Mr A Alicky Gravell 2009
Mr Pw Patrick Green 1990
Mr PD Peter Greenhalgh 1985
Mrs K Kathryn Greenhalgh 2004
Miss l lucy Greenhalgh 2004
Mr Jw John Greening            1983
Mr MDA Michael Gregson 1975
Mrs hM helen Gregson 1992
Mr ADw Antony Griffith 2012
Mr AT Andrew Griffith   S 1998
Mr Jh John Gunn   l G 1993
Mrs RS Renate Gunn   S l 1993
Mrs AC Christine Guthrie 1997

Mr RS Richard hackett   RA D    1956
Mr lD luke hackett 2001
Mr JR James hackett 2012
Mr MJ Matthew hadfield 2010
herr A Andreas haesler 1970
Mrs J Jane hall 2006
Mr G Graeme hall 2006
Mrs hSo hilary hamer 1978
Mrs Mi Mary hamilton-Sharp 1966
Mr RJD Robert harding 2003
Mr JR Richard hardwick 1980
Mr JM Michael hargreave   S 1954
Miss   harnett 1971
Mr JCb  harnett   RA 1971
Mr Rw Robert harrington 2009
Mrs AC Audrey harris 2013
Mr nbM nicholas harrison 1988
Mr DTn David hart 2004
Miss E Ella hartley 2008
Cdr MJ Michael harvey 2001
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Mrs KA Katherine harvey 2001
Mr R Robert harvey 2001
Mr C Colin harvey 2001
Mr ME Mike hatcher 1982
Mrs C Ceejay haymen 2014
Mrs JM Jill hayward             2014
Mr PJ Peter headey 2004
Mrs P Pauline headey 2009
Ms C Clair hector 2010
Mrs R Ruth heller   hM S    1979
Mr AJ Alexander hennings 2004
Mr G Geoffrey henry 2014
Miss J Juliette henry 2014
Miss C Camille henry 2014
Miss lCb lucinda hensman 1996
Mr PRw Peter hensman   obE 1975
Mrs CT Claire hensman 2011
Mr REw Robert hensman 2014
Mrs J Jocelyn hermon-Taylor 2006
Mr P Peter hermon-Taylor 2006
Mrs FM Fiona hervey   S 1962
Miss VJ Victoria higgin 1997
Mr PJ Philip hill   l S 2002
Mrs w wendy hill   S 2009
Mr M Matthew hill 2006
Mrs S Susan hill 2009
Miss RF Rosanna hill 2014
Miss J Jennifer hill 2008
Mrs ASD Sheena hilleary   G GA    1952
Mr RM Richard hillman 2008
Mrs AR Alison hinde 2014
Mr SF Sean hinde 2014
Miss E Emma hinde 2014
Mr A Alex hinde 2014
Frau b beatrice hirni    hM     S    1982
Mrs SC Sarah hirst-Malin 2008
Mr RD Robbo hocking   l 1988
Mrs JMw Jill hodgson 1988
Mr G Geoff hodgson 2008
Miss G Georgia hodgson             2008
Mr J Julien hofer 2013
Mr D David holdsworth 2013
Mrs VM Paddy hollington   S 1957
Mr SA Simon hollington   S 1979
Mr TJ Timothy holmes 1968
Mr bGC benjamin holt 2009
Mr RJ Richard holt 2012
Mr MD Michael hopkins 2007
Mr Z Zak hopkins 2013
Mr l lol hopkins 2013
Mr A Alberto horcajo 2007
Miss J Jane horcajo 2007
Miss A Alicia horcajo 2007
Miss E Elena horcajo 2007
Miss JA Julie hoskins 1975
Mr CJ Christoph houlbrooke 1984
Mr Fw Frederick hoult 2012
Mr JP Jeremy howard   S D 2000
Mr RA Roger hoyle 1996
Mrs JS Sarah hoyle   S 1996
Mr CJP   Christopher hoyle 1996
Mr S  hrones   l 1972
Mr AS Adam humphryes 1973
Mr GRA Gregor hunter 2000
Mr R  huntford   hM S  1968
Mrs Cl Carol huntington 2014
Mr S Stuart hutton 2012

Dr h hans ihrig 2013
Mrs A Anna ihrig 2013
Miss E Elisabeth ihrig 2013
Miss K Katharina ihrig 2013
Mr P Peter ihrig 2013
Mr RiA Robert ireland   SA D    1965

Ms SJM Sally ireland   GA  l D    1963

Mrs SF Susan Jacoby 2006
Mr AR Robin James 1980
Mrs V Valerie Jamieson 2004
Mrs hM hilda Jamieson   S 1956
Mr VC Victor Jamieson 1975
Mr J Jonathan Janson   S 1949
Mr bh brian Jayes 2004
Mrs CP Clare Jayes 2004
Mr oCP  Jeanneret   l 1963
Mr A Alexander Jelicic 2008
Mr P Philip Jenkins 2014
Mrs A Anna Jenkins 2014
Miss E Edith Jenkins 2014
Mr M Molly Jenkins 2014
Mr n ned Jenkins 2014
Mr MJ Matthew Jessop 2008
Mr M Martin Joas 2012
Mr PD Peter Job 2004
Mrs MJ Melinda Job 2004
Miss nA natalie Job 2004
Mrs Ji Jean Johns 2012
Mrs G Gillian Johnson   S 1989
Mr CM   Christopher Johnson 2009
Mr GD Geoffrey Johnson 1995
Miss P Pamela Johnston 2007
Mr wS william Johnston 2008
Mr n nick Jones 2012
Mrs K Karen Jones 2009
Miss J nuala Jones 2013
Mrs FhR hilda Jones 1997
Mr AR Alan Jordan 2007
Dr DV Vanda Joss   D 1985

Mr PA Paul Kaju 2011
Mr CP   Christopher Kalbraier            1991
Mr l leo Karavasili 2013
Miss V Victoria Kaufman   l 1972
Mr TS Timothy Keeling 2010
Mr wb william Kendall 2006
Ms Jh helen Kennedy 2013
Mr AC Alastair Kennedy 2014
Mr Ri Robert Kennedy 1996
Mr nlA nicholas Kennett 2010
Mrs SP Sue Kent 1980
Mrs C Susan   Keown(nee Proctor)   S 1955
Mr J John Kerr 2008
Mr RJ Roger Kerry 1956
Mrs V Victoria Kilgour 2011
Miss SM Sheridan Killwick   G D 1991
Mr DJ David King 2009
Ms Al Alison King 2013
Miss i isabel King 2010
Mr C Caradoc King 1993
Mrs J Janey King   D 1993
Mrs n natasha King (nee walduck) 1992
Mr AG Alfred Kingham 2012
Mr Pb Peter Kite 2007
Miss E Ella Kite 2007
Mr hM Maarten Kleiweg de Zwaan 2010
Mrs TE Eva Kleiweg de Zwaan 2010
Mrs S Shirley Knopf 2011
Mr T Tony Knott 1998
Dr S Silvia Kobi 2014
Mr T Tomasz Kozlowski 2002

Mrs D Daphne lakin   S 1967
Mr hR hugh lambert 2004
Mrs RP Rosli lancaster   S 1973
Mr RK Robert lancaster 1998
Mrs EMT Miranda lane               2012 
herr P Pierre lanz   S           1995
Dr DFP Frank larkin 2003
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Mr JM Jonathan latimer   GA 1963
Mrs R Rosemar latimer 2005
Mr M Max laughland 2012
Mrs A Anna laurie-walker   G 1978
Mr A Alastair laurie-walker 1983
Mr RJ Richard lawrance   FRCS 1984
Miss RM Rosie lawrance 2000
Mr Dh harri lawrance 2000
Mr P Peter lawrance 2000
Dr TM  Tessa  lawrance (neebevan-Jones)G D 1969
Mr DJF David lawrence 1995
Mr DJ Douglas lawson 2005
Mrs KJ Katharine lawson 2005
Miss AK Anna lawson 2005
Maj JAG Jimmy le Coq   S 1975
Mrs SJ Jilly le Coq 1949
Mrs l louise leach 2009
Mr w william leach 2009
Mr iA ian leach 2005
Mrs FS Fiona  leach (nee Easdale)  G GA 1969
Mr w william leavitt 2012
Mr PA Peter lee 1972
Mr J Jocelyn lee 2011
Mr iS ian lees 2013
Mr CP  Christopher lees-Jones 2001
Mrs AM Anne lees-Jones 2001
Mrs b belinda  lehrell(neehargreaves) 1991
Mr PG Peter lever 2013
Mrs J Jane lever 2013
Mr RC Richard lewis 1982
Mr w william lewis 2006
Mr MPG Mark lewis               2009
Mrs hn heidi lewis 2009
Miss R Rebecca lewis 2009
Mr F Freddie lewis 2009
Mr Di David lewis 2009
Mr PT Paul lewitt 2014
Mrs wh wendi lewitt 2014
Mr J James lewitt 2014
Miss C Caroline lewitt 2014
Miss i isabelle lewitt 2014
Mr nS nigel ley 2001
Mrs R Rebekah ley 2010
Miss b beatrice ley 2010
Mr A Alfred ley 2010
Mr KA Kier liddell 2004
Mr AC Adrian liddell 1975
herr uRS urs liebethal   l 1969
Mr PM Peter lightfoot   S 1968
Mr h harry lightfoot 2014
Mr JJl Jamie lillingston-Paterson 1981
Mr RJ Rory linden-Kelly 2014
Dr AP Anthony lipscomb   S 1984
Mrs PJb Pennie lipscomb   S 1963
Mr K Kieran lismore 2009
Mrs S Sally lismore 2009
Mr J Jake lismore 2009
Miss S Sophie lismore 2009
Mr JA  livingston 1988
Dr. D David lobozzo   MD 1972
Miss h helen lodge 2010
Mr ED Duncan lonie   l G 1985
Mrs JA Janet lonie   S 1985
Mr JC John lovatt 1990
Mrs uE unni loveday   S 1973
Mr DF David lovegrove           1988
Mr RDE Richard lovell   GA S D 1962
Dr n nicola low 2011
Mr CJ Charlie luke 2013 
Mr PAhM Peter lukowski   S 1963
Mr Sn Stephen lunn 2014
Mr Pw Peter lunt 2014
Mr FwA bruce lynch 2013 
Mr J James lynch 2014

Mr AD Alexander lyons 2007
Mr FPJ Daniel lyons 2007

Miss FC Fiona Mabey 1981
Mrs i isabel Mabey-Kite 2007
Mr TA Toby Mace 2011
Mrs P  Mackintosh   S 1951
Mr CRD Charlach Mackintosh   G GA    1953
Mr D Douglas Mackintosh   GA l    1946
Mrs E Elaine Macleod   G 1994
Miss A Anna Macready 1981
Sir n nevil Macready 1981
Mr Rw Richard Malin 2008
Miss l lara Malin 2008
Mr G Giles Malin 2008
Mr iJ ian Mann 2013
Mr PT Paul Manson 1990
Mr JE Julian Marie   l 1968
Mr Rw Robin Maris 1960
Mr AG Alan Marriott   MbE  2001
Mrs TR  Marriott   l 1967
Mrs JA Joan Marshall 1977
Miss Vl Vicky Marshall   S 1973
Mrs SK Suzanne Marsham  S 1967
Mrs G Gisela Martel   l 1968
herr R Rudi Martel   l 1968
Mrs CA Ann Martin              1972
Mr Eb Eric Martin 1972
Mrs A Anna Martin 2013
Mr h henry Martin 2013
Mr A Angus Martin 2013
Mr Sb Samuel Martin 1997
Mrs M Madeleine Marx   hM G    1949
Mr MJ Michael Maskey   l 1988
Mrs R Rachel Maskey   S 1988
Mr J James Maskey   S 2001
Miss l lucy Maskey   S D 1993
Mr PFE Paul Masser 2000
Dr. RM Roderick Matheson 1978
Mr J John Mathews   S 1976
Mrs ME betty Mathews 1976
Miss D Diana Mathias   S 1973
Mr P Paul Matthews 2009
Mrs F Fiona Matthews 2010
Mr R  Mauerhofer   l S 1950
Mr P Philip Maxey 1999
Mrs Vl Viki Maxey   l 1999
Mr PC Paul Maxlow-Tomlinson 1982
Mr D Daniel Maynard 2004
Mrs l lauren Maynard 2004
Miss l lucy Maynard 2004
Mr l luke Maynard 2004
Mr J Terry McAbe 2014
Mr F Freddie McAlpine 2005
Mr Aw Andrew McAlpine 2006
Mr FA Fergus McAlpine 2006
Mrs S Susan McArthur 2003
Mr ARD Allan McArthur 2006
Mr SJ Sean McCarthy   S 2010
Mrs M Martine McCombie 2006
Dr. iw ian McCormick   G GA l    1958
Mr JDS Donald McCutchan 1991
Mrs hE helen McCutchan 2001
Miss Mh Mary McCutchan 2001
Mr R Ralph McDevitt 2010
Mrs C  Caroline  McEwan (nee Sims)    G GA    1954
Mr DR Donald McGilvray 1998
Ms M Michelle McGrade 2005
Mr JD John Mcintyre 2014
Mr wP william Mclucas 1995
Mrs bA blyth Mclucas 1995
Mrs J Joanna McMahon 2011
Mr J Jack McMahon 2011
Mr M Max McMahon 2011
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Mr M Jed McMahon 2011
Mr R Rod McMillan 2007
Prof. iA iain Mcneish 2012
Mrs JM    Jenny    Medves (nee Ryan)   S 1984
Mr J Johannes Meier 2013
Dr JRC John Mew 1969
Mr Jh  Mewburn 1982
Mr hw  Meyer   hM S    1963
Dr. DR  Michell   S 1959
Mr o oliver Millard 2014
Miss P Paige Millard 2014
Ms A Aoife Miller 2012
Miss ME Maggie Miller   S hM    1957
Mrs V Ginie Miller 2002
Miss V Vi Miller   bA 2002
Mr D David Mills 2012
Mr An neil Mitchel   MbE RA 1959
Mr CAJ Clive Mitchel   GA 1959
Mrs h hazel Mitchell 2012
Mr PJ Patrick Mitchell 2012
Mr iJ ian Moir                2012
herr K Karl Molitor   hM  1946
Frau l lillan Molitor   hM S    1985
herr R Rico Molitor hM S    1985
Mr ACV Andrew Montgomery   S 1971
Mr SE Steven Mooney 2010
Mrs C Christel Mooney 2010
Mr J John-Dean Mooney 2010
Mr h hugo Mooney 2010
Mr P Pip Mooney 2010
Mr GR Graham Moore 1982
Ms JE Joyce Moore 2012
Mr nD nigel Moore   S bA D    1989
Mr MRh Michael Moore 2002
Mrs hEJ liz Moore   S D 2002
Miss A Alexandra Moore 2002
Mr J John Moore 2002
Mrs KJ Karen Morgan 1981
Mr M Matthew Morgan 2010
Mr J Jaroslav Mroz 2007
Mr SM Steven Mucklow 2008
Mr MPR Marcus Munt 1995
Miss P Patricia Murphy   G GA l    1958
Mr AP Angus Murray 1999
Mr CD Charles Murray-brown 2005
Ms A Anja Myrsep 2011
Mr w Myles william 2008
Mrs R Myles Rebecca 2008
Ms A Myrsep Anja 2011

herr K Karl napflin   S 2011
Mrs D Dana nason 2009
Miss h holly needham 2008
Ms l lucy nelson 2012
Mrs S Sheila ness(Jamieson)   S 1956
Mr PEF Peter newbald 1964
Mr SAC Simon newbold 2007
Mrs E Elaine newbold 2008
Miss A Anna newbold 2008
Mrs MEM  Marguerite nice 2008
Mr RRV Rodney nicholson 1956
Mr K Kit nisbet 2008
Mr A Angus nisbet 2008
Mr M Andrew nolan 2010
Mr M Michael nolan 2012
Mr AJ Alan norris 2006
herr u urkan novak 2013
Mr C Cliff nye 2009
Mr S Stephen nye 1992

Miss A Amy o’brien 2002
Mr A Andrew o’brien 2002
Mr E Evan o’brien 2002
Mrs S Susan o’Gallagher 2010

Mr C Conor o’Gallagher 2013
Mr A Angus o’Gallagher 2013
Mr M Michael oldham 2004
Mr n nick oldham 2014
Mr MJ Michael oliver 2001
Mrs   o’Meara   l 1970
Mr MP Martin ommanney 1996
Mrs SJ Sandra ommanney 1996
Miss S Sarah ommanney 1996
Mr E Edmond omolu 2006
Mr DG David orf 1998
Mr CE Charles orme 1981
Mrs C Caroline orr 1996
Mr P Paddy orr 1996
Mr MJ Marcus osborne 2008

Mrs El    Eloise      Padania (nee walduck)  1991
Mr J John Pailthorpe 2008
Mr lw lawrence Palmer 1974
Mrs A Anna Panter 1973
Mr D David Panter 1959
Dr nTM nicholas Panton 2012
Miss G Georgina Panton 2012
Mrs SJF Sarah Parker 2005
Mr PSJ Paul Parker 2005
Mrs RM Ruth Parker 1996
Mr D Dean Parker 2008
Ms M Minette Parker 2010
Mr M Mike Pascall 2006
Mr R Raj Patel 2012
Mrs DM Diane Paterson   l S 1972
Mr RA Robin Paterson   l S 1968
Mr An Andrew Paterson 2013
Mr Jn John Paxton   S 1950
Mrs JM Jane Paxton 1993
Mr SM Simon Pearson 2000
Mr Ko Kenneth Pelton 1999
Mrs AM Anne Pelton 1999
Miss CA Catherine Pelton   bA 1999
Mr AM Andrew Pelton 1999
Mr MD Michael Pelton   bA 1999
Mr MK Kevin Penberthy 1988
Mr P Peter Penev 2014
Mr SnS Stephen Penrose 2006
Mrs RKE Kate Penrose 2006
Mr CAS Christoph Penrose 2006
Mr JSD James Penrose 2006
Mr AnS Adrian Pepper 2012
Mr JC Jonathan Percival 2012
Mr iS ian Perkins 2008
Mr CJ Cynthia Perkins 2008
Mr T Thomas Perrott 1994
Mr EFV Edward Perrott   G D 1994
Mrs l lesley Perrott 1994
Mr w william Perrott   S 1994 
Mr G Godfrey Perrott 2009
Ms JA Jane Peterson 2011
Miss C Claire Peterson 2011
Mr b brian Pette 1987
Mr M Michael Pettifer 2011
Ms S Sherry Pfenniger 2011
Mr SAS Samuel Phillips 1999
Mr b brian Phillips   S 2000
Mrs C Christina Phillips   S 2000
Mr S Simon Phillips 2000
Mr M Marc Phister 2014
M G George Pier 1982
Mm l louise Pier 1982
Dr J James Piers 1993
Mrs J belinda Pinckney   S 1950
Mr DC David Pinckney   S 1960
Mr J John Pincott 2010
Mr AG Alastair Pink 2002
Mr A Adrian Pink 2006
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Mr bK brian Pitchers 2014
Mr nC nigel Pitt   l 2000
Mr EJ Edward Pleasance 1996
Mr Jl Jan Plesman   l 1964
Mr Jwh John Polatch   S 1983
Sir GF George Pollock   bt. GA RA    1946
Mr nD nick Pople 2002
Mr JJh Jack Pople 2011
Dr GE Gwenda Porter 2002
Mrs h  hester  Power (nee Alban-Davies)  1991
Mr MP Michael Pragnell 1994
Mr Cn Christoph Pratt 1991
Mr nE nigel Pratt 1985
Mrs EJ Edith   Pratt (nee Sheering)   RA 1965
Mrs FA Felicity Preece 2005
Dr RJ Richard Preece 2005
Mr P Paul Prentice 2013
Mr RJ Richard Prest   S 1985
Mrs Gi Gilda Prest 2000
Mr G George Prest 2011
Mrs J Jemima Prest 2011
Mr l leo Prest 2011
Mr J Jago Prest 2011
Mr w wilf Prest 2011
Mr w Rory Prest 2011
Miss hK harriet Prest 1991
Mr DT David Price   G 1971
Mr CSDT Charles Price 2004
Dr AM Amy Price 2013
Mr E Elijah Price 2014
Miss G Gabriel Price 2014
Miss M Martha Price 2014
Mr D David Price 2014
Mr AG Anthony Prichard 2006
Mrs SG Sara Prichard 2006
Miss CM Catarina Prichard 2006
Miss MC Madalaine Prichard 2006
Mr hG hugh Prichard 2011
Mrs CJ Carolyn Prichard 2011
Mr hP Paul Prinsen   l 1972
Mr hJ hugh Prior-Palmer 1977
Mr CA Charles Pritchard 2002
Mr JP John Protheroe Smith 2005
Mr G Guy Purbrick 2014

Mr J Jan Raats 1971
Mr J Judson Rabey 2010
Mr M Max Ramsay 2000
Mrs M Martine Ramsay 1997
Mr wA william Ramsay              1997
Mr J James Ramsay 1997
Mrs AJ Alicia Rankin   S 1946
Mr JhD Jamie Rankin   S 1968
Mrs AlR Anna  Rankin (nee Edmonds)   S 1970
Mr MA Mark Ransom 2013
Mrs KM Katherine Ransom 2013
Dr SGo Ted Rees   S 1985
Mrs C Clare Regez 2004
Mr A Andrew Reicher 2000
Mrs h hilary Reicher 2000
Flt.l M Mike Reid   RAF Rtd 1986
Mrs VS Sonia Reid 1972
Mr R Rudolf Remund 2012
Mr MT Marcus Reynolds   l 1969
Mrs E  Richardson 1991
Mr J John Richardson 1991
Mr Jh Julian Richardson 1981
Mr PCA Paul Richardson 2003
Mr h howard Richardson 2014
Mrs l louise Richardson 2014
Mr b benjamin Richardson 2011
Dr wJ Jeremy Rickford   S 1979
Mrs JA Jackie Rickford 1983
Dr. AJ John Rigby   G GA D    1957

Sir J John Ritblat   l 1999 
Mr GR Graham Rivers 2012
Sir iA ivor Roberts 1987
lady Ebb Elizabeth Roberts 1987
Mrs C Clare Roberts 2001
Mr C Charles Roberts 2008
Mrs D Diane Robinson 2013
Mrs Slb Sarah  Robinson   G 1965
Mr Pn Peter Robinson 1980
Mrs RE Ruth Robinson 1980
Miss P Pauline Robinson 2006
Mr MC Matthew Robinson 2000
Robi TRR Tim Robinson 2013
Mr AD Andrew Robinson 2002
Mrs hA hilary Robinson 2002
Miss SA Sophie Robinson 2002
Miss KE Kate Robinson 2002
Mrs nJ nicola Robinson 2010
Mr G Guy Robinson 2010
Mr S Simon Robinson 2010
Mr DG David Robinson 2011
Mrs ME Maggie Robinson 2011
Mr MA Michael Robinson 1992
Mrs CS Carolyn Robinson 1992
Mr TS Tony Rogers   S 1949
Mr G Grant Rogerson 2009
Mr JE John Romer   hM S    1976
Mr G Gareth Ronson 2014
Mrs D Dina Ronson 2014
Mrs GEJS Sandria Rose 1997
Mr AA Ali Ross   hM S    1974
Mr C Colin Rowe 1988
Mrs Vh Val Rowe 1998
Mr n nathan Rowley 1997
Ms A Alicia Rubi 2007
Miss PJ Penny Rudd 2013
Mr JR ian Russell 1981
Mrs SA Susan Ryan   hM 1970
Ms RM Rosemar Ryan 2010
Mr CJ Charles Ryan 1980
Mrs RC Rosanne Ryan 1991
Miss l lucinda Ryan 2011
Mrs JAy Judy Rylands 1983

Rev PA Philip Sainter              2013
Mr Jw Jeremy Sallis 2007
Mr T Thomas Sanders 2014
Mrs S Sophie Sandison 2004
Mr o oliver Sandison 2004
Mr TJ Timothy Saunders 2008
Mr TR Thomas Saunders 2006
Mrs l lynne Savage Jones 2009
Mr h howard Savage Jones 2009
Mr MF Michel Schaapman 2002
herr A Adolf Schlunegger   S l 1988
Mr Mh  Schoch   S 1970
Mr TC Terry Scholer 2009
Mr JF John Schrader 2002
Mr A Anthony Schwarz 2014
Rev. RP Roger Scoones   S 1978
Mr C Charles Scott 2013
Mr MJ Michael Scott 1992
Mr nK nick Scroggs 2005
Mr A Andrew Seaman 2007
Miss Ah Anne  Seaman (nee Freund)  S 1983
Mr M Michael Seeley 2007
Mrs C Claire Seeley 2007
Miss o olivia Seeley 2007
Miss P Poppy Seeley 2007
Miss G Grace Seeley 2007
herr R René Seiler   S 1968
Mrs V Vivienne Seiler   l 1975
Mr G George Senior 2012
Mr MMw Michael Severne   hM S    1937
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Mr  Michael Shaw 2000
Miss R Rhianna Shaw 2000
Miss T Tara Shaw 2000
Mr M Matthew Shaw 2009
Mrs JR Julia Shaw (nee Graves) 1979
Dr A Alison Shelly 2013
Mr ih ian Shepherd 2011
Mrs C Claire Sheppard 2011
Miss h honor Sheppard 2011
Mrs DF Diane Sherman 1992
Mr bR brian Sherras 2008
Mrs K Katherine Sherras 2008
Mr A Andrew Sherras 2008
Miss E Emily Sherras 2008
Mr R Richard Sherras 2008
Mr Jb John Shewring 2009
Ms P Priya Shiva 2013
Mrs b beverley Shnaps   S 1994
Mr M Maurice Shnaps 1999
Mr S Samuel Shnaps 1991
herr Cu Chris Sieber   l 1970
Frau u ursula Sieber-Fehr   S l 1952
Mr wi ian Simpson 2007
Mr JR John Sims-hilditch 2007
Mrs E Emma Sims-hilditch 2007
Miss b betty Sims-hilditch 2007
Mr w william Sims-hilditch 2007
Mr T Tim Skinner 2002
Mr CJ   Christopher Slaski 2009
Miss A Annabelle Slatter 2014
Miss h harriet Smith 2005
Miss S Stephanie Smith 2005
Mr S Shaun Smith 2005
Mr S Stephen Smith 2005
Mr o oskar Smith 2005
Miss F Fleur Smith 2005
Mrs J Judith Smith 2005
Mr EC Eric Smith 2004
Mr R Roger Smith 2007
Mrs G Geraldine Smith 2007
 Miss G Frances Smith 2007
Mr T Toby Smith 2007
Mr G George Smith 2007
Mr R Robert Smith 2007
Dr lDR David Smith 1998
Mrs MC Clare Smyth 1991
Dr M Michael Soljak 2010
Mr h harry Soljak 2010
Mr nJG nicholas Spence 2008
Dr CJ Colin Spicer 2004
Mr DA David Spratt 2014
Mr J James Squier 2006
Mrs T Teresa Staeger-Follet   S 1958
Mr nl nick Stammers 2005
Mrs KM Karen Stammers 2005
Mr b benjamin Stammers 2005
Miss S Sophie Stammers 2005
Mr oh oliver Stanley 2009
Mrs SE Sophie Stanley 2009
Mr A Anthony Stanley 2009
Mr AnR Alan Stannah 1989
Mr P Patrick Stannah 2007
Mr J Jon Stannah   G l 2002
Mr blR brain Stannah 2013
Mrs JM Jennifer Stannah 2013
Mr Kl Keith Steel 1987
Mr PS Peter Steel 2014
Prof. JA John Stephens 1988
Ms VC Vivien Stern 2013
Ms V Vivien Stern 2012
herr w walter Steuri   hM S    1994
Frau M Margrit Steuri   hM S    1994
Rear Admiral RP Rob    Stevens 2014
Mr Kb Kieran Stevens    1992

Mrs bJ   brenda    Stevens (nee Gibson)    1992 
Mr GG  George   Stewart   Cb MC  hM S   1974
Mr hl hugh Stewart 1989
Mr hDh henry Stewart 2009
Mrs P Trish Stirling   S 1958
Mr AMn Anthony Stodart 2008
Mr S Simon Storer 2011
Mrs E liz Storer 2011
Mr J James Storer 2011
Miss l lucy Storer 2011
Mr T Toby Storer 2011
Miss S Susanna Stowell 2014
Miss KE Katya Strage 2004
Mr GhA Graeme Street 2005
Dr M Margaret Stroebe 2001
Miss K Kathenne Stroebe 2001
Prof w wolfgang Stroebe 2001
Mrs S Sally Sutcliffe 2007
Mr wh hugh Suter 2008
Mr bw bruce Sutherland   CbE  l 1972
Miss Cw Catriona Sutherland 1988
Miss Aw Alison Sutherland 1981
Mrs h heather Sutherland 1972
Mr AJ AJ Suuvan 2013
Mrs b barbara Syme 1970

Mr TT Thomas Tait 1985
Mr AP Piers Talalla 2005
Mr DA Tanton 1973
Mr T Toby Tapson 2011
Mr A Adam Tapson 2011
Miss E Ella Tapson 2011
Mr KV Keith Tapson 2011
Mrs lE lianne Tapson 2011
Mr S Steven Tautz 2006
Mr J Tautz James 2006
Mr  James Tautz 2006
Mr T Theodore Taylor 2011
Mr JJK Jonathan Taylor   G GA    1960
Mrs C Christina Taylor 1991
Mr nCD nicholas Taylor 1991
Mr PK Philip Taylor   l G 1985
Mr MJ Michael Taylor 2009
Miss K Kate Taylor 2009
Mr JSJh Stephen Tedbury   S 1971
Mrs l loveday Tedbury 1975
Mr Jl Jeff Temple 2010
Mr D David Tennant 2011
Miss J Julia Tennant 2011
Miss h heather Thexton 2013
Mr PC Paul Thomas 2007
Mrs J Jane Thomas 2007
Mr AR Andrew Thompson 2012
Mr nh nigel Thorp 2007
Mrs wS wendy Thorp 2007
Mr P Paul Thurk 2013
Mr Th Timothy Thursfield 1995
Mr Jh John Thursfield 1995
Mr Mb Michael Tillett 1967
Mrs il lynn Tingle 2012
Mrs nJ nichola Todd 2006
Mr ST Samuel Todd-Saunders 2006
Miss hE helen Todd-Saunders 2006
Mr Eo Edward Toke-bjolgerud 2005
Mr n nick Tracey 2002
Mrs S Sarah  Troughton 
   (nee Campbell-Preston)   GA l 1967
Mr h hano Tschabold   S 2012
Mrs S  Tucker   RA l    1955
Dr S Suzannah Turk 2007
Mr C Charlie Turner 2014
Mr GJ Geoff Turner 1984
Mr T Terry Turner   D 2000
Mr EJ Edward Turner 2013
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Mr K Karl unger 2006
Mr MJ Michael upton 1956
Mr M Mike utting 2003
Mrs T Tuula utting 2003
Mr A Alex utting   bA 2003
Mr E Edward utting 2003
Miss K Kristina utting 2003

Frau J Jutta van Eeghen-Fischer 2009
Mrs D Dawn Van Zalinge 1968
Mr EDh David Verden Anderson   S D 1973
Mrs EA Elizabeth Verden-Anderson 1999
Frau MM Margaret von Allmen   hM 1982
herr P Paul von Allmen   hM S    1982
herr A Andreas von Almen 1982
Frau S Silvia von Almen 2003
Frau  E  Erika von Almen    1979
herr C Christian von Almen   S 1982
herr uK urs von Almen 1988

Mrs A Angela wade 1953
Mrs Al linnet waghorn   hM S    1960
Mr w william waghorn 1983
herr P Peter wagner   l 1967
Mrs A Amanda waind 2007
Mr S Simon wainman 1998
Mrs D Diana wainman 1998
Mr JAG Jason walduck 1991
Mrs AJ Amanda walduck 1998
Mr hR Richard walduck  obE  S l 1958
Mrs S Susan walduck   l 1992
Mr Rn Robert walduck   S 1961
Mr Sh Stephen walduck   S l 1965
Mrs V Vanessa walduck   l 1986
Mr DCT Daniel walduck 1991
Mr Th Tom     walduck   P G l D 1958
Mrs Sl Sara walduck   S l 1991
Mr nSRD nicholas walduck 1985
Mr AhEP Alexander walduck 1985
Mrs PJ Penelope waley   S 1963
Mr JG Jonathan walker 2004
Mrs GS Gill walker 2004
Mr G Giles walker 2004
Mr E Edward walker 2004
Mrs DM Deborah walker 2002
Miss CM   Catriona   walker (nee Macleod) 1994
Mrs KT   Katharine   waller(nee walduck)  1992
Miss TA Theresa  wallis   RA 1971
Dr bh beat walpoth  l 1968
Mrs Co   Candida   walton(nee walduck)  1992
Mr RS Richard ward 2009
Mr R Robin ward 2013
Mr nR nicholas ward-Jackson 2012
Mr CnE Charles wasdell 1986 
Mr DC Donald wasdell 1986
Mr EJT Edward wasdell 2006
Mr Dh David waterhouse 1986
Mr Th Thomas waterhouse 1995
Miss SA Sarah waterhouse 1995
Mr JM John watherston 1974
Mrs KM Kate watson 2000
Mr DR David watson 2000
Mr CD Charlie watson 2000
Mr wR william watson 2000
Mr GE George watson 2000
Rev Rb Robert watson 1992
Mr JA James watson 2012
Mrs AJ Antionette watts 2009
Mr JC Jeremy watts 2009
Miss J Jemma watts 2009
Mr o oliver watts 2009
Mrs C Clare watts 2009
Miss T Thea watts 2009
Mr R Raef watts 2009

Miss A-R Amelie watts 2009
Mr Mh Michael weale 2000
Mr n nigel webb 2004
Mr l luke webb 2004
Mr J Joseph webb   SA 2004
Mrs AV Anne webster   hM 1963
Mrs C  webster   l 1974
Mr DPA David wells 2007
Mrs M Michele wells 2007
Mr ECJ Christian wells   l S 1998
Mrs GMK Katherine wells 1998
Miss hAK henrietta wells 1998
Miss C Carol west 1987
Mr MG Martin west   D S 1993
Mr MJD Michael wheeler   S 1994
Mr MJ Michael wheeler 1998
Mr RC Richard wheway   S 1966
Mr DJ Derek white 2008
Mr D Duncan white 1996
Mrs MMD Dolores white 1998
Mr J John whitehouse 2013
Mr J James whitehouse 2013
Miss E Emily whitehouse 2013
Mr FwD Freddie whitelaw  S D 1972
Mr JE John whittaker 2000
Mr nT neil whittet 2003
Mr J Jeremy whittet 2007
Mrs hF helen whittet 1998
Mr G George widmer 2013
Mrs R Ruth widmer 2013
Mr MJ Mike wigmore 2004
Mr nbS nigel wilder   S 1966
Sir G Graham wilkinson bt.   GA G 1959
Mrs Sh hetta wilkinson 1998
Mrs hM heather wilkinson-bride 2010
Miss E Elizabeth willan 2005
Mr MSD Marcus williams 1987
Mr D David williams-Gravener 2012
Mr SP Simon williamson 2002
Mr JP Joseph williamson   S D 2002
Mr AM Andrew willis 2002
Mr C Colin willmott 2009
Mrs T Tracy willmott 2009
Miss h hannah willmott 2009
Mr o oliver willmott 2009
Mr hEn henry wilsher 1992
Mr DA David wilson 1964
Mrs ME Minnie wilson 1972
Mr A Alan wilson 1997
Mr J Jamie wilson 1997
Mr JP John withinshaw 1994
Mrs GJ Georgina withinshaw 1994
Ms J Janette wolf 2011
Mr PEC Philip wolfe 2013
Mr EJ ned wolfe 2013
Miss hV helena wood 2002
Mr JA James wood 2002
Mr EbF Edmund wood 2014
Mr A Andrew woodcock 2011
Mr MJ Mike woodhall  FRiCS  l S  P 1978
Mr SJ Simon woodhall 2007
Mr Jb John woods 2011
Major n nick woolgar 1997
Mr JGl John wright 2002
Mr P Peter wright 2013
Mr D Darren wright 2014
Mr R  wylde 1970
Mrs l lucy wylde 2001
Mr G George wylde 2001
Mr J John wylde 2001
herr S  wyss   l 1983
Frau T  wyss   l 1983
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Mr Sw Stephen yarnold 2014
Mr MKR Martin yates 2007
Mr J Jamie younger 2009
Mrs G Gillian younger 2012
Mr w william younger 2012
Mr F Freddie younger 2012
Mr A Alexander younger 2012
Mr w william youngs 2013
Mrs JM Jenny youngs 2013
Mr G George youngs 2013
Mr C Christoph yung 2013
Miss C Catherine yung 2013
Mr A Adrian yung 2013

Miss l laura Zumbuehl 2011
Mr R Ryan Zumbuehl 2011
Mr M Markus Zumbuehl 2011
Mrs b barbara Zumbuehl 2011
Capt PD Paul    Zvegintzov   G D hM    1972
Mrs RM Maree   Zvegintzov   G D hM    1986
Mr ni nicholas Zvegintzov   S 1986
Maj ADJ Sacha Zvegintzov   SA 1984






